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Courthouse renovation
delayed by fiscal court
Action on renovation of the prehensive renovation plans on clerk, occupational tax is a
Calloway County Courthouse to space utilization of the first floor slightly-publicized tax on all types
alleviate space problems was and second floor space vacated by of businesses selling soft drinks,
delayed by the fiscal court Tues- the court room (now located in the tobacco products and ice cream.
The county clerk said some
day pending a study of space Robert 0. Miller Annex) to better
have been faithful in
officials.
merchants
county
all
accommodate
the
in
utilization of each office
Members of the court agreed a paying the tax. He felt mot who
structure.
The court gave Judge- study was needed because a plan haven't are not aware of the law.
Executive George Weaks authori- possibly could save the county He added merchants will not be 7
ty to hire a planning engineer to money in the long run. They cited billed but must pay the tax in his
discuss operations and space re- as examples renovation work in office. A special file for those payquests with all officials who have the courthouse annex which had to ing the tax will be kept in his ofOffices in the courthouse. The be redone several times before it fice, Harris added.
Weaks reported a Lexington
engineer then is to draw corn- met proper specifications.
Magistrate Gil Hopson said he cable television company confavors renovation of the cour- tacted him last week and began a
thouse but wants input from all of- feasibility study of cable televificials and sketches of all recom- sion in Calloway County. Weaks
mended changes before he votes was not sure how long the study
•
would take.
on any action.
Murray city planner Steve Zea
Magistrate Dan Miller agreed.
He said the county clerk's office told the court the county may oband other offices need relief but he tain a $500,000 federal grant for
did not want to vote on spending sewer lines to Dexter and Almo.
money until plans have been Zea estimated total cost of the proBy MERRILL HARTSON
ject for both communities at
drawn.
AP Labor Writer
In related action, court $659,000. Grant application
WASHINGTON (AP) - The members defeated a motion 3-2 to deadline is May 3.
unemployment rate in 16 states accept a bid from Dover Elevator
Zea pointed out housing imand the District of Columbia Co., Evansville, to install an provements to Dexter were turned
jumped by 2 full percentage points elevator in the courthouse. down a few years ago because of
or more from February 1981 to Members not-int no*included Hop- its waste system.
CONCRETE Utz-if -- Charles D. McKenney (top) and Terry Yaftr6ugh eliminate some high and low
this February, according to the son, Miller and Clyde Hale. Voting
A joint hearing to determine inareas in a driveway of freshly-poured concrete.
Bureau of Labor Statistics. ,
yes were Ralph • Bogard and terest in, such a grant will be
Seasonally unadjusted figures
Weaks. Weaks said the bid will be scheduled soon in Dexter. The
released Tuesday by the agency reconsidered at a later meeting fiscal court also scheduled a
also showed that 21 states and the after the space utilization study is special session Tuesday, April 27
District of Columbia had jobless complete.
•
to discuss the matter.
rates of 10 percent or higher this
Magistrates -alto voted to
Fiscal court members_ also
February.
voted to enforce the occupational declare the old county barn as
Nine states had double-digit
tax in the city and county. Ac- surplus property and sell it to the
unemployment levels during the cording to Marvin Harris, county highest bidder.
said
The Legislative Research Com- Murray State, Sears said the LRC certain foundation funds. He
same
period a year ago, the agenof
'university
use
mission of the state government obtained a copy of the founda- the foundation's
cy
said.
the
of
"one
is
profits
bookstore
some
asked
also
visited the Murray State Universi- tion's audit and
While the South continued to
into." But,
ty Foundation on April 7 as part of questions about RS operations. He things we'll be looking
the largest number of states
have
attorney
1979
a
is
there
added
he
an investigation involving founda- said the results of investigations
with unemployment rate insupports
which
opinion
general's
in
compiled
be
will
school
each
at
tions of all eight state-supported
points or
of
one comprehensive report which the foundation's stand. "That's creases 2.0 percentage
universities.
the
time
during
the
first
for
more,
he
are
now,"
we
where
point
the
of
couple
"a
in
completed
will be
Sam Sears, tbe commission's
Norfour
recession
current
said.
months."
assistant director for program
He emphasized, "We are not theastern states -He said he could not comment
Price increases on almost everything seem to be automatic these
review and investigation, said
Massachusetts, Vermont, New
we
and
the
analysis
with
finished
visit
MSU
the
of
specifics
on
lookwas
days. Everytime we reorder an item or a service, the cost usually
Tuesday the LRC staff
Hampshire and Pennsylvania
on
a
has risen considerably.
ing "at all operations of founda- because the "analysis of the data have not reached conclusion
had increases of similar
That is not to be the case with a mail subscription to the Murray
tions and associations" of the is not complete," but he did talk anything."
has visited all magnitude,the report said.
now
The
LRC
the
of
aspects
general
some
about
& Times.
Ledger
colleges.
state
Large increases also were
Kentucky
cost of purchasing a mail subscription to the daily newspaper
The
He said the investigation is be- operation of the private, non- universities except
After the report reported in Idaho, Montana and
has not increased since June 1980. And, according to newspaper
ing conducted in response to a re- profit organization designed for State, Sears said.
Washington state and in Indiana,
will go to the
it
said
he
done,
is
university.
the
publisher Walter L. Apperson, it's not planned to go up this year,
quest made last year by the the betterment of
either.
Sears said there might be some standing legislative committee for Iowa and Ohio.
legislature's Committee for Pro"Economic activity in almost
"Our subscribers and advertisers have been extremely faithful to
"philisophical differences" bet- recommendations to the 1983
gram Review and Investigation.
all of these states has been
assembly.
general
on
during the past year," Apperson said. "We have suffered what
school
the
us
and
state
the
ween
to
During its three-hour visit
adversely affected by the prolongcould be termed an extremely adverse year. In addition to aned slump in manufacturing and
ticipated increases in the costs of newsprint, postage and ink, as well
housing as well as in government
as practically every other item we purchase, our building and all of
employment," the agency said.
our equipment was destroyed by a fire last August.
States whose jobless rates
"Despite those hardships, we find it unnecessary at this time to imor
points
by
2
percentage
jumped
was
who
gow,
D-Glas
Richardson,
was
the
Tuesday
a higher subscription price to the thousands of mail subscribers
Midnight
pose
RAMSEY
By SY
on
based
over
the
year,
more
Florida.
in
in Calloway and surrounding counties," Apperson said today. "We
deadline for gubernatorial vetoes vacationing
Associated Press Writer
figures,
unadjusted
2)
seasonally
Page
On
(Continued
pledge to hold the line on subscription prices as long as it is
but
of
the
retire1982
legislation,
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)
were:
economically feasible," Apperson said.
ment bill veto was delivered to the
Gov. John Y. Brown Jr. referred
13.9
to
10.8
percent
Alabama,
One. year mail subscriptions to the Monday through Saturday
several
Senate
office
clerk's
to his late-arriving veto of a
12.0;
In8.6
to
Idaho,
percent;
newspaper cost $24.50 to mailing addresses in Calloway and adjoinminutes past midnight.
legislative retirement increase
13.3;
to
to
8.0
Iowa,
10.8
diana,
counties. Outsidethat area,the mail subscription cost is $39.50.
ing
the
clerk,
Marjorie
Wagner,
bill is "an inconsequental mat9.8;
to
7.8
Carrier delivered subscriptions to the newspaper, available within
The Murray City Street Depart- 10.2; Maryland,
said a messenger from the goverter."
8.3;
cities of Murray and Hazel cost $3.50 per month.
Mon6.3
to
the
s,
Massachusett
brush,
up
will
pick
only
at
ment
• "My general counsel doesn't nor's office delivered the bill
"Circulation is at an all-time high at the Murray Ledger & Times
feel the courts would make the Four minutes before midnight and leaves and shrub trimmings at tana, 8.4 to 10.6; New Hampshire,
we want to take every possible step to keep our readers for local
and
to
North
7.3
7.9;
5.6
Carolina,
to
street
Butler,
Robert
veto invalid," the governor said, that she noticed no veto message residences,
news and local advertising. We have the aim to serve our community
9.3; Ohio, 10.1 to 12.2; Penndepartment superintendent,said.
"but there 'could be some legal was attached.
with the reader growth and subscription prices being held we are
and
11.0.
t6
8.6
sylvania,
He stated several homeowners
"I told them they had four
concern."
going to do our part to stem the tide of inflation and absorb any addiAlso, South Carolina, 8.3 to 11.3;
have left broken furniture and
Brown said the tardiness of his minutes," Mrs. Wagner said.
mailing and newsprint costs at this time," Apperson added.
tional
12.3;
Vermont,
9.9
to
She said she clocked the arrival other household items to be picked Tennessee,
veto _message on Senate Bill 103
give us the avenue to send news and advertising on a
"Subscribers
to
8.4;
'6.4
to
8.7;
6.6
Virginia,
department.
the
street
by
up
was due to a- lack of synchroniza- of the veto message at 12:04 a.m.
We have the Calloway County area blanketed with
basis.
guess'
'no
Brown said another reason for Home owners should contact the Washington state,9.7 to 13.0,
tion of watches.
it to remain This way," he concluded.
want
and
circulation
The jobless rate in the District
the delay was his attempt to sanitation department to remove
of Columbia rose from 7.9 to 10.0.
telephone House Speaker Bobby all other items, Butler added.

Jobless rate
increases
during year

State research corn-mission
investigates MSU foundation

Price ofsubscription
to remain unchanged

•

Lateness unimportant, Brown

Workers take brush

Officialsays tax will hurt truckers

sunny, pleasant
•
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Today tinny and pleasant.
Highs in the low to mid 70s.
Light winds. Tonight clear and
mild. Lows in - the low 50s.
Southeast winds 5 to 15mpti.
Thursday clouds moving in
throughout the day.
Unseasonably warm with,highs
in the upper 70s to low 80s.
South winds 10 to 20mph.
Warm with a chance of
showers Friday and Saturday.
Drier with more seasonable
temperatures Sunday. Lows in
the 50s to around 60 Friday and
highs in the mid 70s to low 80s.
Lows in the mid 40s4o mid 50s
Saturday and highs in the upperlOs to mid 70s. Lows Sunday
mostly in the 40s And highs in
the mid 60s to around 70.

don't like being overcharged."
By JOHN SALERNO
While the cab card fee is going
Writer
Staff
Kentucky's new 2.85 cent-a-mile to cost PTL a little less than
truck tax for tractor trailers haul- $1,000, Waugh said the firm traveling more than 60,000 pounds was ed almost one million miles
throughout Kentucky last year.
designed to generate revenue and
preserve state highways. But A The same amount of miles in 1982
will cost the company almost
local trucking officiiil says the law
$30,000.
will
eventually
and
neither,
will do
She said both increases "may
end up costing the consumer.
sound like much" for a large
not
for
Linda Waugh, spokesperson
Paschall Truck Lines, Murray, firm to pay out, "but they
and a member of the board of (government) just keep adding it
directors of the Kentucky Motor on and adding it on." Waugh said
Transportation Association, said the new tariffs now combine with
the fuel tax and license fees which
Tuesday the law will hurt _both
Kentucky And out-of-state already have to be paid.
Although Waugh said PTL
truckers.
In addition to _paying almost 3 naturally was against any incents a mile, new legislation re- crease, she said it could have
quires all carriers to buy a $20 tolerated a hike in license fees
"cab card" or permit. That fee because the firm and the govern22 Pages
last year was 82 for out-of-state ment already have. the. payment
11-A
Aces
trucks and free for Kentucky corn- system set up. "It would have
6-B,7-B
Classifieds
been the same report and form
panies.
with the states new truck taxes and skeptical 6-B
•
Comics
iCEF.P ON TAXIN'-Local trucking officials are disgruntled
Waugh said PTI. has to pur- with just a bigger amount," she
of Paschall Truck Lines, Murray,prepares this rig
6-B
Crosswords
about the legislation's desired restdti. Dennis B.&Omen
chase 23 cards for its drivers and said, "but now we have another
Photo by John Salerno
4-A
Dear Abby...
for the road.
_.,arwlhs&. 24 for_lhe,independent form to fill out. We're drowning in
•
Dr. Lanit,
I-it- truckers associated with the flrm.
forms."
feasible you could bypass tits
war,she said.
8-A
Horoscope
The higher tales are currently . cent deregulation qf the industry, rate
practice by out-ofsaid gbing from no charge to
She
',While the laws could hurt con- itate." Suita
4-A,S-A
said.
Murray Today
one year is unfair, and add- being absorbed by the company, Waugh end, the consumer will sumers, Waugh said it will also state truckers will cause Kenin
$20
10-A
Obituaries
-In the
ed "the trucking industry has rather than passed on to the conchoice tucky to lose potential fuel tax.'
to pay for it (taxes) to the hurt the state."If you had a
have
3-A
Perwctive
1
1
1'1.
because
also
haStn
always been willing to pay its fair sumer
(Continued On rage 2)
very
"it's
truckers who survive" the of two routes," she said,
1-13,2-B
Sports
share, but on the other hand we. fight the rate war (mimed by re- few, big
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Rot Olympics

Haig gives report on dispute
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Secretary of State Alexander M.
Haig Jr., interrupting his shuttle
diplomacy, reported today to
President Reagan on U.S. efforts
to ease tensions between Britain
and Argentina over the Falkland
Islands dispute.
While both refused any substantive comment in a brief session
with reporters and photographers
at the start of their private
meeting, Haig earlier said the two
sides are considering "new
ideas."
"No questions in a photo opportunity," Reagan said with a
smile as reporters tried to question him about the situation.
Haig stared ahead. at the
cameras but did not comment.

,were seated in wing
Both men ,
chairs.
The meeting also was attended
by presidential counselor Edwin
Meese and Chief of Staff James A.
Baker III.
Haig, returning to nearby Andrews Air Force Base from London on Tuesdy, said the British
and Argentines are considering
"new ideas"to ease tensions.
But he refused to say whether
the "new ideas" are a hopeful
sign. "I don't want to describe my
judgments at all," he said.
Haig said he would return to
Buenos Aires "very soon" for a
"continuation of our efforts," but
would not say when.
In London, Prime Minister
Margaret Thatcher, opening an

Murray State psychology students recently pitted
their rats against one another in the third annual
"Rat Olympics." Upper left, Cathy Crawford,
psychology major from Murray, prepared her rat
"Ricky-Pac-Rat" for his run. Lower right, area
elementary students enjoy festival antics. Below,
"T-3 Rat" makes his way down the track to win the
hurdles competition. The RatOlympics highlighted
the day-long Psychology Fair on the campus.
(MSU Photos by Barry Johnson)

emergency debate in Parliament,
declared today that Argentina
must withdraw from the Falkland
Islands before any talks on their
sovereignty. She said Britain will
continue to seek a dtploniatic solution to the crisis brought on by
Argentina's invasion of the South
Atlantic chain April 2, but warned
that a British flotilla was on the
way.
She told the House of Commons,
recalled from Easter recess, that
six days of "complex, changing
and difficult" Ishuttle diplomacy
by Haig produced some progress,
but Argentina was still demanding
"some things which we could not
consider because they flouted our
basic principles." She did not
elaborate.

Brown

...(Continued From Page 1)

After 20 years of service, Brown
The governor said he made the
call as a courtesy to explain the said, the increase would be from
veto, but could not reach the $18,000 to $27,500.
"This isn't the time to fund a
speaker.
Brown said the time factor retirement plan which would pay
dwindles to unimportance when it them more than they make now,"
is noted that the legislature tradi- he said.
Furthermore, Brown said, the
tionally used to stop the clock at
midnight on the final day of the Legislative Research Commissession to keep working until final sion, composed of the leadership
of both chambers, had recomadjournment.
"As far as I'm concerned, the mended no increase in legislative
bill is vetoed," the governor said pay or benefits prior to the 1982
at an impromptu news conference session.
' The veto message said in part:
Wednesday.
"I recognize that it is necessary
He said the issue should focus on
why he vetoed the bill, which he from time to time to increase the
called "mote than I could compensation package for
members of the General
swallow."
The, measure, according to Assembly....This bill, ,however,
Brown. ,and Pitfisty Adams, his has the effect of reducing compenlegislative liaison, would double sation for future service.
"It provides an increase in
the ...letirsment benefits of
lawmakers with 10 years of ser- retirement benefits based upon
vice — from the curie-fit $6,300 past service. I do not argue with
the point that the legislature may
upon retirement to $13,750.

have been underpaid in the past. I
do not feel we should correct past
pay inequities in this fashion."
At the news confereuce, the
governor said that "they just went
too far....It's premature to lean so
heavily on retirement."
Brown declined to speculate on
how his veto, which was expected
to draw the ire of many assembly
members, might affect the administration's attempt to rectify
an omission in the truck-tax bill
during the three-day final session
which began Tuesday.
Fuel taxes on coal trucks were
removed during a compromise
conference by legislators almost
two weeks ago. The state would
lose $3.5 million a year in revenue
because of the omission.
Brown's other late veto was of a
House bill which would exempt
airport boards from zoning
regulations. He vetoed a total of 10
bills.

T

ruck tax...(Continued From Page 1)

mileage tax and
money,she said.

registration

In addition, the state has yet to
come up with a way to collect the
mileage tax. Waugh said Oregon
has such a tax and decided to build
port-of-entry collection stations.
She said it still has not constructed
enough stations to stop all incoming trucks, and construction costs
plus salaries for station
employees is beginning to offset
the revenue generated by the tax.

Waugh contradicted what she
said was Gov. John Y. Brown's
contention that heavy tractor
trailers are tearing up the state's
highways. She first pointed out
that trucks make up only 19 percent of highway traffic, while the
industry pays 40 percent of the
highway maintenance trust fund.
She added that weight of vehicle
cause only "minute damage" and
that most road damage is caused
by weather. For instance, one
Federal Highway Administration

study said "the numerous
elements of highway cost are affected little, if at all, by weight of
vehicle. The study was done in
1961 when railroads were lobbying
for heavy truck taxes.
Waugh said she lives in Murray's Sherwood Forest subdivision, where roads are in need of
repair. "There's never been a
truck or heavy traffic back
there," she said. "The only thing
that hurt those roads is the
weather."

John C. Quertermous to be honored
as outstanding alumnus ofMSU
Dr. John C. Quertermous, who
has practiced medicine in Murray
for more than 30 years, will be
honored as a distinguished alumnus of Murray State University at
the annual Alumni Round-Up on
campus April 24.
Quertermous,a 1938 graduate of
Murray State, is one of three
chosen for the recognition. Others
are .songwriter-entertainer Alex
Harvey of Los Angeles and Billy
B. Morgan, Benton businessman
and brigadier general in the Air
Force Reserve.
Their selections bring to 38 the
total number of graduates
honored as distinguished alumni
in the 59-year history of Murray
State. Quertermous and Morgan
will respond to their selections at
the alumni get-together, and
Harvey will perform.
Quert-ermous, who has
distinguished himself both in his
profession and as a community
leader, is a past president of the
Kentucky Medical Association

Dr. John C. Quertermous
and was presented a distinguished
service award by the KMA in 1978.
A native of Salem, Quertermous
earned the M.D. degree at the
University of Louisville School of
Medicine and has served on the U

of L School of Medicine advisorycommittee.
He is a member and past president of the Kentucky State
Medical Licensure Board, a past
president of the Calloway County
Medical Society and a former
chief of staff of the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Quertermous served as a
delegate to President
Eisenhower's National Conference on Aging and was appointed a member of the Governor's Citizens Committee on Problems of Aging.
He is a past president of the
Murray Rotary Club and the Murray Country Club.
Quertermous is married to the
former Ella Mae Newton of
Golden Pond, a 1940 graduate of
Murray State. They have two
children — Dr.-John R. Quertermous, Murray State class of 1973,
who is now in practice with his
father, arid Ellen Quertermous
Beth, who teachesin Nashville.

Murray State Symphony Orchestra
to present annual spring concert

Two new John Deere Lawn Tractors:
Hydrostatic drive.., or more power
Our customers liked John Deere lawn
tractors so much, they asked fdt more.
More power, more versatility. The new
11_11-1 and 116 are just what you've,been
wailing for.
'The 11,1H hasa hydrostatic drive
system for one-fever control of direction
arid speed] ftpcnveYtict by art t-tip
synchro-balanced.engine: comes with a
38-iric4i twin-blade mower.

The 116 has a 16-hp twin-cylinder
engine; is available with a 38-ach twinblade or 46-inch 3-blade mower. Come in
today for atest drive on these two
exciting new machines.

Noding Runs Likea Deere

753-8201

The Murray State University
Symphony Orchestra, conducted
by Professor Neale B. Mason, will
present its annual Spring Concert
on Thursday evening at Lovett
Auditorium on the University
campus.
The orchestra will Jae featured
in the Second Sy phony, by
Brahms. This is one of the most
accessible of the Brahms symphonies, with its flowing,song-like
lines, and a logical form that is
easily understood, tied together
by smooth,pleasant harmonic
structures. It is a musically
demanding work, but a highly
_satisfying listening experience.
This is the first time in many
years that Murray has been
privileged to hear a Brahms symphony.
Russell Gross, senior clarinet
major, will be heard *ith the orchestra in the first movement of
the Clarinet Concerto by Mozart.
Mr. Gross, whose home is in
Radcliffe, is a student of Pro-

fessor Donala story, and is a candidate for a Bachelor of Music
degree in performance.
Also included on this program
will be the overture to Offenbach's
opera, "Orpheus in the Underworld." Offenbach was once called the "Parisian Mozart," and his
faicle, melodious style is ideally
represented in this work. Several
short solos and cadenzas punctuate the overture, which ends
with a rousing "can-can."
Having risen to a recent, if not
prehaps an accidental prominence in popularity, the
Pachelbel Canon was programmed following numerous requests.

It is a beautiful° work in a very
strict contrapuntal style. Originally written for three violins and
continuo, it will be playe4 in an arrangement for strings.
The symphony, numbering
about fifty musicians, is made up
of students at the University,
faculty, O few high school
students, and area musicians. Its
purpose is to supply the campus
and the area with the opportunity
to hear the best of symphonic
music in a live setting.
The concert will begin at 8 p.m.,
and is open to the public with no
charge for admission as a public
service of the university.

Work time to pay taxes
decreases from 1981

from last year, the Tax Founda•
tion says.
The foundation, a Washington
research group,says one hour and
51 minutes of the average
worker's daily earnings will go to
federal taxes, down one minute
from 1981. The organization's
Frieda Hanes, 39, and Martha
economists attributed the decline
Puckett, 34, of Paris, Tenn., were
to the income-tax cut enacted last
released from Calloway County
year.
Jail on $1,000 bond each, acState and local tam wilttake 53
cording to a Murray Police
A gasoline tank on s saw caught minutes of each • workday, the
Department spokesman.
Eh is charged with one count fire and exploded causing minor same as last year, the foundation
of theft by unlawful taking under damage at a saw mill owned by says.
Taxes take by far the largest
,McKnight._0( The. Doctor
000.for.a/legedly.shoplifting,. two._
felony counts and two . misde- Douglas Road in the Cherry Cor- single chunk of worldlirs' pay. The
meanor counts of receiving stolen ner area, according to Chuck organization calculates that IS
Betts with the Calloway County minutes of work each day is reproperty.
quired to. pay for housing; 65
The two- were arrested Friday Fire-Rescue Squad.
minutes for food; 42 minutes for
Saw
mill
said
did
officials
they
night for allegedly shoplifting at
trig JOhn's groceriMighivay 811 not knot* Thateausarthe tank IC Muslim tation; AO minutes- for
South. A search by police explode. Part of the saw and some medical care; 22 minutes for
recovered approximately $1,100 materials nearby were damaged. clothing; 20 minutes for recreation, and 47 minutes for an other
No major injuries iere-reported.
worth of merchandise allegedly
purposes, including education,
squad
with
The
responded
eight
and
Stolen from K-Mart, Kroger
savings and personal care.
men and three trucks.
both Wal-Mart stores

Two released
from Calloway jail

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
average employed American will
have to toil two hours and 44
minutes of each workday this year
to pay federal, state and local
taxes — a drop of three minutes

Explosion starts
fire at saw mill
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by rowland evens and robert novak

inside report

Worried conservatives push Buchanan to serve
as more certain trumpet for President's views

Older citizens
are more than
nameless folks

WASHINGTON — Worried conservative Republicans in and out of the
White House are pushing journalist
Pat Buchanan to be principal press
spokesman for the administration to
provide a more certain trumpet for
Ronald Reagan's views.
Buchanan would give up his
nationally-syndicated column and
network radio program to take that
job — but only if guaranteed access
to the president. However,there is no
sign that James Baker, White House
chief of staff, is any more interested
in recruiting the strong-minded
Buchanan in today's crisis atmosphere than he was during the
honeymoon a year ago.
On the contrary, White House staffers were uneasy when they learned
Buchanan would lunch with the president in the Oval Office March 19 with
nobody else present. Their lunchtime
conversation showed that Reagan
has more in common philosophically with Buchanan than his senior
aides, but the idea of ex-Nixon
speechwriter Buchanan returning to
the White House was not mentioned.
NUKE'FREEZE'DANGER
Deepeiling concern over the
mushrooming nuclear-freeze movement sweeping Western Europe and
has
spreading throughout the
led Assistant Secretary of Defense
Richard Perle to help his former
boss, Democratic senator Henry M.
Jackson, draft a pro-freeze resolu-

It is no longer considered socially acceptable to
refer to older Americans as doddering and decrepit,
or to think of them only in terms of nursing homes.
For good reasons.
The majority of the nation's elderly continue to
lead lives that are independent and active. They
can be seen all around us, working, volunteering,
running in marathons or seeking public office. Conversely, according to Administration on Aging
reports, only 5 percent of persons 65 and older in
this country are confined to institutions.
In our current efforts to emphasize the able aged,
however, we should not forget the more than a
million old people who conform to the discredited
stereotype. Like death, disease and disfiguring old
age are too easily ignored by the American population. Yet,they are all statistical risks of aging.
Who is to say that the woman who is fighting a losing battle against illness in the lonely and sterile atmosphere of a nursing home is any less admirable
than her counterpart who runs for the local school
board or successfully stands up to a major corporation on a consumer issue?
Michael Jacques, an artist who recently published a collection of sketches of nursing home
residents,-is one younger person who admires the
frail elderly. Perhaps it is because he has met
them.
"Annie is in her bed laughing at me because I hack,
just heard her call me a 'dummy.' When I asked
why she called me that she said,'Because you can't
understand what I'm saying. The nurses are dummies too. They don't take the time'to really listen to
me.' She thought it was funny that I caught that
comment, when I couldn't seem to catch anything
else she said. When I did this last drawing of Annie,
I realized how gently, charming and beautiful the
person within this battered shell really is."
Jacques admits in the introduction to his book,
Images of Age, that he was initially repelled by
many of his subjects. Despite early enthusiasm and
the best of intentions, he had trouble, at the beginning, completing his drawings. he notes, however,
"after about a week of observation,I rearmed that I
did have something honest to say and that my
hesitancy was due to the seriousness of the subject
matter. I was still having trouble dealing with old
age,death and my own mortality."
Coming to know the people in the nursing homes,
rather than totally dispelling those fears, helped
Jacques to accept them. Of the drawing he did of a
w cancer patient he writes: "Every time I look at this
drawing it scares the hell out of me." Yet of another
patient, who was severely crippled, he remembers:
"She startled me by saying,'I'm so lucky...I'm able
to read, smell the graft and fly over the beautiful
colored mountains.' All of this made me quite
sober. Addie's observations had a real impact on
me. Even though I am generally aware of all these '
natural things, like eVeryone else I sometimes take
them for granted. Addie's thoughts made me feel
much better about being alive and have since
helped me to keep life's problems in proper
perspective."
While he was-sympathetic to most of the patients
he met, Jacques became particularly attached to
those whose personalities continued to sparkle,
despite the impersonal and often dehumanizing
nature of the institutions they inhabited.
"The first day I met Clarence he was on the patio
eating his noon meal. Clarence was giving the nurse
a difficult time about drinking his 'watered down
Tang juice.' The nurse ignored his protests, urged
him w drink his juice, and left to attend to other
chores. As she walked away, he tossed the Tang
over his shoulder, winked at me, and chuckled to
himself. When the nurse returned, Clarence quickly
licked the rim of the glass, smacked his lips, and
proudly held up his empty glass. As the nurse was
praising him,Clarence slyly looked at me and again winked."
What Jacques learned, and passes along through
the at times heartwarming, more often sobering,
pictures of his book, is that the denizens of nursing
homes have not relinquished their humanity simply
by passing over the threshold of an institution. They
have much to teach us about growing old and the
gracious acceptance of limitations.
It is a lesson we all could benefit from.

tion carefully tied to "equal" nuclear
armaments in both West and East.
The strategy of defense-oriented
senators of both parties is to mdVe for
quick congressional passage of a
joint congressional resolution endorsing Jackson's "freeze," but only
under the all-important "equality"
concept. President Reagan's
signature would follow. Jackson,
after getting Perle's help, has lined
up Senate heavy artillery behind his
resolution, including the two floor
leaders, Democrat Robert Byrd and
Republican Howard Baker.
The Jackson resolution now has
more support than the pro-freeze proposal by Democratic senator Edward
M. Kennedy and Republican senator
Mark Hatfield, liberals long identified with arms control. Thp concern
over the sweeping pro-freeze movement is that it could become powerful
enough to affect U. S. strategic arms
programs, giving the Soviet Union a
free ride for the foreseeable future.

REAGAN'S KOCH BLOOPER
White House aides can explain
President Reagan's essentially inexplicable blooper "endorsing"
Democratic mayor Ed Koch for
governor of New York only in these
terms: He apparently did not read a
new memo- while remembering an old one.
The new memo was put in the
president's briefing book for his
March 23 visit to New York City. It

detailed the state's political situation, making clear that a heated'race
for governor was shaping up in the
fall with Democrat Koch and
Republican Lewis Lehrman leading
for the major party nominations.
"I'll bet the president never got
around to reading that," one aide
confided. There was no oral briefing
of Reagan describing how Koch's
praise.of him and turned to criticism.
So, when asked at a New York Post
interview whether Koch would make
a good governor,Reagan replied in
words reminiscent of an out-of-date
memo written for the White House
last fall. That memo, prepared by
Republican political consultant
Roger Stone, justified Koch's
nomination by Republicans as well
as Democrats for 1981 re-election as
mayor.
CIA'S SENATE SECRETS
An unusual closed-door Senate session is being pushed by Sen. John
Glenn of Ohio, a Democratic
presidential hopeful, and Sen. Paul
Laxalt of Nevada, President
Reagan's closest friend in the Senate,
as a top-secret briefing on the
worldwide Soviet military threat.
The briefer would be the Defense
Intelligence Agency's John Hughes,
whose standard two-hour briefing on
the Soviet threat has frightened the
few senators who have heard it.
Glenn and Laxalt both fear that in
its budget-cutting mood, Congress

The 2-to;1 Democratic majority on
ways and means and the partisan
style of its chahman, Rep. Dan
Rostenkowski of Illinois, combined
with President Reagan's rigidity, do
not make for the bipartisan compromising that Conable prefers.

To The Editor:
The Committee on Arrangements
for Community Services of the
Murray-Calloway County Ministerial
Association is grateful for the
publicity afforded us for the Good
Friday and Easter Sunrise Services.
We are pleaSed to note that after
deducting expenses the treasurer
could divide $175.81 into our two
funds for care of transients and local
needs.
Gratefully
Custis Fletcher
R.E."Buzz" Rabatin
William Cox

looking back
Ten years ago
Murray. Board of Education had
been named a semi-finalist in 1971-72
National School Board Awards Program, according to Mrs. Don Jones,
president of Murray Education
Association.
Bruce Thomas had been promoted
to captain in Army Reserves by Col.
Palmer Peterson, chairman of Murray State University Military Science
Department. Thomas had been in
reserves for 16 years.

heartline

Twenty years ago
Complete approval of Murray
Municipal Housing Projects was expected within the next few days, according to L.D. Miller, executiv4
director..Bids were expected to be
opened May 22.
Army Pvt. Boyce D. McClard was
taking eight weeks of advanced infantry training with 100th Division at
Fort Chaffee, Ark.

Thirty years ago
Several hundred persons had attended the annual sunrise smice on
Easter at Kentucky Lake State Park.
This was sponsored by Eggner's
Ferry Area Association.
Pictured was an artist's sketch of
the new Calloway County Health

Center to be built on the lot at North
Seventh and Olive Streets.
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Headline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems. If you
have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write to
Headline, 114 East Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio 45331. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
include a self-addressed, stamped
envelope. The most useful replies
will be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: I feel like an old fool
having to ask such a question, but I
cannot understand the explanations
of others. I am.a widow of 2 years and
am 80 years old. My husband took
care of all of our finances and bills,
and it has been very difficult to learn
to take care of it all. Now I have a bill
which requests that I make payment
with either a certified or cashier's
cheek. I don't even know what these
two types of checks are. Can you explain? K.T.
ANSWER: A cashier's check is the
bank's check, drawn by the bank
itself. A certified check is your
check, which you take to a teller at
the bank and the teller will earmark
the funds from your account to cover
that check. As a general rule, you caq
stop payment on a certified check but
not on a cashier's check. However,
,rules differ according to state laws
and bank policy and 'charges for
these services also vary.
est-found out that
41EARRA4
my father, 83 years old, has been
buying all kinds of medicare supplement insurance policies through the
mail. He said that he just wanted to
be sure that he had enough insuranse
so that he would never be a burden to
his children. However, he has 8 different policies, and from what I could
tell by looking at them, they all offer
just about the same coverage, and

because the cost is so small, I am
skeptical of the fact that any of them
would be of much benefit if he were to
be hospitalized for a- long period of
time. I would like for an impartial
person to look at these policies and
advise us about these policies so we
will know just exactly what kind of
coverage he has. Can you help? J.F.

p.:•••
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East Dayton St., West Alexandria,
OH 45381. Please allow 6-8 weeks for
a response to your inquiries.

HEARTLINE: Heartline has a service for senior citizens called
"Heartline's Policy Evaluation."
You can send copies of the policies
you question to us and we will check
for duplications in coverage, areas
where you would have no coverage,
etc. The cost of the service is $2.00
per policy. Send the copies of your
medicare supplement policies to
Headline's Policy Evaluation, 114 answer:

onuAnwattple3_,

today in history
Today is Wednesday, April 14, the
104th day of 1982. There are 261 days
left in the year.
Today's highlight in history :On April 14, 1912, the ocean liner
Titanic struck an iceberg in the
North Atlantic, and more than 1,500
lives were lost when the ship sank.

forces fought their biggest battle
since the October War atop
strategically vital Mount Hebron.
Ten years ago: Four people were
killed by urban guerrillas in
Uruguay.
Five years ago: The Soviet Union
ordered its fishing fleet to observe
strictly the new fishing regulations

the U.S.'had set off its coast.
On this date:
One year ago: The space shuttle ,
In 1 890, delegates to the
-teat flight
Washington Conferenee of American - - Columbia ended its
with a smooth landing at Edwards States created what was to become
Air Force Base,Calif., ,
the Pan American Union.
Today's birthdays: 'Actor Johm
In 1945, U.S. bombers pounded
Tokyo and the Japanese Imperial Gielgud is 78 years old. Actor Rod
Steger. is 57. And baseball star Pete
falace in_World War II:
In 1971, President Nixon eased the Rose is 41.
Thought For today: Diligence Is
U.S. trade,embargo on China, per.. good fortune. — Miguel
he167other of
mitting the export of non-strategic t16
de Cervantes,.Spanish novelist (1$41goods to that nation.
And in 1974, Israeli and Syrian

•••
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BYE,BYE BARBER?
Rep. Barber Conable, one of the
most respected and persuasive
House members as senior
Republican on the tax-writing ways
and means committee, will not seek a
10th term this year if the forthcoming
court redistricting of New York
carves him out a basically new
upstate district.
Conable is not making any public
comments. But nearing his 60th birthday in November, he has no desire
to learn a wholly new district
( whether or not that district pats him
into a confrontation with Rep. Jack
Kemp).
Conable, who considers himself
more a legislator than a politician,
has not been happy lately anyway.

letter to the editor

Editor's note: Author Cyril F. "Cy"Brickfield is
the executive director of the American Association
of Retired Persons and National Retired Teachers
Association.

410...•1

might slash away too deeply at
defense. But if the entire Senate
understands the gravity of the threat,
they and other backers of the closeddoor briefing - including Republican
senator Steve Symms of Idaho and
Democratic senator David Boren of
Oklahoma - are convinced that their
colleagues will think twice before
voting biy pentagon budget cuts.
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Lovett-Walker wedding scheduled

Kir:ay Ledger & Times

datebo
ok
Oak Singers at Trinity

Murrayans members

Mr. and Mrs. Billy Joe
Lovett of Murray announce the engagement
and approaching marriage of their daughter,
Tona Lavonne, to Barry
Dean Walker, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Billy D. Walker
of Calvert City.
Miss Lovett is the
granddaughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Grover Lovett
and Mr. and Mrs. E.G.
Chapman. She is a 1981
graduate of Calloway
County High School.
Mr. Walker is the
grandson of Mr. and Mrs.
'Welt Noles, Wilburn
Walker and Mr. and Mrs.
Woodrow Dunn. He is a
graduate of Marshall
County High School.
The wedding will take
place Friday, May 14, at 7
p.m. at Unity
Cumberland
Presbyterian Church.
All friends and
relatives are invited to attend. Only out-of-town invitations will be sent.

The Oak Singers, a southern gospel group from
Live Oak,Calif., will appear in concert Thursday at
7 p.m. at Trinity Christian Center, North 18th and
Calloway Streets, according to the pastor, the Rev.
J. M arland Harris.
The group has appeared on numerous television
shows. They travel extensively throughout the
United States and Canada performing in concerts,
churches, fairs, conventions and private
ceremonies. In 1977 they took first place at California State Fair in country gospel category.

Adam Chase Doss born
Mr. and Mrs. Terry Doss, 1806 Sherry Lane, are
the parents of a son, Adam Chase, weighing seven
1
2inches, born Sunpounds 10 ounces;measuring 20/
day, April 4,at 9:29 p.m. at Murray-Calloway Coun1
2.
ty Hospital. They have another son,Troy Ryan,2/
The mother is the formfr Debra Graves. The
father is employed by South Central Bell Telephone
Co. Grandparents are Dr. and Mrs. William T. Doss
and Mr. and Mrs. Joe Graves,all of Murray. Greatgrandparents are Mrs. Escle Rials of Bardwell and
Nathan R.Doss of Hopkinsville.

County music show Friday
The Fire Mountain Country Band will present a
program at University Center, Murray State
University, on Friday at 8 p.m. No admission will
be charge.
Members of the band are Larry Dunn, David
Mathis, Ronnie Mathis, Mark McCuiston and Barton Jones.

Tona Lavonne Lovett
to wed Barry Dean Walker

YOUTH REVIVAL
Scott Grove
Baptist Church

PEO hears program
- Mrs. Harry Sparks and
Mrs. Paul Sturm discussed their recent travels at
meeting of Chapter M of
P.E.O. Sisterhood. This

Inviting You
To Hear

In a Series
of Revival
Services
April 14-18
7:00 P.M.

Bro Jerry Hopkins is B.S.U.
Director Murray State U.
*Preaching to enrich you.
*Songs to inspire you.
*Friendly people to greet you.
Bro. Donald Crawford, Song leadet
Bro. Paul Dailey Sr., Interim Pastor

ON SCORES OF BLAZING,
BONDED SOLITAIRES!

Tasting luncheon planned

Recently initiated members of Alpha Kappa Psi
at Murray State University include Tim Giles,Sally
Grasty, Kim Rogers and Molly Valentine, all of
Murray. Officers include Miss Grasty as director of
public relations and Miss Valentine as sports director.

Sigma Chi officers named
New officers of Sigma Chi fraternity at Murray
State University include Greg Cohoon,social chairman, and Dean Cherry, public relations/alumni
chairman, both of Murray. The 1982 sweetheart of
Sigma Chi is Renee Overbyof Murray.

Orr fraternity pledge .
Scott Orrof Murray is a new pledge of Pi Kappa
Alpha fraternity at Murray State University for the
1982 spring semester.

Matheny dismissed
Ronnie Matheny Of Rt. 1 was dismissed March 31
from the Community Hospital, Mayfield.

Seniors plan plant sale
Senior Citizens Greenhouse will have a sale
Saturday from 8 a.m. to 3 p.m. Vegetable plants include cabbage, broccoli, cauliflower and tomatoes.
Hanging baskets and flower plants also will be
available.
Weekly hours are Tuesday from 9 a.m. to noon
and Wednesday from 1 to 3 p.m. Kathie Gentry
urges persons having plants stored at the
greenhouse, located behind St. John's Episcopal
Church,to remove them as soon as possible.

PWP chapter will meet

Tasting luncheon of Calloway. County_
was at home of Mrs.Olga
Greater Paducah Area Chapter of Parents
Freeman, Hazel, on April Homemakers Clubs will be Thursday, April 29,
from 11 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. in social hall of First
Without Partners will have a general meeting Fri5.
United Methodist Church. Tickets will be $2.25 each
day at 8 p.m. at American Legion, Legion Drive,
The first talk by Mrs. instead
of the price listed previously. They may be
Paducah.
Sparks was about the obtained at
Calloway County Extension Office or
Officer Robert Wentworth will speak about
winter stay by Mr. and from any homemaker. No
tickets will be sold at the
"Home Security and Neighborhood Watch." For inMrs. Sparks in Vero luncheon.
formation call 1-444-6251 or 1-224-2674.
Beach,Fla.
Mrs. Sturm related activities she and her husband participated in
while in New Mexico.
The president, Mrs.
John Twomey,presided.
DEAR ABBY: This is "Save the Fish," the part of the problem
Other officers serving
were Mrs. John Querter- for the lady who cries woman who couldn't help because his mother never
mous, Mrs. Edward Nun- because she feels sorry but cry over the "poor liked me and she's
for the fish her husband fish" her husband pushing for the divorce.
nelee, Mrs. William MaShe fixed Ricky up with
jor, Mrs. James Parker, catches. I know how she brought home. Ten-to-one
she
feels.
never
cried
the
daughter of a friend of
When
I
was
over
8
the
years
Mrs. Frank A. Stubblefield and Mrs. L. J. old, my daddy took me "poor cow" or the "poor hers. This girl is a young
dove hunting. It was my chickens." Just because widow who will soon
Hortin.
job to pick up the doves they are already neatly code into a lot of money By Abigail Von Buren
Mrs. Freeman reviewthat had been shot down packaged doesn't mean because her husband was actions.
ed the proposed by-law
•••
and put them in the hun- they aren't just as dead. killed in an industrial acchanges.
This
ting
bag.
is
the
cident,
kind
and
of
the
company
DEAR
ABBY:
Thanks
Miss Ann Herron
The first (and only) hypocrisy that converted he worked for is giving for telling that young
assisted Mrs. Freeman in
hostess duties. Also pre- dove I picked up was me to vegetarianism. I her an enormous settle- mother not to worry if her
warm and soft and limp -don't understand people ment.
kids suck their thumbs. I
sent were Mrs. George
I heard that Ricky and am 12 years old and I still
Hart, Mrs. Harlan in my hand. ',screamed who would never dream
Hodges, Mrs. A.C. La and flung myself to the of eating a "cute little this young widow have suck my thumb. It makes
Follette and Mrs. Henry ground sobbing. My dad- bunny," or who put down brazenly been sleeping me feel secure, and it
dy angrily declared, the Vietnamese for eating together under his doesn't hurt me or
McKenzie.
"This is your last hunting dogs, when they blithely parents' roof with their anyone else. It's a lot betconsume hundreds of blessings!
Donations given trip, young lady!"
ter than smoking, and I
pigs, cows, chickens, etc.
Abby, I still love Ricky, never have to say, "Oh,
"You
are
so
right,"
I
NEW YORK (AP) —
Americans gave some $50 thought selently. And it Just becatise an animal is and I think we could iron heavens ...I'm down to
a litUe less "cute" Than out our differences if his my last thumb!" _
billion last year to more was.
After I was married my another, why does that mother would leave him
A SUCKER'S POINT
than ,47,000 nonprofit
organizations in the husband took me fishing. make it all right to kill alone. Should I get a OF VIEW •••
divorce and maybe
United States, according He showed me how to bait and eat it? Sign me...
the hook with live- worm,
NO HYPOCRITE regret it later? Or should
Do you hate to write letto Ira L. Brody, a profess,••
I hang in there and hope ters because you don't
sional fundraising consul- but I just couldn't do it. I
felt sorry for the worms.
DEAR ABBY: Ricky that Ricky comes to his know what to say?
tant here.
I guess some of us and I have been senses? I think deep down Thank-you notes, symaren't cut out for the so- separated for nearly a he loves me,too.
pathy letters, congratulayear. I'm in no big hurry
called "sporting life."
HOPING FOR THE tions, how to decline and
SOFTIE FROM to get a divorce because BEST
accept invitations and
we have two young
SOUTH CAROLINA
DEAR HOPING If you how to write an inDEAR SOFTIE: My children and I'm still hop- love him, hang in there as teresting letter are in7
mail is running 20-to-1 ing we can work things long as you think'there's cluded in Abby's booklet,
against saving the fish. out and be a family again. hope. Don't blame his "How to Write Letters for
Ricky has been living mother for his actions. All Occasions." Send $2
Read on:
DEAR ABBY: This let- with his parents since we He's a free agent and is and a long, stamped (37
ter is in response to separated, and that's responsible for his own cents), self-addressed
envelope to: Abby, Letter
Booklet, P.O. Box 38923,
Hollywood,Calif. 90038.

South Carolina woman resists
taking part in 'sporting life'

Selective
Home Entertainment
On
Videocassettes
Fpr Rent

THIS MONTH ONLY
ALL OUR SOLITAIRES ARE
30 to 50 % OFF'

For loformotion
Regarding

Electrolysis
(Permanent
Removal of Hair;
Coll

753-8856

• Over 250 movie titles in VHS and Beta Videocossettes

• Join our Videocassette Rental Club and Get $10.00 Off Regular
Charter Price til April 30.
• New Titles Added Weekly - Special Titles Ordered on Request.
— FRIDAY 11 SATURDAYONLY —
Mitmorox T120 Blank Top*
Miintior plc*'15"
'16"
.....

• Register for Prize.Given Eoch Week

THE MOVIE STORE-

JUST COME IN OR CALL 753-7695
AND WE'LL MAIL YOU AN APPLICATION

324-C Tyson Ave.

BEL AIR CENTER MURRAY
Open Doily 10-6
ih

Pork.Tenn. 3820

VIDEOCASSETTE RENTALS

901-6424383

rutA NtIi BACON'
4 FCC STORE

THE PRICE
IS RIGHT
EVERY DAY

1.2
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Phelps and Medlin vows said

Changes with age
Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.
DEAR DR. LAMB — My
mother is 84 years old and
until this last year she has
been independent and 4ived
by herself. Then she fell and
broke her hip. She had a pin
put in and recovered
remarkably well, but she
seems to have had a major
personality change. Of
course she has not had a
good memory for some time
but now she is very demanding, unreasonable and irritable. Her demands on her
family have reached the
point that we all feel she
must have hardening of the
arteries to the brain. She is
overly suspicious of everyone. And she forgets we have
been to see her just the previous day.
I have heard a medicine
or surgical procedure can
help correct this artery
condition. We desperately
need to do something for her
as she is in a retirement
hcime and not getting along
well there with the staff or
anyone else for that matter.
I'm afraid for her future

unless her attitude can be
improved and soon. Can you
suggest something?
MAR READER — Our
lives have many chapters
and unfortunately the last
chapter is not always the
best. Your story is one I hear
constantly. The family often
thinks the sudden change is
because of something that
happened in the hospital, if
it occurred at that time, but
the truth is that the time for
the problem had arrived in
most instances.
In such cases you can't
always be sure what the
cause is. In 15 to 20 percent
of people who have such
symptoms the cause is some
disease or medical problem.
That can include unexpected
reactions to medicines. It
can be from a disturbance in
chemical balance, as from
loss of needed salt or developing dehydration. This can
occur in hot weather in older
people and the real cause
not be recognized.
In a small number the
medical cause is from

changes in the arteries to the effect on viruses. That is
brain, but often it is from why we don't have a cure for
fundamental changes in the the common cold or for flu
brain when the circulation is or any number of virus
normal. In all such cases a diseases.
searching medical examinaWhen you hear antibiotic
tion is needed by a neurologist, a psychiatrist and a think antibacterial. They are
specialist in internal medi- to control or eliminate
cine before trying to decide bacteria. Bacteria, such as
the real status of the person. the streptococcus that causI am sending you The es strep throat, live outside
Health Letter number 14-2, the cell as on the surface of
The Aging Mind, to help the throat. Viruses have to
guide you. Others who want live inside the cell when they
this issue can send 75 cents infect you. They multiply
with a long, stamped, self- inside the cell in enormous
addressed envelope for it to numbers, then the cell bursts
me, in care of this newspa- and viruses spread to other
per, P.O. Box 1551, Radio cells.
City Station, New York, NY
Antibiotics are sometimes
10019.
given with a respiratory illDEAR DR. LAMB — Will ness because of a secondary
you please advise if there is bacterial infection. And
an antibiotic given for shin- there are a number of
gles? I am told this is a virus agents being studied that
and if so it would seem to show promise of being effecme that there should be tive against viruses. But we
some antibiotic to coun- do not yet have an effective
antiviral agent available to
teract the virus.
treat shingles which are
DEAR READER s— Anti- caused by the chicken pox
biotics do not have any virus.

Coming community events listed
Wednesday, April 14
Circles of First United
Methodist Church
Women will meet as
follows: Ruth Wilson with
Rebecca Irvan and
Wesleyan with Pattie
Mae Moody at 7:30 p.m.

Hazel Woman's Club
Twin Lakers Antique
Car Club will meet at 7 will meet at 7 p.m: at
p.m. at Gateway Hazel Community
Restaurant, Draffenville. Center.
Business and Professional Women's Club will
Temple Hill Chapter
meet at 6:30 p.m. at
No. 511 Order of Eastern Golden
Corral
All Campus Sing will be Star will meet at 7:30 Steakhouse.
from 4:30 to 7:30 p.m. in p.m. at lodge hall.
Mothers Day Out will
University Quadrangle,
Murray State University.
Murray Women of be at 9 a.m. at First BapMoose will have dancer- tist Church.
Thursday,Ap,d115
cise class at 6 p.m. at
Carol Poe Group of
Clarks River Chapter lodge hall.
First Baptist Church
of Demolay will meet at
7:30 p.m. at Masonic
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter Women will meet with
Lodge, 369 East Broad- of Beta Sigma Phi will Cathy Mathis at'7 p.m.
way, Mayfield. For in- meet at 7:30 p.m. at Ellis
formation call Bill Center.
Mothers Day Out will
be at 9 a.m. at Good
Zambella,759-1104.

Shepherd United
Methodist Church.
Murray State University Symphony Orchestra,
Neale B. Mason, conductor, will present a concert at 8 p.m. in Lovett
auditorium.. No admission will be charged.
Thursday, April 15
St. John's Episcopal
Church Women will meet
with Leslie Welker at 7:30

Shower for Tommy and
Mary Jo Mitchell who lost
their home and contents
by fire will be from 6 to 9
p.m. at Brooks Chapel
United Methodist Church.
--Home Department of
Murray Woman's Club
ty of Kentucky College of
The teens will spend a will meet at 2 p.m. at club
Agriculture.
day on Capitol Hill house.
Kentucky's American visiting Kentucky conSenior Citizens Centers
Heritage Conference is gressmen and touring the
the culmination of Capitol, the Supreme will be open as follows:
citizenship activities on Court Building, the Ellis from 10 a.m. to 3
the local and state levels. Library of Congress and p.m. and Hazel and
Douglas from 10 a.m. to 2
In preparation for the the White House.
conference, Calloway
They also will have the p.m.
County delegates met,opportunity to visit the
Murray State UniversiFriday,April 16
with George Weaks, Organization of
ty announces the Heart of
Twin Lakers Good Sam Dixie Band front HalfJudge Executive, and American States, which
Max Parker, County At- represents 27 Latin Camping Club will meet Time camps will again
torney to discuss local American countries and at Kentucky Dam State return to their campus.
Park. A potluck will be The dates are June 20-24,
government.
the United States.
The week-long conThe 4-H'ers also will at- served Saturday at 6 p.m. 1982. The "All Star" staff
ference in Washington is tend workshops and at campsite of Ned and of state and national
the final phase of the pro- assemblies at the Na- Beth Wilson.
champions provides inject and provides the 4- tional 4-H Center and
structions for flags,
Annual Juried Student rifles, drum majors,
H'ers with opportunities have the opportunity to
to learn about citizenship tour the Washington area Exhibition will open.at 7 dance/drill, and all
and government on the to see the Kennedy p.m. at Clara M. Eagle phases of majorette
national and interna- Center, Mount Vernon, Art Gallery, Fine Arts work.
tional levels.
the Smithsonian Institu- Center, Murray State
The purpose of the
tion, and the mall area of University. The show will
continue through May 6.
camp is to give each parWashington.
ticipant an opportunity to
Other highlights during
First general member- work under the finest
the week include a perA native of Mississippi, formance of the opera, ship meeting of teachers at the lowest
she was formerly "The Pirates of Pen- Associates of Murray possible costs. Internaemployed at the Universi- zance" at the National State University tionally known husband
ty of Alabama, the Theater, a wreath-laying Libraries will meet at and wife team of Shirley
University of Southern ceremony at Arlington 7:30 p.m. at Pogue Ross DeVenney and,Jack
Mississippi and the public National Cemetery and a Library, MSU.
DeVenney will co-direct
schools of Hattiesburg, "night-view" tour of the
Miss.
Washington area.
Four-H'ers will wrap
Dr. Mitchell will
up the conference by
become president-elect of developing
a plan of acthe state CEC for the
tion to -share what they
1983-84 academic year,
have learned with
and the state GEC conyounger 4-H'ers in their
vention will be in West
home counties. Many wilr
Kentucky, with the conduct
their own citizenMurray-Calloway County
ship projects or work
chapter of CEC (No. 589) integrate citizenship to
into
as the host chapter.
international programs
or community pride projects.
COUNTRYSIDE NURSERY
Mrs. Madrey also
Many of the 4-H'ers
Vissit Our Country Store
presented a talk on "Ken- who attend the conProfessional
Design 1907 Coldwater Rd.
tucky Our Land."
ference are planning to
Murray. Kentucky 42071
Free
Estimates
Ruth Parker, presi- serve as teen leaders for
(502) 753-3188
'We beautify
dent, presided. Marelle citizenship activities at 4COMMERCIAL AND RESIDENTIAL
the outdoors Farless directed the H camps this summer.
LANDSCAPING AND LAWN MAINTENANCE
recreation.
The club will meet
Monday at 1 p.m. at the
Butterworth home.

Nix, Bazzell, Steely at center
Some 200 4-cl'ers and
leaders from across Kentucky are presently attending the 1982 American
Heritage Conference, in
Washington D. C. at the
National 4-H Center.
Attending from
Calloway County are
John Warren Nix, Mark
Bazzell, and Leland Steely.
"The American
Heritage Conference is
the highlight of a 4-H
citizenship project
designed for high school
freshmen and
sophomores to learn
about government from
local through federal
levels," said .Karen
Hicks, Extension 4-H
specialist in the Universi-

The wedding of Miss
Janet Lynn Phelps and
Mark C. Medlin was
solemnized Saturday,
March 13, at 2 p.m. at the
First United Methodist
Church,Covington,Tenn.
Parents of the bride are
Mr. and Mrs. Russell L.
Phelps of Covington. She
is the granddaughter of
Mrs. Reba Miller, now of
Paducah, and the late R.
M. Miller of Murray. The
groom is the son of Mrs.
0. G. Weed of Bowling
Green and Boyce Medlin
of Wake Forest, N. C.
The Rev. William R.
McClarin officiated at the
candlelight double-ring
ceremony. Music was by
Mrs. William Chapman,
organist, and Keith
Phelps, soloist, brother of
the bride.
The altar was
decorated with arched
and spiraled candelabra
entwined with greenery
and flanked with ferns.
Garlands of boxwood, accented with white silk
flowers and white bows
were used.,
The Bride
The bride, escorted by
her father, wore a white
formal-length gown of
organza and imported
Venice lace. The empire
lace appliqued bodice
was fashioned with a.
Queen Anne neckline and
full bishop sleeves, trimmed with appliques and
lace cuffs. The .a-line
skirt, appliqued and
bordered with scalloped
Venice lace,flowed into a
cathedral-length train.
Her veil of illusion was
attached to a lacecovered caplet with matching lace_ She carried a
colonial nosegay of white
daisies, stephanotis and
baby's breath tied with
white satin streamers
and seed pearls.
Miss Pat May of Covington was maid of honor.
Bridesmaids were Mrs.
Keith Phelps, Covinton,
Miss Carla Gilliland of
Plano, Texas, Miss Paula

Free Mowing

Penny club hears lessons
Two lessons were
presented at meeting on
March 17 at 1 p.m. of Penny Homemakers Club at
home of Helen Cole.
Murrell Madrey
discussed "Good Positive
Thinking," and Maudene
Butterworth, "The Look
of Spring."

If you agree to let Country Side
Nursery maintain your lawn
during the upcoming season,
the first mowing will be free.
This offer is good until April
16th. Call 753-3188.

Getting ready
to be given away?

Italian Spaghetti
Special

$109

0nk
With Garlic Brcod
Solod 40 Extra

69' Special For Ki6-1
Inside Dining Onls
free Refills On Drinks

Wednesday 11 A.M.-10 P.M
Vey Con',fat This Geed

Quillin of Tulsa, Okla.,
and Miss Joyce Plummer
of Napoleon,Ohio.
They wore dresses of
yellow voile and carried
colonial nosegays of
yellow and white silk
daisies and white statice
with yellow satin
streamers.
Serving as best , man
was the groom's father.
Groomsmen were Keith
Phelps, Bill Anderson of
Storrs, Conn., and Ronnie
Johnson and David
Melton of Memphis.
Reception

A reception followed in
the fellowship hail of the
church.
The bride's table,
draped with a white lace
cloth, was centered with
a silver candelabrum of
daisies and greenery with
yellow tapers. The threetiered wedding cake,
decorated with yellow
and green flowers, was
topped with wedding
bells.
The couple left for a
wedding trip to Bermuda
and are now at home in
Covington where the

bride is an _attotneys.with
Gordon, Forrester -a-rid
Whitaker. The groom is
an instructor with
Dyersburg State Cornmunity College.
Attending the wedding
from Murray were Mrs.
G.C. Ashcraft and Mr.
and Mrs. Max Brandon.

•

Rehearsal Dinner
The groom's parents
entertaind with a rehearsal dinner in the private
dining room of The
Peabody Hotel in Memphis.

Heartof Dixie band camp scheduled at Murray State in June

J. W. Mitchell elected
Dr. Janet W. Mitchell,
a member of the faculty
at Murray State University, was elected vice president of the Kentucky
Federation of the Council
for Exceptional Children
(CEC)at the recent state
convention in Covington.
An assistant professor
in the Division' of Learning and Development
Disorders of the Department of Special Education, she joined the faculty in 1980 after completing work on her doctoral degree at the
University of Alabama.

Mr.and Mrs,Mark C. Medlin \

Organize your thoughts about the.big day with a
WELCOMI WAGON Engaged Girl call. As the
WELCOME WAGON Representative. I have some
lovely free gifts for you and good advice from bridal
experts on how to make your wedding the kind '
you've always wanted.
Call now and let me help you got ready to be a
beautiful bride.

the camp.
Since 1941 Jack has
pioneered the art of rifle
spinning and silks (flags)
swinging. Along with a
background of military
bands, and drum and
bugle corps training, he
has added his original
touch of twirling to add a
new flair to the flags and
rifles.

Kathryn Outland 753-3071
Hostesses
Ingeborg King (Asst.)492-8348
Mary Hamilton (Asst.) 753-5570

traveled extensively to
foreign countries to pass
along their knowledge of
band fronts.
For further information contact the University or Heart of Dixie
Camps, P. 0. Box 662,
Wetumpka, Alabana or
phone (205) 567-7315 or
5763.

After Easter.

Customeriot.on

Thurs.-Fri.-Sat.S le

20.%Off
Store wide

4

Mon Thurs 9 6 Fri 9 8 Sot 9 6
char/nen s Festoons

7he Step
8* A r Shop:long Contihr

1796

•

+=ladder

Noted Hypnotists In Murray
To Help Smokers & The Overweight
YOU'RE ONLY ONE TELEPHONE CALL AWAY FROM THE
START OF A PROGRAM SO EASY AND EFFECTIVE IT HAS A
MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
If you wait to lose weight quickly and permanently,or Mop smoking
without any anxiety or weight g,ain, then the Techniques for Living
Clinical Hypnosis Program will make it easy for you.

Ii.fl.)-}1.1.••••••••••

4111M4144447•474-,

Shirley, the former
feature twirler at "Ole
Miss" and instructor of
solo twirler national
champions, national
champion dance/twirl
teams, and a corp that
won the National Championship in 1967 has
directed camps
throughout the south for
21
ears. Both have

Director of Techniques For Living, one of America's foremost
authorities on hypnosis for weight low and stopping smoking He has
appeared on the widely -acclaimed CRS-TV program "60 Minutes'
and numerous ARC-TV network stations In addition to lecturing on
clinical hypnosis throughout the United States and in Canada, Mr.
Genthner ts• Fellow of the American Institute of
the
author of"Hypnosis Facts and Answers"

NOW F02 FRU INFORMATION
I-1004454454(T01.I. FREI)
Remember, you're'usl one phdoite call
oway from being the person you wont to be!
CALL

In plot one short, comfortable amnion, you'll Mart to lose weight or
Mop -molting) without any of those—fad - Mote,-rime-or-in
meeting, you may have tried In the past Ther's even if free lake
home tape program included. The Techniques For Using Sornioat
team is going to be in Murray Woebsoodsy April 14. IBM program
worts ao well, we ergo Ow tMasnoney beck g..nes... If
first hour of the seminor, you don'thel It.for you, you can leave sad
receive. complete refund right there and thew Call now for boo Information an Um program Mara helped ever 31,111111 people. The ant
,
thinarludistoomain bayou.
.
iam gm almimatMilins
IIMINSIMM
......

a.

IALahrt
iper
$5.00 OFF
Unit Owe Chet Per Csepel

Al Manic For This Price

4111
4
1

•

-

•
-

.40•••ieheryle...-.... •
• A''',,,V:::41.-.4-0.1.4004
.
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•
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Storey's
IFC3C313
GIANT

Where Low
_
e

Prices Good
Wed. 4.14
Thru
Tues. 4-20

Don't Worry Murray...We Will
Not Be Undersold!
We Reserve The
Right To Limit
Quantif

Hours:
8 a.m. to 11 p.m.

Everyday

REG. $2.09
CHICKEN
CHUNK

TIDE

TUNA

R.C. DIET RIT
R.C. 100
8 PK.

LAUNDRY
DETERGENT
! GIANT SIZE

WONDER
COUNTRY STYLE

BREAD

6/
1 2 OZ.
IN OIL OR WATER

160Z.$

48

4901.
LIMIT ONE PER FAMILY
WITH S10.00 ADDITIONAL ORDER
EXCLUDING TOBACCO & DAIRY PRODUCTS

\

LUS DEPOSIT

(LIMIT TWO PLEASE)

WE ACCEPT U.S. GOVT FOOD STAMPS

IN OUR DAIRY CASE.
FLEISHMAN'S
CORN OIL
1 LB.
QTRS.

240Z.
SANDWICH
LOAF

KRAFT BBQ

I HI DRY PAPER

59
1607.65'

TOWELS

MARGARINE

CRACKERS

UNSALTED

8

SAUCE

JUMBO ROLL

SUNRISE KRIPSY
;REG.OR

••••

SCOT LAD

30z2/79c

CORN

FOOD GIANT WHOLE

MILK

GAL $

IMPERIAL 1 LB. QTRS.

29

MARGARINE

FLAV-O-RICH ORANGE

JUICE

GAL. $239

2/99

SCOT LAD

(WITH COUPON BELOW)

MILK

GAL.

99'

HUNT'S TOMATO

SAUCE

HUNGRY JACK BUTTERMILK

BISCUITS
5 OZ 39'
simmimillmo°6\

SHOW BOAT PORK 8

oz 4/$1"

BEANS

MORE LOW PRICES ON MORE ITEMS
EVERYDAX...AT STOREY'S
DRINKS
1607. 29'
6407. $229
RED CROSS
4
MACARONI
2 LB.99

409 CLEANER ECONOMY
Min

8

(WITH COUPON BELOW)

FRIMFUOPS
EXTR

REFILL
TILEX MILDEW STAIN

REMOVER

16 07

$ 69

COFFEE MATE NON-DAIRY
DOVE DISHWASHING

09
1207.

LIQUID

FRENCH FRIES

22 02

$1 09

CREAMER

161/2 OZ.

$169
I

BUSH'S CUT GREEN

DEL MONTE

CATSUP
WINTETIGARDEN

BEANS

fl.

"/
1207 3/$1°9

KRAFT GRAPE

DAWN DISHWASHING

LIQUID

. 32 OZ. $

CLOROX II ALL FABRIC

BLEAC

72

JELLY

2 LB. $1 29

RICHTEX
400Z

$

1 5 9 SHORTENING

PREWASH

I

EGG BEATERS

SAUCE

2LB.$219

COUPON
•
1 LI OM.

39 02 $ 1 89

Wesson •

VELVETTA

2L0.$319

CHARMIN BATHROOM

TISSUE

4 ROLL $1

TOWELS

25

JUMBO ROLL

954

7
1
.4 ROLL694

TISSUE

• -A-

WHIP

-J
3207.

DRINKS 0

$1 39

• 2ioz.$1 09_
Good Only At Storey's
Exp. 4-20 82 --

29'

COUPONS
Limit One Per Family

7--

Cycle Dog Food

Vegtable Oil

Good Only At Storey's
- Exp 4 2082 ' ,

..220i:$1 28

KRAFT

Pure

2/99

—
Good,Only At Storey's
Exp 4 20 82

LIQUID .

Limit One Per Family

Imperial
Margarine

39'

SUNLIGHT DISH

COUPON

Limit On Per Family

P 07

FAYGO SOW

SOFT SCRUB

isoi 2/99' CLEANER

CHEESE

KRAFT MIRACLE

HUNT'S TOMATO

FLEISMAN1

KRAFT MACARONI &

COLORTEX BATHROOM

$1 59
42 OZ.

CRISCO

SHORTENING

151
/
2 OZ.

BOUNTY PAPER

CLOROX

2 LB. BAG

3072/79'
31$1 00

PEAS

FLAV-0-RICH 1 00 LIGHT

14 Oz

Com atS1

°9—
Good Only At Storey's
Exp. 4-20-82 .

COLORE
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HOME OWNED

oleffeW
,

OME OPERATE
WHOLE
FIELD

• FRYERS

USDA CHOICE

ROUND STEAK

49

79

LB

LB'

PRO- t GUER
WIENERS
0 C ,20z.

-.0111.4e,• .
1,16....406.1*.eduil~eVe611.....n N
.14111110111.111

1•11111.111IMININNIMIMINI,

.41.10,
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USDA CHOICE BONELESS

USDA CHOICE BONELESS
FAMILY PACK
•

frr

1

SIRLOIN TIP
ROAST

r8

19

/9

LB $219

LB. $

USDA CHOICE BONELESS RUMP

ROAST

SAUSAGE

120Z. $1 29

SAUSAGE

GERANIUMS

HOFFMAN HOUSE PIMENTO

SPREAD

SLICED BEEF

12 OZ.

994

LB

FARMLAND LINK

994 BOLOGNA

LB.

994

SWIFT SIZZLEAN

SAUSAGE

BACON

SWIFT ALL AMERICAN
BONELESS

1202. $1

5,

LB.

$ 1 99
I

IMMY J

-

ITALIAN
LOAF

794 SALAD

tuno
LB

79' LOAF

APPLE

Ls. $1 119

ONION

TURNOVERS

EA. 254

69;

DIP

LB.

FOOD GIANT CASH POT
• THIS WEEK-WIN
•

•••

LAST WEEK'S
DEBBIE SMITH
CARD NOT PUNCHED

GRASS SEED...GREATLY REDUCED!!
(WHILE IT LASTS.)
CERT1 F I ED S E ED
ONION SETS
694
POTATOES
YELLOW.-79 '#(00NTIAC
L. 19
'
Ifg
_tar-COBBLER
194
KENNEBEC
LI 194

'WO•aft.•
.•

'so
.1*

4

• 1%,

,49

MANY ASSORTED TYPES!!

Ls

$6009°-

......"Pepee..**1.
1 1.r..... •

DlitED PRINT

894

LB

FIELD PICKLE

CHIPS

I'

FLOWER PLANTS

MACARONI

BREAD

-11.

CABBAGE, ONIONS, PEPPERS, TOMATOES, BROCCOLI,
BRUSSEL SPROUTS, CAULIFLOWER, COLLARDS.

54

39

PLANTS

MR. TURKEY BONELESS TURKEY

HAM
LB. $1 99
HAM
immanummik\

9'

3/
1
2"POTS

RIVERVIEW BY THE PIECE

LIVER

.I

8
9
VEGETABLE 0

FIELD KENTUalAN SMOKED
LB. $219

STEAK

! 25

1

LB.s1 79

1,, BOLOGNA

USDA CHOICE BONELESS
SIRLOIN TIP

119

e

9

FIELD THICK SLICE BEEF
REG. OR GARLIC

STEAK

I 28

YtQZ.

WILLIAMS PORK

USDA CHOICE BONELESS
BOTTOM ROUND

I 00

W.

-

BACO

9
••et

STEAK

9

CUBE
STEAK

LB.JJ

A CHOICE BONELESS
TOP ROUND

FIELD

e
t ?..11
41 110
, ;
-

.1•./1.

•

OW,

•••
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Middle School honor roll list released

„

itsvis••
-

WINNERS OF thel"Old Log Cabin" division of Kentucky History Project at
Calloway County Middle School were,from left,front row,Carrie Harthan,first,
Jamie Anglin, second, Alesia Covey, third, and Tony Cloys, fourth; back row,
Peter O'Rourke, contest sponsor, State Rep. Freed Curd and Charlie Lassiter,
contest judges. Over 40 projects were involved in the pre-1800 Kentucky history
projects with average tune spent on each project being 20 hours.

•

iamommila

WINNERS OF the "Rafts and Flatboats" division of Kentucky History Project
at Calloway County Middle School were,from left,front row, Amy Allbritten and
Susan Coleman. Also pictured are, back row, from left, Charlie Lassiter and
Freed Curd with Kentucky history teacher Peter O'Rourke. Winners received
passes to Murray Theaters. Projects will be on display in Middle School for remainder of this month.

Your Individual Horoscope

The honor rot( tor nap
six weeks at Calloway
County Middle School has
been released by Roy
Cothran, prinicpal, as
follows:
Seventh GradeAndy Adams, Bobby
Allen, Michael Anderson,
Jamie Anglin, Carol
Bailey, Gwen Bailey,
Shalishp Bandarra, Eric
Barrett, Rhonda Barrett,
Timmy Black, Todd
Bohannon,
Angela Boyle, Darrell
B rantly, Kathy
B uchanan, Jody
Burkeen, Kelli Burkeen,
Kim Bynun, Jeanne Carroll, Keith Chadwick,
Aleshia Covey, Vena
Crum, Regina Dowdy,
Kellie Faulkner, Greg
Futrell, Penny Futrell,
Buffy Greer, Marcia
Grimes, Joycelyn Hardin, Carrie Harthan,
Stephanie Hays, Angela
Hendricks, Anne Marie
Hoke,
Tammy Holland, David
Hopkins, Gaye Housden,
Tabethia Johnson, Greg
Jones, Melody Kernell,
Jody Lassiter, Jerry
Lowery,Connie Maiming,
Liz Marquardt, Billy
Mathis,
Rhett Mathews, Amy
Miller, Shayne Morris,
Tina Morris, Connie
Moore, Angela McClard,
Natalie McDougal, Nita
Nute, Jeff Orr, Wendy
Parker,

FOR THURSDAY,APRIL.15, 1982

Frances Drake=

Jon Poyner, Amy Pyle, Lee Ann Rayburn,
Charles Rose, Connie
Ross, Monty Scatterwhite, Tracy Scott, Randy Sons, Shanna Tabers,
Stacy Taylor,
Sean Terry, Carol
Therrin, Jay Thomas,
Sherry Tidwell, Cindy
Tucker, Donna Underhill,
Melissa Underhill, Jill
Weibrauch, Gina
Williams and Stephanie
Wuest.

Garland, Micky Garrison, Tim Greer,
Mary Hanson, Bryan
Harlan, Ricky Harrison,
Regina Herndon, Anita
Hill, Lisa Holsapple,
Deborah Hopkins, Corey
Huie, Tony Jackson, Jody
Jacobsma, Jennifer Jarrett,
Jose Jobson, Johnna
Jones, Debbie Key,
Sherri Lamb, Terri
Lamb, Ronda Lee, Lee
Ann Lockhart, Darin Lof-

tis, Lisa Maltby, Ronnie
Miller, Lisa Meador,
Tammy Miller, Lisa
Morgan, Amberly Moss,
Marilynn McCallon Linda
Noel, Regina Peeler,
Kelli Pierce, Jody Price,
Tdny Ray,Lori Roberts,
David Rogers, Jill
Rowland, Alicia Stubblefield, Susan Sykes,
Pam Torsak, Jeannie
Thorn, Shane Wall, Tim
Weatherford, Beth
Woodall and Lee Yuill.

Writer gives Kentucky observations
(EDITOR'S NOTE John Salerno is a senior
journalism major at Murray State Univesity and a
part-time staffer of the
Murray Ledger & Times.
The following article contains some of his observations about living in
Kentucky.)
By JOHN SALERNO
Staff Writer
I am a New Jersey b
that's right, a Yankee,
who married a Kentucky
girl
'
,and migrated to
Western Kentucky in 1979
after spending all of my
25 years in the northeastern United States.
The adjustment from
fast-paced city livin to
these wide-open spaces
was as natural to me as it
is for John Y. and Phyllis
to hop in their Sikorsky
helicopter. But I must admit, I still have trouble
understanding some of
the local language and
customs.
Oh, don't get me wrong,
I love it doWn here and
the way y'all talk. When I
first met my wife,
Melissa, and heard her
southern accent, I fell
like a ton of bricks. But
when we moved to Mur-

What kind of day ,v% ill tomor- Family members may fight • Be less secretive in behavior Safeguard credit cards. It's
row be? To find out what the among themselves, leaving or you will arouse the suspi- a poor time to sell. Others
stars say, read the forecast you in a bit of a quandary. But cions of others. .Keeping your won't give,: you fair value.
given for your birth Sign.
rest assured that differences problems. to yourself wcin'l Relations with a ffiend may be
will soon be resolved.
make them go away.
strained.
ARIES
LEO
SAGITTARIUS
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
tick ( Nov. 22to Dec. 21) kfi
(July 23 to Aug. M)
Soft-pedal differences with Delays--regarding a work , Relations with friends may YOU BORN TODAY are
close - ties. Others aren't project could get you down. be strained now. It's a poor versatile and practical. You
especially cooperative about Try not to succumb to time to ask favors of others, can succeed in business, but
career matters. Don't become negative thinking. Others may especially those regarding usually are more attracted to
discouraged.
the arts. Designing, ray, I went into a kind of
have fixed opinions.
money.
TAURUS
decorating, writing, painting
VIRGO
CAPRICORN
culture shock.
Apr. 20 to May 20)
and acting are some of the
4 Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
My first encounter in
The work grind seems to Limited funds possibly may You may feel that you're not fields in which you'll make a
leave you little time for per- signal a cutback in entertain- getting enough attention, but notable contribution. Law, my new environment was
sonal interests. A co-worker ment. A few co-workers do not your superiors may simply be banking, government, with my father-in-law,
attempts to overstep his limits fully share their part of the preoccupied with their own medicine and the business Charles Gray of Route 6.
in a power play.
side of art may also appeal to His accent's stronger
work load.
problems.
GEMINI
yau. You work well with than his daughter's and I
LIBRA
AQUARIUS
May 21 to June 20)
groups, but are at your best could not understand
1Sept. 23 to Oct. 2'2)
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
A child may act rudely in A contest of wills could oc- You may have a petty argu- when you do your own thing.
front of guests. You may be cur with a close tie. Guard ment of some kind with an ad- Originality will make you most of what he said. I
downhearted about an in- against abrupt decisions. Be viser. It's not the time to try to stand out from the crowd. Bir- kept saying, "What?" or
timate matter, but know this mire • sympathetic with
convince others of your point thdate of: Thomas Hobbes, "excuse me" or "I'm
is only a temporary feeling.
philosopher; Henry James, sorry, could you repeat
family member.
of view.
CANCER
SCORPIO
novelist; and Claudia Car- that."
PISCES
June 21 to July 22) EDO Oct. 23 to Nov. 211 nt
,e1 i Feb. 19 to Mar.20) X
dinale, actress.
Even though he must

va

np

Eighth GradeChuck Adams, Scott
Adams, Laura Alton,
John Bray, Brooks Barton, Michael Bryan, Jack
Cooper, Dana Cunningham, Chris Darnell,
Kim Darnell, Stacy
Darnell,
Allen Douglas, Russell
Dunn, Tracey Eldridge,
Dana Ferguson, Marcia
Ford, Regina Fox, Sherri
Gallimore, Michelle
Garland, Timmy

shoveling pig manure and favorites - "Y'all be away again. Melissa
planting fence posts on a good." These. aren't comes in and tells him to
farm in Kentucky, I voluntary changes, but set it up, he does, and I sit
would have given you the rath,er a result of living theredumbfounded.
Another difference
old Bronx cheer. But here. But I don't mind
talking different. As . a which stands out in my
there I was.
One day I was walking matter of fact, it kind of mind is what he calls a
back to the house after an makes me feel like Andy piece of candy on the end
of a stick. I call it a "lolly
entire day of spreading Griffith.
The real good old boy in pop" but he calls it a
fescue seed (that's grass
seed to you yankees) on a our family is 3-year-old "sucka" or sucker.
portion of Charlie's 120- Nicholas. Living most of Where I come, from a
acre farm. We greeted his young life in Murray, sucker is a common
each other and he asked, he has a perfect West Ky. name for a person you
"How much do you like?" accent. Spending the ma- meet on the street, as in,
Well, I thought, I like jority of his time with his "Heeeeyyyyy
many things-but what mom, sometimes he gets suckaaaaa."
But while the difthe heck does that have to confused by dad. For indo with fescue. So I stance, I'll tell him to ferences are significant,
replied, "I like a lot." He "put up" his tv table so he I'm adjusting to life in
said, "How much?" Now can eat and watch this beautiful part of the
I was puzzled. "What do Charlie Brown. He just country. The other day I
you mean?" I asked. He gives me a blank stare went into a local store
repeated, "How much do and I repeat the com- and bought some
you like?" I said I didn't mand, "Put up your groceries. After asking
for a sucker for my son,I
know, and he came back, table."
Unknown to me, "put asked the checkout girl
"What do you mean you
up" means "put away" how much she liked and I
don't know?
Here we were, two ap- down here and he has paid her. And when I left,
parently intelligent men already put it away and is she said, "Y'all come'
speaking the-s-ame -wondering- why- rmtell- back." My reply,_ "rail
language but we might as ing him to put his table be good."
well have been speaking
Martian and Chinese. Is
there a market for a west
Kentucky version of
G. CORN, JR.
`.`Who's on First?"
Well, I finally got the
point and now I know how
4- I 4- A
NORTH
much I like.
We should not ask who is
•A J 6
A born and bred kid the most learned, but who is
•K Q 7
from the Garden State - the best learned." •K 8 7
•K 87 6
called "New Joisey" by Montaigne.
people from Brooklyn - I
EAST
WEST
•4 3
never thought my accent A unique method of learn-•K 2
•J 9 8 3
RA 10642
would change. However, ing the game for beginners•
•A .1 6 5
is available in a new book Q 10 9
my three years as a entitled,
4953
"The Fun Way to *QJ10
citizen of this state of fine Serious Brid e" by Harr
SOUTH
women,. fast horses and Lampert (Simon and
•Q109 8 7 5
.5
the best college basket- Schuster, $5.95). The book
41 4 3 2
ball in the world have covers the fundamentals of
•A 4 2
made their mark in my bidding and play and
includes color cartoons and Vulnerable: Both Dealer
language.
For instance, now I charts to emphasize the West. The bidding

.fr
:
114

THE ACES®IRA

sometimes say "whar" most important points. West North East South
for "wire," and -tahr" Today's hand features I.
4*
211
1 NT
Pass
Pass
for "tire." Or, when I Lampert's example of the Pass
suit preference signal.
leave a friend's house I'll On page one Lampert
lead' Heart ace
come out with "See y'all gives the bidding and the. Opening
later" or — one of mV West hand and dummy. He
continues: "You lead the lower ranking suit, clubs."
rt ace and are unhappy
The book is an excellent
to see the king and queen in learning tool for beginning
dummy, but you are delight- and intermediate players
ed that declarer follows suit and I recommend it highly
with his five. You know for all who wish to learn
from the bidding that a more about the game.
heart continuation is futile;
declarer would discard
Bid with Corn
losers on dummy's hearts.
You have to switch to a South holds: 4-14-B
minor, but to which one?
*Q 10 9 8 7 5
"Without partner's help,
•
you must guess. But partner
•4 3 2
was kind enough to drop the
•A 4 2
heart jack on the ace — a
Suit preference signal. The
heart continuation being North South
14
impossible, his- signal with I4P
79 Pontiac Trans Am
. ?
Black w/tan and block interior, power steering, his highest heart tells you
that he prefers a switch to
power brakes, air, power windows. AM-FM, 8. the higher ranking of the ANSWER:Two spades.
track, tilt wheel, t-top.
$6977.00
two remaining suits. So you Should 'Play better in spades
lead the diamond queen and than in hearts. South can use
the suit is continued with North's high cards; there is
little of value in the South
declarer
going one down.
Qu%rosy
"Had East held the club hand for North.
53-2617ri SUNCE
Murray ace instead of the diamond Send bridge questions
to The Aces,
G8311:12AL MOTORS PARTS DIVLSION
A-J, he would have played P.O. Box 12343, Dallas, Texas 73225,

have thought I was deaf,
he gave me a job the summer before I started at
Murray State. Now, five
years ago if you would
have told me I'd be

KEEP THAT GREAT GM
FEELING WITH GENUINE
GM PARTS

OF

WAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLE

Armor All
Protectant

DuPont Rally
• Cream Wax

his lowest heart on the ace with self-addressed, stamped envelope
4n indicate a desire for the for reply

$ 99

SI PER 1)1.111(P41)SPEC!11,
YOUR CHOICE
GENTS OR
LANES

Valvoline
Motor Oil
10W40

VidmouNE
4416,4L
101r061
159

WD-40
Lubricant

GET

hivoutif
30W Quart Limit 6

9 or
10VV40-Ouart Limit 6

141

40011

ALL YOU NEED TO KNOW IS ALL-PRO.
tact,0•014t,mt111.01,11 Quilott1.911 CM*,DOW now through Apot 24. 1962 at portoc,pohng All-Pro Auto Pena stores

I.K.T. AUTO PARTS
504 MAPLE.,MURRAY,Kr. *
753-4461,
V
11E1 AN Ihe.

ALL
Pin
AUTO PARTS

DOWN TO
EARTH
With a CASE Mier at
a down to earth
Price.
•Spring tilling
•Summar cultivating
A Casa tithe gets
down to earth. Got a
tough Casa.

Mcbel Eq.
503 Walnut
7134062
•

s at.

•

,4,..

•
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Uncle Jeff's
Health And
Beauty Aids Dept.
Prices Good Thru April 18th

Prices Good Through April 18

Sun In

Vlasic Pickles

Sparkles Air
Freshener
$ 18
Sale
Gillette

GRAPE
JUICE

Gillette Atra
Cartridges

Sale

1

49

Knitting Yarn
Solids 4 Ply-4 Oz.
Varigated 4 Ply - 31
/
2 Oz.
Machine Wash & Dry

89

fast poin relief

AcP

Sale

Wintuk

::
7 Bayer Aspirin
BA

Woolite
Liquid
$1
cold later wash
16 oz. bottle

Selected Characters
Superman, Lone Ranger,
Luke Skywalker
Darth Vader and Yoda
Reg. $5.99

Welch's
Grape
Juice
24 oz Bottle
4

Welch's

3 Designs

111

Boys' Underoos

Kosher Dills or
Polish Dills
32 oz. jar
Your Choice

Son Lightwer for
the Nair
Reviler or Soper

Special Group
Men's

Ladies Knit

Fashion
Jeans
88

Spring Colors
Pink, Blue, Green, White
Sizes 10-44

Aqua Fresh
Toothpaste
Giant 8.2 oz.

•

Only $

Barbasol
Shave Cream

1.1

Sizes 28-42

Regular or Menthol
11 oz.

69

Vaseline
Intensive Care
Lotion
Regular or
A„
Extra Strength
oz. Sale

io

Anti-persperant
spice, fresh, unscented $
2.5 oz.

6

Sale
a kit containing
everything you need $ IC 29
to frost & tip your hair

Hershey's Candy Bars
Milk chocolate, milk chocolate
with almonds, Reeses,
Kit Kat, Mr. Goodbar
Package of 6

West
Bend
11 inch
Rock Coat non-stick surface, Electric
heavey weight aluminum
$2388 Skillet
No. 72119 Sale

AAU
Sport Shoes

44

Riopan Liquid
Antacid
Low Sodium
12 oz. bottle

39

Clairol Frost
8, Tip Kit

$ 498to $21 98

permanent
maguetic
lifter Snapklean
Rentevable lever
Model CB-1

Many Colors and Styles

Now

2

Uncle Jeff's Sporting Goods

Northern 1200 Watt
— Compact Pocket Pistol
Professional Dryer
No. 1889
1200 watts, 2 heats
2 speeds, light weight

Sale $888

Charter Arms

Muri Hi Stepper
Personal Size FM Stereo

StainlUndercover
ess Steel

System Includes ultra lightweight
iet pocket
loft dip for
WWII en
tits wove.

Sole $

38 Special
2" Barrel 5 Shot

388

Bremner's
Devil's
your choice Food
or Jumbo Chocolate
coated Pies 12 oz. hoz we
79takes

2649

Sale 11

Soft Dip Bait For
• Use With The
Devil Worm
Dazey Electric
Can Opener/
Bag Opener

Purses

Men's & Boy's

2 Styles To Choose From

Cricket
Disposable
Butane Lighter
Sale

Ladies'Summer

- Sale

switches
from steam
to dry at the
push of a button
25 steam vents

10, 12& 14 Ft.
Storting At $ 1 2
37

Boat Fenders
Marine Stinger Deep
Cycle Batteries
For Your Trolling Motors
85 Amp & 105 Amp

Protect Your Boat
Inflated Vinyl
21" Long
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OBITUARIES

Report due on explosions
PAINTSV1LLE, Ky.
(AP) — Government
-reports due out April 30
are expected to shed light
on recent conclusions
that two recent coal-mine
disasters were the result
of coal-dust explosions
caused by mine safety
violations and oversights.
Among the conclusions

Stock market
Industrial Average
Air Products
American Motors
Ashland
Amencan Telephone
Chrysler
Dupont
Ford
G AF
General Dynamics
General Motors
General Tire
Goodrich
Goodyear
Gulf 011
Heiblein
IBM
Jenco
Smart
Penwalt
Quaker Oats.
Texaco ...
U.S. Tobacco
Wendy's

-3i4
34's -%
3% mac
22.
4
55 unc
5 mac
35k4
214 -4
14 unc
M
41% If% •
If As
314
.one
32 e
441%
Wu As
20%13 211%A
lii. -%
1444 anc
MI% -411
M% mar
46%
15% -%

expected to be contained
in the report are that the
two explosions stemmed
from improperly plugged
drill holes containing
sticks of explosives, a
lack of adequate
rockdusting to control
suspended coal dust and
"blown out"shots..
Fifteen men died in the
two explosions in eastern
Kentucky mines. Eight
men died last Dec.7 in an
'explosion at Topmost in
Knott County, and a blast
which ripped through a
Floyd County mine
Jan.20 killed seven

The government
reports may also form
some of the basis for any
litigation which may
result from the explosions. By law, official
government reports on
the mine disasters are admissible evidence in
trials.
While no one has yet
declared any intentions to
sue, both sides in the Topmost mine accident have
hired lawyers.
The families of some of
the Topmost victims have
been critical of state
hearings on the disaster
because they were excluded from the proceedings.

Hog market
Federal-State Market News Service April
14, I9C
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 1 Baying Steams
Receipts Act 241 Est. MO Barrows & Gdts
7'5 Higher Sows 50 to ISO higher some 20
higher
US !32IG-24Olb
1.2541.75
US 2204-210 lbs
4011.2541.25
IM 2 210-750 lb..
011.7541.25
US 2-3 290-270 lbs
640.7541.75
Sows
US I-2770-360 lbs
$43.1104.110
US 1-3 3$10450 lbs
144.10.47-30
US 14430-Ill lb.
1147.0141.10
US 1-3 99145111bs
04.11145.59
US 2-3300-M1M
643.044.11
Boars 37 00-39.50

In statements before a
House subcommittee in
Washington last month,
survivors said four victims were seeking other
jobs because of alleged
hazardous conditions and
practices in the mine.

Smith rites
conducted

Walker rites
conducted

Services for Charles
Max Smith, 17, Rt. 3,
were today at 2 p.m. at
Temple Hill United
Methodist Church. The
Rev. Roger Joseph and
the Rev. A.H. McLeod,
Jr., officiated. Music was
by Warren Singers.
Pallbearers were Benny Harrell, Will David
Free, Michael Carr, Jody
Smith, Kenny Parrish
and James Elston. Burial
was in Temple Hill
Cemetery with arrangements by Max
Churchill Funeral Home.
Mr. Smith died Sunday.

Services for Jesse Vain
(Moose) Walker were today at 10:30 a.m. in the
chapel of Max Churchill
Funeral Home. The Rev.
R. J. Burpoe officiated.
Pallbearers were Earl
Futrell, Jessie Futrell,
William Bill Futrell, Ron
Orten, Tommy Futrell
and Teddy Futrell. Burial
was in Elm Grove
Cemetery.
Military rites were conducted by an Army unit
from Fort Campbell at
the gravesite.
Mr. Walker, 57, Rt. 2,
died Monday.

Purvis chapel rites scheduled
The funeral for Paul W.
Purvis will be Thursday
at 1 p.m. in the chapel of
J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home.The Rev. Calvin C.
Wilkins will officiate.
Pallbearers will be
Tommy Carraway, Jerry

Moste.CONd

adieIhaeK

Lavender, Hans Konrad,
Junior Garland, Paul
Black and Mike Melson.
Burial will follow in
Calvert City Cemetery.
Friends may call at
funeral home after 5 p.m.
today (Wednesday).
Mr. Purvis, 69, Rt. 6,
died Tuesday at MurrayCalloway County
Hospital.

•<••

2-Station Wireless FM Intercom! No
Installation—Just Plug In
Plug 'n Tale by Realistic

• Pleasant "Beep" Call Tone
• Talk-Bar Doubles as Night Light

It Couldn't Be
Easier to Use!

HUCK S IS OPEN

$30 price-cut on this handy stepsaver! Press Talk-Bar to speak, or
Lock-Bar for hands-free talking or
continuous monitoring. Each station
has Call-Tone button, adjustable
squelch for silent operation until a
message is received. FM reduces
electrical noise and interference.
#43-212

LONG HOURS
365 DAYS
MANY NEVER CLOSE

3-Channel, 3-Watt CB Walkie-Talkie
TRC-206 by RealistiC

Save

$20 • The Features & Power for Serious Users
•,Range-Boost Antenna System for Extended
Reach On Both Transmit and Receive
Buy a pair for camping, fishing, on construction sites—wherever you need reliable portaReg.
tile communication! Auto-modulation for
59.95
maximum "talk" power. #21-1635
Batteries, crystals for additionaJ channels extra
Channel 14 Crystals Included

95

Hi-Power, 24-Watt Car Stereo Cassette
By Realistic

Save
$40
5995
Reg. 99.95
#12-1809

A wealth of informa12 watts per channel for superbt:sound!...
.tion.and
"Key-off" auto-eject, bass and treble con- calculator, too.
trols. with under-dash mounting hardware, speaker cable #65-801

.
4
Batteries extra

28% Off! AM/FM Stereo Portable Radio AM/FM Pocket Portable
Concertmate® by Realistic

Save $20
4995
"Stereo-Wide" for enhanced
channel separation. Two 4"
speakers. AC/battery operation. #12-708 Battenei extra

By Realistic

37% Off
Reg. 21.95
Our best! Buy a
pair—one to
give, one to
keep! #12-714

Battery extra

AM/FM Stereo Cassette Portable Entertainment Center
SCR-4 by Realistic

Batteries extra

• Stereo-Wide Adds Realism • Two Built-In Mikes
• Auto-Level for "Worry-Free" Recording
Features end-of-tape Auto-Stop, pause control, tape counter.
LED indicators for tuning, record level and battery condition.
AC/battery operation. #14-774

8-Range Pocket Muttitester

Save 83—Compact Alarm Clock

By Micronta®

By Micronta

• Check Your Phone Book for the Rados Mask Store or Dealer Nearest You
MU 4 MAY VARY At NODIVIDIMM 4I Old

ANC Id Al!AS
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A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORAT ION

H. D. Walston Mrs.
Mrs. Bessie R. Evans,
79, died Tuesday at 11:25
dies;funeral
p.m. at Western Baptist
Hospital, Paducah. She
rites today
was the wife of Leon
Services for Beane D.
Walston were today at 2
p.m. in the chapel of Linn
Funeral Home, Benton.
The Rev. Waid Copeland
and the Rev. Rodney
Travis officiated.
Burial was in Marshall
County Memory
Gardens.
Masonic rites were conducted Tuesday at 7:30
p.m. at the funeral home
by members of T.L.
Jefferson-Benton Lodge
No. 622 Free and Accepted Masons of which
he was a member.
The family requested
that expressions of sympathy take the form of
donations to Family Life
Center of Reidland Baptist Church where the
deceased was a member.
Mr. Walston, 75,
Reidland, died Monday at
1:15 p.m. at Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
An engineer for 49 years
for L. & N. Railroad, he
wasa member of Local
B rotherhood of
Locomotive Engineers.
Born March 13, 1907, in
Calloway County, he was
the son of the late Joe
Walston and Emily
Hopkins Walston.
Survivors are his wife,
Lola Lowery Walston; a
daughter, Mrs. Barbara
Olson, Chelmsford,
Mass.; four grandchildren, Lloyd Philli
Jones,Wilmingtoq, N. c,,
Lee Andre Jones and
D eana Olson,
Chelmsford, Mass., and
Marcia Salyers, Kennesaw, Ga.; four greatgrandchildren.
Also surviving are five
brothers, Orvis Walston
and Eddie Walston, Benton, Wilson Walston,
Paducah, W.A. Walston,
Elgin, Ill., and Paul
Walston, Indianapolis,
Ind.

Evans who died July 15,
1966.
The deceased had been
residing with a son, Donnie R. Evans, Rt. 13,
Ramsey Road,Paducah.
Mrs. Evans is survived
by two daughters, Mrs.
Brent Williams, Murray,
and Mrs. R.C. Allen,
Knoxville, Tenn.; two
sons, J.B. Evans,Benton,
and Donnie R. Evans,

C. Valentine
dies Tuesday
Services for Cecil
Taylor Valentine will be
Thursday at 11 a.m.in the
chapel of Schneider
Funeral Home, Indian
River, Mich. Burial will
follow in Koehler
Township Cemetery
there.
Mr. Valentine, 75, Indian River, died Tuesday
in a hospital there. He
was married Aug.8, 1925,
to the former Lucille
Rowland of Calloway
County and she died in
1943. A daughter, Shelly
Sue Valentine, also
preceded him in death.
Born June 8, 1906, in
Henry County, Tenn., he
was the son of the late
Mr. and Mrs. John Taylor
Valentine.
Survivors include his
wife, Bessie Valentine,
Indian River; four
daughters, Mrs. Robert
(Mary) Lockhart,*
-Calvert- City, Mrs. Tian
Stone, Phoenix, Ariz.,
Mrs. Irene Stacer, Mancos, Colo., and Mrs. Patty
Blaisdell, Manhattan
Beach, Calif.; a son,
Harry Valentine,
Phoenix, Ariz.
Also surviving are two
brothers, James Valentine, Harrison, Ark., and
Edward Valentine,
Bergman, Ark.; 13 grandchildren; 11 greatgrandchildren.

Paducah.
Also surviving are six
brothers, Guy Ross,
kfaybee, Mich., Pat Ross,
Newburg, Ind., John
Ross, Gilbertsville,
Rupert Ross, Paducah,
Andy Ross, Melber, and
Paul Ross, Nashville; 13
grandchildren; 14 greatgrandchildren.
The funeral will be Friday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Max Churchill
Funeral Home. Burial
will follow in Hicks
Cemetery.
,

Mrs. Runyon's
rites planned
The funeral for Mrs.
Lucy Beshear Runyon
will be Thursday at 10
a.m. in the chapel of
Blalock -Coleman
Funeral Home. Dr. David
C. Roos will officiate.
Mrs. Otto Erwin will be
organist.
Pallbearers will be
Jimmy Kelly, Dan Kelly,
David Runyon,Roger Runyon, Don Rowlett and
Wally Brines..
Burial will follow in
Flatt Creek Cemetery at
Barnsley with graveside
rites at 2 p.m. Thursday.
Friends may call at
funeral home. '
Mrs. Runyon, 59,•1615
Sunset Drive, died Monday at 12-;55 p.m. at
Vanderbilt Hospital,
Nashville.
She was a member of
First Christian Church.
Mrs. Runyon had
operated a beauty shop in
Murray in 1951, first at
College Beauty Shop and
later at Lucy's Beauty
Shop.
Born Nov. 22, 1922, in
Barnsley, she was the
daughter of the late
Clarence Woodis and
Lula Perkins Woodis.
Survivors include her
husband, Chris Runyon,
to whom she was married
Aug. 7, 1972; two sons,
Gary and Keeney
Beshear; a sister, Mrs.
Ruby Graham; two
grandchildren, Marc and
Chaille Beshear.

.
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Racers sign two juco cagers
Shawna Smith,°upstanding guard who led her
Marshall County High
School team to the Kentucky state girls championship this season, has
signed to play basketball
with Murray State.
The signing, announced
today by MSU coach Jean
Smith (no relation), is
considered a blue chip
boost for the Lady Racer
program.
Smith, a 5-7 guardforward, was instrumental in guiding her Lady
Marshals to a 33-3 record
this year. She averaged
15.5 points and 6.1 rebounds.
She was named to the
second team All-State
squad by both the UPI
and Courier-Journal
polls.
4
Smith was also selected
to the All Purchase Area
team twice and is a
member of both the EastWest Kentucky All Stars
and Kentucky-Indiana All
Stars squads.
Her father, Powell
Smith, is a former
basketball letterman for
Murray State.
According to Jean
Smith, "Shawna comes
from an outstanding -program. We look at her as a
guard because she has
such an effective outside
shot. We've been impressed with her leadership abilities and she'll be
a° nice asset to our program."

Two junior college
basketball standouts
have committed to play
with Murray State, according to MSU officials.

Michigan,signed with the
Racer program today.
Last year Lawrence
averaged 16.6 points and
8.1 rebounds in leading
his team to a 21-7 record.
Lawrence, a 6-5, 183- He scored 27 points, his
pound forward from Nor- season high, on three difthern Iowa Community ferent occasions for
College, and James NICC.
Lawrence was named
Preston, a 6-1, 175-pound
guard from Delta College to the All Region II team
in University Center, among Iowa junior col-

Both Murray State tennis teams competed
against Middle Tennessee Tuesday, coming
away with a split decision.
The Racer men
defeated the Blue
Raiders, 7-2, at the MSU
varsity courts while the
Racer women fell, 7-2, at
Murfreesboro,Tenn.
The victory was No.17 a dual match at Indiana
for the Racer men to only State.
four losses this year.
Tuesday's match at
Thursday MSU travels to Murfreesboro was the

&mews,Daiwa,
klwaollissa,Pods.
Watches. Dental Gold

Well
Pay You

TOP SIGNEE — Murray State's Lady Racers
received a boost Wednesday when coach Jean
Smith announced the signing of Marshall County's
Shawna Smith. Smith and the Lady Marshals won
the girls state championship this season with a 33-3
record.

Ws ore not "Fly-ByNights's" only in town
overnight to take your
money. We've been trusted
in Paducah for 69 years.
VI.
Were PON

per point for 1/5 to 1 Ct
61111111S
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UNCLE LEE WILL NO
BE UNDER SOLD

SPORTING GOODS
0 m ic Plaza

28,000 point plateau in
scoring during the game.
Teammate Jamaal
Wilkes added 22 points for
Los Angeles.
Joe Barry Carroll led
all scorers with 29 for the
Warriors.
Ear.vin "Magic"
Johnson became the third
player in NBA history to
get 700assists and 700 rebounds in a season. Wilt
Chamberliin and Oscar
Robertson were the
others.
Spurs 144, Nuggets 137
George Gervin scored
39 points and grabbed a
career-high 18 rebounds
and Mike Bratz keyed a
late rally to lead San Antonio over Denver.
Bratz had 10 of his 14
points in the final period
as the Spurs took a threegame lead over the Nuggets and a maintained a
two-game edge over
Houston in the Midwest
Division.
San Antonio led,75-61 at
halftime, but the Nuggets, who got 35 points
from Dan Issel, outscored
the Spurs 48-28 in the
third period to take a sixpoint lead going into the
fourth quarter.

Prices Good April 1 4th -April 21st

All

Special

$288

Moroi. ewelee
Large oft000ph
)4410.
,h)
,
•)1, cm...NI yell me.
onowel, re 14.414).40v
W.d• ma." almor.on
,nov,‘Neel NO for 1))44y
ond peclams. Canyon,
.04). Nor 4a,
Pfte.ng 9,had
None*: 144.44 war,
surlor4
Nod color) SIN .n 00

250/0

103...-, .40"

Reg. $3.99

Off
Reg. $10.99 Special

Lew's Stick" Casting Rods

Tournament Gold-TG4

1 Lb.
Brownie
Nylon Line
For Trotline

Reg. $49.99

Youth Top Stitched

Jersey

Reg. $4.49

Special

88

Reg. $5.99 Special

r

UNCLE LEE'S SPORTING GOODS

Good Stiehl April 18
1982 Only

Olymer
MURRAY KE N`OCK 'I 42071
502)759-4492

2 10
S114`

Shimano
Bantam
10SG

Reel

Reg. $26.99 Special

ts

nauwert Tennis
Rackets

Off Any One
Item Only!
Excluding Sale Items $4

Don't Forget Our Spring Car Care Sale — If you
have lost your sale paper we have one at the
store for you.

Sale Good Thru Sun. April 18
Your discount parts supermart

S. 12th St.(Southside
Murray, KY

Center)

of Hwy, 79)

644-9588

.

Cooler

Fiberplase•On* Piece•Ceramic Ring Guides

712 Locust St.(north
Paris, TN

04;*

Coleman
Os

Gym
Shorts

753-8971

-

Terje Persson defeated Mark Tulhch,
74, 3-6, 6-2; Mats Ljungman beat
Graem Hams. 6-4, 7-6; Finn Starting
defeated David Nickels. 6-7, 6-1, 6-2;
Jan Soegaard defeated Bats Wilson,6-2,
6-3, Bobby Montgomery lost to Jimmy

NAME BRAND MERCHANDISI
AT DISCOUNT PRICES

GOLD . . .
DIAMONDS

Any Gold StansPed
141(-14K-111K-221(

final regular season
tuneup for the Racer
women who host the Ohio
Valley Conference
women's tournament Friday and Saturday.
The Racer women are
20-11 counting both fall
and spring seasons.
Results from Tuesday's
men's competition include:

Mon.-Sat. 9-9
Sunday 1-6

By William Barnard
guard, led Washington's
AP Sports Writer
assault on Milwaukee's
The mangling of the backcourt with a careerguards finally caught up high 32 points, sinking 15
with the Milwaukee of 20 shots, many of them
Bucks.
breakaway layups.
The Bucks, trying to
-We were getting good
keep up with rebounding from our big
Philadelphia so they can men, and I was just gethave a homecourt ad- ting the jump on their
vantage if they have to guards on the outlet
play the 76ers in the passes," Collins said.
playoffs, had been playIn other NBA games, it
ing well despite injuries was Philadelphia 93, Into guards Junior diana 89; Atlanta 119,
Bridgeman, Quinn Cleveland 111; San AnBuckner and Brian tbnio 144, Denver 137;
Winters.
New Jersey 104, New
But the Washington York 102; Chicago1120,
Bullets, also looking for a Boston 115; Houston 99,
homecourt edge in the Kansas City 95; Seattle
playoffs, took advantage 88, Portland 86;, Phoenix
of the Bucks' weakness 105, San Diego 94 and
for a 109-99 victory Tues- Golden State 106, Los
day night in a National Angeles 101.
Basketball Association
Warriors 106, Lakers
game.
101
"Defensively, we
Larry Smith's layup
pressured their guards by with 1:22 remainingisput
picking them up at Golden State ahead for
halfcourt," Bullets guard good, and the Warriors
John Lucas said. "On of- moved into a tie with
fense, we had a big ad- Denver and Phoenix for
vantage in speed. They the final two spots in the
really miss Junior, Quinn Western Conference
and Winters. They must playoff race.
be a great team to still be
Los Angeles center
in most games without Kareem Abdul-Jabbar,
who led the Lakers with
them."
Don Collins, a 6-foot-6 27 points, passed the

BUY
UY

ference team in the
Michigan Community
College Athletic Association.
He co-captained last
year's 19-8 team that
shared in the conference
championship.
Preston averaged 14.4
points, hitting 51.8 percent of his shots from the
field.
He made the Michigan
junior college all-state
team last season. Preston
is a native of Flint, Mich.,
where he graduated from
Flint Northern High
School.
Ron Greene, Murray
Earl, 74, 24, 6-3; and Steve Masud
State coach, said his
defeated Peter Beare,6-2,6-7,6-4
In men's doubles Persson-Swartmg
primary recruiting goals
lost to Tullich-Harris, 7-6, 6-3;
this year are "adding the
Ljungman-Montgomery defeated
Nickels-Wilson, 6-1, 3-4, 6-1; and
best athletes available"
Massad-Eric Tistharnmer defeated
Earl-Beare,24,74,6-4.
to the Racer program.
Women's action at Greene added he was
seeking highly skilled
Murfreesboro included:
players and both
April Horning lost to Laura Martin,66, 6-3; Sherry' Rouse lost to Pam
Lawrence
and Preston
H35211115, 6-2, 6-2; Jorunn Rid lost to
possessed the desired
Carolynn Newgreen,7-3, 6-4; Carla Ambrico lost to Gleyns Wilson, 6-2, 6-0;
characteristics.
Chen Simmons lost to Tarja Ojta, 6-1.6The Racers are -still
3, and Kathy Outland defeated Lynn
Swindell,6-2,6-3.
looking
for a big inside
In doubles play, Horning-Ambrico
man and expect to sign
lost to Martin-Haskins, 6-2, 6-1; RouseOutland lost to Newgreen-Wilson,6-2.6more recruits today and
4; and Rid Simmons defeated Ojlalater this week.
Swindell,6-3.6-2
said, "He (Lawrence) is
an all-around player. He
enjoys playing defense
and is an exceptional rebounder. He's a snake on
offense and goes to the
basket and the boards
well."
Preston, the other
signee, dished out-almost
200 assists in two years at
Delta College and was
voted to the all con-

Racer netters split with MTSU

Milwaukee guards mangled
in catch up race with 76ers

WE
BUY

leges. He is the NICC
fourth leading rebounder
with 430 and the ninthleading scorer.
Originally from
Milwaukee's North Division High School,
Lawrence was a first
team all stater as a senior
and led his team to the
state championship.
Lawrence's coach at
NICC, Herb Konigsmark,

•.
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Colonels fall, 7-3,8-7

Tigers overcome 13 errors, win twinbill
By Jim Rector
Sports Editor
Mistake prone Murray
High committed 11 errors, yet still managed to
sweep a doubleheader
from Henderson County,
Tuesday, at Murray
State's Reagan Field.
The Tigers used a fourrun sixth inning to break
a 3-3 tie and win the first

game 7-3. Sterling relief
work by righthander Ronnie Pace secured the second game for Murray,87.
"Our pitchers did a
credible job," commended MHS coach Cary
Miller, "But we made
enough errors to last us
the rest of the year. We
made a lot of mental er-

rots and physical errors,
but they'll work out as
time goes on."
Murray was seeing its
first action since April 7
when the team finally
opened the season over a
week later than scheduled. Cold weather postponed play over the weekend
but the Tigers plan to
make up for the lost time

this week.
Today the team travels
to Marshall County for a
3:30 p.m. Contest, then
returns to the Murray
Middle School field for a 7
p.m. nightcap against
Trigg County.
Saturday a
doubleheader is scheduled at Christian County
beginning at 1 p.m.

'Breds beat Goys for fourth time
Th.

Murray State'extended
its winning streak to four
consecutive games over
Austin Peay this season.
The 'Breds traveled to
Clarksville, Tenn., Tuesday and returned with a
6-2, 4-1, doubleheader
sweep from the Governors.
The Ohio Valley Conference victories helped
MSU maintain a halfgame advantage in the
Southern Division over
fast-closing Western Kentucky.

The Hilltoppers and
'Breds are scheduled to
meet Thursday at MSU's
Reagan Field in a
doubleheader starting at
1 p.m.
WKU (29-7, 6-2 in OVC
play) and MSU (21-7, 5-0)
are currently 1-2 in the
league's hitting stats.
T.uesday's
doubleheader saw Murray reliever David
Chancellor pick up two
saves while facing only
three batters. Hard hitting Don Neufelder pick-

ed up three hits in five
plate appearances during
the day and Gary
Blaine's solo homer in the
first game was his sixth
of the seaSon.
Three minor hitting
streaks were maintained
by the 'Breds - Tommy
Gregg successfully hit in
nine straight games while
both Scott Peck and Lee
Hutson extended their
hitting streaks to seven
consecutive outings.
Murray native Brad
Taylor improved his hurl-

ing record to 5-1 with the
first win and teammate
Doug Rice took credit for
the second victory, his
third in four attempts.
1234117 T
MURRAY
1112211 1
AUSTIN PEAT
0111104111 2
HITS - MS S. AfF 7 22 -'Neufeicier
(11S)
ERRORS- MI,AP 4.
WP - Taylor (54), Chancellor save.
LP- Gilliam (2-4)
1 234 51 7 T
MURRAY
1 00 1 1 1 1 4
AUSTIN PEAY
1110111108 1
HITS - MS III, AP 3. HR - Blaine
(MS).
ERRORS- AP 1.
WP - Rice(34 ). LP- Donald(34).
RECORDS - MS 214,54 in OVC; AP
1141,04.

Tuesday's games at
Reagan Field brought the
Tigers' record to 3-0 while
the Colonels fell to 5-6.
Darren Hooper
struckout nine in six innings and gave up three
runs and three hits before
Pace entered for the
save.
Murray broke a 3-3 tie
in the bottom of the sixth
when Gary Gallaway's
bunt was mishandled by
losing pitcher Gary
Dunlop. Dunlop's overthrow to first base allowed Mike Toth to advance
from first to third and
Gallaway made it safely
to first.
Centerfielder Mark
Boggess brought Toth in
with a sacrifice fly.
Dunlop loaded the bases
with two consecutive
walks and Tiger catcher
Wade Smith added insurance runs when he
rapped a three-run double off reliever Brad Jarrett.
In the second game,
Colonel pitchers walked
in two runs in the fifth in-

YOUR
11101011 MORE
TOR
Deluxe 22"4-H.P. Mower
Save $46.95

$11
Even less w/ trade-in
Adjustable folding loop
handle with throttle control. Briggs & Stratton
engine. Reg. $224.95
47 12041.

fling, then gave up the
winning run. in the sixth
when Gallaway hit into a
fielder's choice and
McMillen scored from
third on a bad throw.
Pace relieved starter
David Milton in the sixth
inning and worked his
way out of a tight situation with no outs, the
game tied 7-7 and a runner on third.
Smith went three-forfour with three singles
and an RBI for the Tigers
while Boggess enjoyed a
two-for-four performance
in the second game. Jeff
Downey and Pace each
had RBIs in the nightcap.
Miller praised his
team's hitting in both
contests as the Tigers
racked up eight hits in the
first game, 10 in the second.
at Murray State
1 234557 T
111,1211221102 CO.
11102103
MURRAY HIGH
1112041 7
HITS- MESS,HC 3.32-MCCnistan
(MRS).23- Smith(MHS).
ERRORS- MASS,HC 3.
WP - Hooper(14),Pace save.
Dunlop 1141.
(second game)
1 23 4 5 5 7 T
HENDERSON CO.
1 20$ 1 2 7
MURRAY HIGH
1 20 1 2 1 X 1
HITS- NHS 10, HC 5.12- McMillen
I NHS). - Richard,Williams(RC). •
ERRORS- MRS 7, NC&
WP- Pace(14). LP- Wood.
RECORDS- MHS34,HC54.

Sports
briefly
LOS ANGELES (AP)
- Bruce Manson stunned
second-seeded Johan
Kriek of South Africa
6-2, 6-4, and No.7 seed
Chip Hooper defeated Ilie
Nastase 7-6, 6-4, during
the second day of play in
the $200,000 Pacific
Southwest Tennis tournament at the Los Angeles
Tennis Club.
In other matches, Martin Davis defeated Brian
Gottfried 6-3, 7-6; Lloyd
Bourne defeated Stan
Smith,6-4, 3-6, 7-6; Victor
Amaya defeated Hank
Pfister, 6-3, 3-6, 6-3; Sandy Mayer defeated Matt
Doyle 6-3, 6-0; Brian
Teacher beat Bernie Mitton of South Africa, 6-0, 64; Phil Dent of Australia
defeated Tom Leonard,64, 6-3, and Gene Mayer
ousted Dick Stockton 6-1,
6-1.

All Mowers Assembled
Serviced & Ready to Mow.

HARD HURLING HOOPER - Darren Hooper,
Murray High pitcher, shots one to a Henderson
County batter In Tuesday's first game of a
doubleheader at Murray State's Reagan Field.
Hooper took the first victory,throwing nine strikes
and giviiig up only three hits and no walks in six innings.
Staff phototryJiin Rec4fitikcI2.11

SCOREBOARD
Pro basketball
National Basketball Association
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
W I.
GB
a-lallston
61 IS
.772' - •
y-Philadelphia 55 24
.696
6
y-Washington 42 37
.531 19
New Jersey
41 38
.519 20
New York
33 46
.418 28
Central Division
a-Milwaukee
$4 25
.664 Atlanta
41 18
.519 13
Detroit
37 41
.474 164
Indiana
34 45
430 20
Chicago
31 48
.392 23
Cleveland
II 64
190 39
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
W L Pct. GB
San Antonio
47 32
.595 Houston
4$ 34
.570
2
Denver
44 35
.$57
3
Dallas
21 51
.354 19
Kansas City
27 52
.342 20
Utah
24 55
.304 23
Pacific Division
a-Los Angeles 54 25
684 y-Seattle
51 211
646
3
Golden State
44 35
.557 10
Phoenix
44 35
557 10

Pa.

Portland
41 38
.519 13
16 65
San Diego
.198 39
x-clinched division title.
y-clinc hed playoff spots.
Tuesday's Gamin
Philadelphia 93,Indiana 89
Atlanta 119, Cleveland III
Washington 109, Milwaukee 99.
San Antonio 144. Denver 137
New Jersey 104, New York 102
Chicago 120, Boston 115
Hpuston19. Kansas City 95
Seattle U,Portland 86
Phoenix 105,San Diego 94
Golden State 106. Los Angeles 101
Wednesday's Games
Milwaukee at Boston
Washington at New Jersey
Detroit at Philadelphia
Dallas at Kansas City
Chicago at New York
Houston at Denver
San Antonio at Phoenix
Utah at Los Angeles
Golden State at Seattle
Thursday's Games
Atlanta at Indiana
Cleveland at Detroit
Portland at San Diego

Pro basegall

ic 1K Ls]
FIELDS
QUALITY SLICED

M •

BACON1
Lawn-Boy
Quick Start Mower

$17988

Even Less With Trade

Detroit 4, Toronto 2
New York 6, Texas 3
Kansas City 6, Baltimore 5
Oakland 8, Minnekota 3
Seattle 3, California 3, 17 innings

Lawn-Boy Supreme Mower

Has 7.7 cu. in. Supreme Lawn Boy engine
with deluxe shroud and primer for easy
start. Fully baffled steel deck and quick
height adjustment 20 in. cut. Reg.-$229.95
(47-150-09)
Gress Catcher(47-557-08)
21.95

Comr5lete with your choice of side. orrear
catcher. 7.7 cu. in. 2-speed engine with
precision needle bearings, finger-tip recoil
and primer, adjustable wheel height. (47161-06)

$29977

AMERICAN LEAGUE
Eastern Division
W L Pct. GB
Milwaukee'.
3
1
750 -Boston
2
2
.500
I
New York
2
2
.500
1
Baltimore
2
3
400
14
Detroit
2
3
.400
I kt
Toronto
.440
2
3
1'4
Cleveland
1
.313
2
14
Western Division
Chicago
3
0
LIMO Kansas City
3
2
.600
1
Minnesota
4
3
.571
1
Oakland
4
3
.571
1
California
3 -3
.500
1 41
Seattle
2
4
.133
2kt
Texas
1
3
.250
24
Tneaday's Gaines
Milwaukee'9, Cleveland 8, 10 innings

HUCK S IS OPEN
LONG HOURS
365 DAYS
-MANY NEVER CLOSE

Even Lass With Trade

NATIONAL LEAGUE
Eastern Division
W L Pct. GB
New York
4
2
.667 Montreal
2
1
.167
4
St. Loon
4
3
.51/1
'I
Chicago
4
3
.429
I
Pittsburgh
1
2
.333
144
Philadelphia
1
4
.1110

Western Division
Atlanta
7
0
1 000
Los Angeles
2
667
4
Francisco
San
.500
3
3
Houston
3
.375
5
Cincinnati
2
5
5
.2116
San Diego
4
1
5
.2115
Tuesday's Games
Pittsburgh at Montreal, ppd., rain
New York 5, Philadelphia 2
St. Louis 4, Chicago 3
San Francisco 3, San Diego 2
Atlanta IL Cincinnati 5
Los Angeles 9, Houston 5

Hockey
National Hockey Learn
Playoffs At A Claw*
Divisional Semifinals
Tuesday's Gamin
•
Quebec 3, Montreal 2, OT, Quebec
wins series 3-2
New York Islanders 4, Pittsburgh 3,
OT,Islanders win series 3-2 .
Los Angeles 7, Edmonton 4, Los
Angeles wins series 3-2
Divisional Final
Best.15.,..
Thaniday's Games
Qinbcc at Boston
N.Y. Rangers at N.Y. Islanders
Chicago at St.Louis
Los Angeles at Vancouver

SAVE $50.07

Gas Trimmer
& Edger

.1118
Hand Tools Grass Rake Patio Broom

.97

Sale Price/JAIL Sale Price/
Chrome plated.
Cultivator, weeder, trowel
or transplanter. owisolnera

22 steel teeth, wooden
handle. Reg. UM 41.la ism

Sale Price

2.48

To Introduce Our Ceiling Fan Display Featuring
Over 18 Different Fans In Our Showroom
•

14 in. cut; 34 in. flex drive
with ball bearing supports. Tap-N-Go cutting
headwith 40-ft. of line.
Reg. $149.99 47356.23

For driveway, sidewalk,
etc. Reg. $3.29 4.5,560,

WHOLESALE
ELECTRIC
SUPPLY CO.

nommammisminsile

Mess Good Through Saturday; at AN OTASCO Stores & Participating Dealers.

Bel Airttr. Murray, Ky.

206£.Mom 753-8194
a

•

.42:44,
4
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at the movies

Estimated 200 infants killed
yearly by crib-related accidents

•

by kent forrester

Writer experiences first Chuck Norris karate movie

By Dana Allen
I experienced my first bitious scientist, who has fat guy who played
with as large a distance heavy
the audience. I'll bet that's
tape.
If you're an aficionade
Guest Writer
Chuck Norris karate recently concluded
as possible between the
that nerd in Animal House. the proper criterion: by of genre movies
If painting or
Consumer Product top of the side rail and the
—
movie, Silent Rage, over "scientists aren'
t It's not much relief, but if how Aristotelian cathar- science fiction, slashe
refinishing a crib, use onSafety Commission mattress support.
r,
the weekend. But I don't moralists," injects an ex- you like to watch scared
tic they are.
ly high quality household
and karate in particular
statistics show there are
think it's a pure example perimental genet
ic- fat guys gasp out "gna
If that's the case, the — • then Silent Rage
approximately threeWhen the child begins enamel paint. Paint of the type. The pure
altering drug into a gna gna," then this part karate segments in Silent
manuf
actur
ed
before
should afford you an hour
quarters of a million to stand, the side rail
type, as I understand it, human guinea pig. With
a of the movie will please. Rage are first rate, and a half
cribs manufactured in should be locked at the February 1978 may con- contains a .minumum of
of low
nod to Frankenstein and you. The love story is especially those in which
pleasures.
the United States each maximum height and the tain high levels of lead. 75 kicks to groins and
a hundred other old pure fluff. WS there Norris gets to beat up the
year.
Rated,R due to an ax in
mattress adjusted to its Those manufactured faces, and it deals with
science fiction movies, merely to give Norris's guys who ride Harleys
after
this
time
will
cona head, one artistic scene
It is estimated that 150 lowest position. At this
the world-conquering the human guinea
pig kicks extra force when he and read Easy Rider. As of sexual interco
to 200 infants are killed time bumper pads should tain no more than .06 per- plans of secret oriental
urse, upturns out to have a catches up to the maniac I've mentioned in other
cent
lead.
per female nudity, and
yearly as a result of crib- f be removed as well as
organizations. Silent psychopathis personality, that's menacing
his reviews, bikers are get- enough dirty words
related accidents. large toys.
to
The label on the paint Rage, in its impurity, and the genetic-altering sweetie.
ting to be the punching singe the ears of M.
Thousands of others
C.
Once the height of the can should be read prior contains only 15 leaping drueturns him into an inBut Silent Rage is still bags of contemporary
Garrott.
receive hospital side rail is less
than to use. Check to make kicks to groins and faces, destructa ble monster.
basically a karate movie. movies. It's not hard to
emergency room care for three-fourths of
the sure the manufacturer and there are no secret
Silent Rage is also part Unfortunately, it's see why. Bikers are such
injuries incurred as a child's height, the
child does not recommend oriental organizations in slasher movie. The harder for me to judge a tasteless dressers. And
so
result of crib use.
against use on items such sight. (Actually, there's maniac in this case is the karate movie, this being impert
has outgrown the crib.
inent
and
impolit
e.
Crib safety regulations,a,not
even a single secret ever-popular persevering my first, than it is
Check all latches and as cribs.
for me Do bikers read good
WASHINGTON (AP) —
passed in 1974, state that:
Orienta
l.)
maniac of the Halloween to judge a science fiction literature? You know
lcics on the dropside of
It is important to
Big
spenders are having
- Crib slats will be no
The movie seems to be variety ("My God, he's or slasher movie.
the crib. They should be dispose of all packaging
What, they don't. Do bikers a harder time impressing
more than two and.threeconstr
ucted
from the alive again!") This part after all, does one judge a mow their
tight enough to prevent materials properly. After
lawns? Of people with the flash of a
eighths inches apart so
accidental release, re- removing plastics, tie in clips left over from old of the movie contains all karate movie on? The course not. Bikers are the $100
bill.
that babies are not able to
genre
movies. At any the horror techniques height of the kicks? only
quire two actions to, open knots to help protect
guys in America that
The Treasury Departslip through the slats and
rate,
parts
of
Silent
Rage
you've learned to love: (They're very high.) The you can beat up
or close or at least ten against suffocation.
on ment says that last year
possibly be strangled.
look like a science fiction terrified girls cowering sincerity of the
pounds of force.
Many
childre
n
have
kicks? without raising any pro- $100 bills accounted for 41
died
- Any metal hardware
movie
,
under
groun
d behind closet doors, ter- (They seem quite tests. So Norris
When using a second- while playing with plastis
bounces a percent of all the currenused on the crib must be
laboratory, test tubes, rified girls running down sincere.) The volume
hand crib, check its' bags.
of bunch of bikers around a cy in circulation. In 1976
safe.For example, no
and
beaker
s,
and
all. Two hospital corridors, exag- the sound effects when bar for a good,
overall condition. Be sure
These regulations do scientists
satisfying, it was 31 percent, while in
rough edges are permiteven get into gerated sound effects as the kicks strike ome. wonder
that all slats, bolts and not affect mesh and
fully cathartic 1971 it was 25 percent of
net that old hackneyed arguted.
axes hit heads, and (They're very loud, these five minutes.(Don't deny
fasteners are in place. cribs, bassinets,car
the value of all bills.
beds ment over the ethics of
- Locks and latches on
thump thump thump thuncks, splats, and it, audience; I heard
The wood should be or cradles.
While many people like
the dropside of a crib
"tresp
assing" on forbid- soundtrack music.
whacks. They sound like those little • squeels of a thin
smooth, as well as any
Remember, it is impor- den areas
wad of bills, there
must be safe and secure
of
nature
.
Silent Rage also has comic strip ballons
metal hardware. Any tant to keep the child's
pleasure.) It was so are still many who have
from accidental. release
rough, sharp edges safety in mind when shop- ("There are things that comic relief and a love Perhaps karate movies cathartic for me that I never
seen whose portrait
or release by the baby inman wasn't meant to story. The comic relief are judged by
should be covered with ping for a crib.
how was nice to my kids for adorns the $100 bill. Ws
side the crib.
know.") Finally, the am- comes in the form of
the cathartic they are to the the rest of the evening.
Benjamin Franklin's.
- There must be strict
warnings on erib's carton, assembly instructions and headboard advising the use of a snug
fitting mattress.
If in the market for a
new crib be sure the mattress fits tightly..Suffoca-tion may occur if the inFREE
_ fent - _should Wedge its
Demonstration
head between the matRides
tress and crib. If two
fingers will fit between
Located on Hwy. 68 at Jonathan Creek
the two, the mattress is
SETS COOKING TONE ANN
POWT0lull ALLTOMATICATO
Adjacent to Sportsman's Marina
too small. If using an
older model crib and this
Boat Works Open 7 Days a Week 8-5
is the case, roll up large
bath towels and place
maw,:yam
them in the space for a
tighter fit.
Bumper pads are
'necessary in every crib.
They should run around
F. ito. W td
NWC. COO.
the entire crib, tie or snap
01
COW CD.
,
into place and have at
least six straps. Any exSaturday and Sunday,
cess length should be
April 17 and 18 10 to 5
trimmed off the strap to
prevent the infant from
View Jonathan Creek from the deck of
chewing and swallowing
our 39 foot Explorer Houseboat
it. Bumper pads should
Micro-Thermometer temp
Pontoon Boats from 18 ft. to 28 ft.
be used until the infant
erratum control shuts oven off
can pull up to a standing
when food reaches pm-selected
temperature.
Deck Boats from 161
/
2 ft. to 22 ft.
position.
. Statistics show that
Entire Kayot Fleet of pontoon boats
most accidents occur
deck boats and houseboats.
606.
when infants fall while
„Ole
on
climbing out of their crib.
00
hos tovi‘le
To guard against this
ou
one
"t4o
possibility, buy a crib

Big spenders
not so flashy

Sportsman
Boat Works

ON THE WATER
BOAT SHOW

You Get the Best for Less

Save Time, Energy & $50.00

GET A HEAD START
WITH SNAPPER.
A turn of the key starts the 21"self- dethatch and shred,
making your
propelled Hi-Vac. Select any of the. Snapper a year
six forward speeds(the most lawn machine round
of any lawnmower,making it And you can bag or
side
ideal for any cutting condidischargelawn clippings:
tion)and Snapper's patented • And a truck-tough,tr
ansHi-Vac deck and bki create a mission and custom
set-up and balpowerful vacuum Via removes ancing by
yoiif Snapper dealer and
grass clippings a
igi-for a its obvious w precision fawn is
precision cut and
m.
a snap with
Economical attachni
mulch,
Snapper

449.95

G.E. Microwave Oven. Large capacity with 10 power
levels, time and temperature controls, temperature sensor probe, touch controls. Reg. $499.95 87 255 58

•

EUREKA

Convertible
Portable or
BuøtIn

PIK MOW
WO
=
view

k..4sso,

Upright Vacuum

G.E. Dishwasher
Save

Save $30.0099.95
Vibra Groomer II has exclusive edge

cleaner design, steel bar,6 way dial-anap. Reg. $129.95 87 506 63

$30.00

3
69.95

Pot scrubber convertible portable or
built-in. 2 level washing action, soft
food disposer. Reg. Sagg._
__ CIS
_ 87 221 91 229-02

Pocket Knife IS Gal. Picnic Jug
3 hl-carbon steel
blades. Hand made.
50.26&78

Sale Price

8.94

G.E. Color TV

$248

Your Choice

Full 5-yr. warranty.
Molded poly plastic
with spout. In,
sulated. 56-358-72
Req.$2.99

Sale Price

1.99

Save $51.95
10" screen, preset fine tuning, 100%
solid state, in-line picture tube.
Reg. $299.95 85 520-02

Air Purifier
Sale Price
Less Mania Rebate

18.97

save $12
.00

.97

4.0014

After Rebate Two speed fan, triple filter system.
(filters last up to 6 mo. under normal

7
1P
1

Prices Good Through Saturday at ALL OTASCO Stores & Participating

Bel Air Ctr. Murray, Ky.

Dealers.
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ONEOCIWIT SUPER BURS SPECIALS!

CRICK-OUT SUPER BOILS SPECIALS!

CHECK-OUT SUPER BONUS SPECIALS!

1-3

VELVEETA

Ye* 0.4 Oes

Yee 4I•1

FREE
BONUS
STAMP

FREE
BONUS
STA/AP

Foe Esc,'
1.00 Vey Spie4'

For belt
1.00 %al Speed'
S CERTIFICATE

WITH BONUS CERTIFICATE

ORANGE
DRINK
54 oz.
1111.

TV
WITH BON'S CERTIFICATE

SHOP it COMPARE --- SEE
BIG JOHN HAS THE LOWEST SHELF PRICES SEVEN DAYS A WEEK-

Wes Par frozen

Kraft

CORN

MIRACLE
WHIP

Soap Pads

v

Hp nz
CATSI

BRILL()

Baby formu,a
ENFAMIL
LIQUID

showtott
PORK AND
BEANS

Everfresh

VEG—ALL

GLAZED
DONUTS
Bath Nsue

All Vegetabie
CRISCO

Hues

Mar k Chees,

MANWICH
Hyde Park

DINNER i0 K0, 39'

CAKE
MIX

Hyrip

44oz hr

197

rill- 110,•-4. '
•

4

1)47.

r...; ;;;;c:
44•410•••
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CHECK-OUT SUPER BONUS

SPECIALS!

ma

CHECK-NIT Unit 1661US SPECIALS!

1-5

1-6
a
l

VI bVELVET

r

:
.

Rd'

BLEACH

Yoe Cot Oso

FREE
BONUS
STAMP

IN Oar os.

FREE
BONUS
STAMP

For Fla
4.00 Yes Spool'

Fee hob
1.00 Yoe Spiad

Gallon

WITI BONUS CERTIFICATE

WITH BONUS CERTIF1 ATE

HOW YOU SAVE AT BIG JOHN!

CHECK-OUT SUPER BONUS SPECIALS! SP
ECIALS THROUGHOUT THE STORE
This Ad Is Good April 14 Thru
AO 20

Quartet Pork Ws
Ma Into

PORK
CNOPS
M4 LOIN
929
Armour

Big John Super. Trim

CORN
DOGS

RIB PORK
CHOPS

6 For 169

Riverside

Big John Super Tender
Boneless

LB. 1179

ROLLED
ROAST

Big John Super Trim-

CHUNK
BOLOGNA

BREAKFAST
CHOPS

IB. 894

Sliced

is. $189

Seitz Assorted

Big John Super Trim

SLICED
BOLOGNA 1 is Pkg159

BONELESS'PORK
TENDERLOIN Le. $289

Fun Buddie

WIENERS

794

12 Oz.

.

(eebler Fudge Stripes Or

I)ELUXE
NAHAMS

SLICED
BACON
Star Kit
TUNA
FRUITY
PEBBLES

l'ISH
!;TICKS

Heat-N-Est

794

11 oz. Box

CORN ON
$149 THE COB
Bar-B-Q Sauce

OPEN
1129 PIT

'4erit

Banquet Turkey or Chicken

-'APER
,)LATES

and Dumpling

DAWN

BUFFET
SUPPERS

Laundry Detergent

$149

LB.

Ore Ida Frozen

LEMONADE

Pkg.

894.

CHICKEN FRIED „,n
STEAKS I Le. Pkg. I"

ZIPLOC
BAGS

iso C

A,Ytt LOW
-ZQuARTTRS

BRAUNSCHWEIGER

(4 LB.
429
Or More) LB.

Quart Size

2 ,ountry Time Frozen

LB.

Chunk

Country Style Slab

Post Cereal

firs. Paul s

BEEF
LIVER

25C

Bn,

2 LB Size

I

Dish

Liquid

199 TREND

14
44111111)-iil
.''
PRIDE
OF ituNOIS

pa

PHI ADELPi
CREAM CHEESE

PSI
DIET PEP
MT. DEW

A
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Tax to be decided

College to host meeting
-

•

▪

Thirty-one research
papers will be presented
by students representing
six colleges and universities in four states at the
fifth annual Area Collegiate Chemistry
Meeting at Murray State
Universitron Saturday.
About 100 students are
expected to attend the
meeting, which will include papers by both
undergraduate and
graduate students in the
areas of organic,
analytic-biochemical and
physical-inorganic
chemistry.
To begin at 9 a.m. in the
Mississippi, Cumberland
and Ohio Rooms of the
University Center, the
meeting will have as cohosts chapters of the Student Affiliates of the
American Chemical
Society (SAACS) from
Murray State University
and the University of
Tennessee at Martin.
Dr. Robert W. Parry,

professor of chemistry at
the University of Utah
and the .nationil president of the American
Chemical Society ( ACS ),
will be the speaker at 1:30
p.m. in the auditorium of
the University Center
following a luncheon.
his topic will be
"Challenges and Opportunities for the '80s."
Parry, a memper of the
ACS board of directors
since 1972, has served the
organization as chairman
of organic chemistry and
as chairman of the Division of Chemistry Education.
He ,has received ACS
awards for his work in
both inorganic chemistry
and chemistry education,
as well as the Senior
United States Scientist
Award (Humboldt
Award) of the Alexander
Von-Hum boldt-Stiftung,
Federal Republic of Germany, and the Manufacturing Chemists Associa-

BIG JOHN'S
BRICK OVEN

BAKERY
•

This A4 Is Good Apfil 14 Tltni Apnl 20.

E OF THE WEEK
INN BALTIMORE'
$

2

WA'A
I PHONE:75 -

LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(AP) - A 10 percent excise tax enacted last
month by the Jefferson
County school board will
apparently be placed on
the May 25 primary election ballot for a voter
referendum.

tion Award for Excellence in College
Teaching.%
The SAACS chapter at
Murray State was one of
only five chapters in the
entire United States to be
awarded an innovative
activities grant for 198182 and the only chapter in
the country to earn that
recognition two successive years.
Lisa Bell of Benton was
president of the SAACS at
Murray State in 1980-81
and Jane Humphress of
Silver Grove is the current president. Dr. Fred
Senftleber is the adviser.
STATE OFFICERS FROM MURRAY STATE - Joannie Hollis (left) and
Natalie Garibay, both Evansville juniors at Murray State University, were
elected governor and treasurer respectively of the Kentucky Association of the
Student Council for Exceptional Children at a recent convention in Covington.
Both are 1979 graduates of F. J. Reitz High School in Evansville.

Liquor helps
ASHLAND, Ky. (AP)
- Legqlizing liquor sales
here has been a financial
boon to the city, according to a survey
recently completed by
chambers of commerce
in Boyd ilicy Greenup
counties.
The survey, conducted
during the first three
months of 1982, showed
that at least 119 new jobs
have been created in
Ashland because of liquor
sales.

Council elects students
Joannie Hollis and convention in Covington.
Miss Hollis was elected
Natalie Garibay, both
Evansville, Ind., juniors governor of the organizaat Murray State Universi- tion, and Miss Garibay
ty, were elected to state was elected treasurer.
offices in the Kentucky Both are special educaAssociation of the Student tion majors in the DiviCouncil for Exceptional sion of Learning and
Children at the recent Developmental Disorders
and 1979 graduates of F.
‘gh School in
J. Reitz Iii
Evanqville.

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS ""
1 Sci TOOT
4 cook
8 Moral obligation
12 Macaw
13 Ceremony
14 Opera
highlight
15 Writing
implement
17 School of
whales
19 - Paso
20 Scold
21 Famous
uncle
22 Poem
23 Walk
25 Gal of song
26 Printer's
measure
27 Transgtess
28 Be ill
29 Abounds
3k Scale note
1 Pastry
s5 Near
36 Freshet
38 Youngster
39 Before
40 Preposition
41 Cot
42 Turkish
standard
• 43 Wine cup
45 Conducted
46 Resort
47 Tra follower
48 By way of
49 Seesaw
52 One opposed
54 Raise
56 Guido's note
57 Juncture
58 Small valley
59 Obscure
DOWN
1 Once

around
track
2 Exist
3 Streamer
4 Spip's prison
5 Lubricate
6Pronoun.
7 Lawful
8 Obstruct
9 Chaldean city
10 Bound
11 Ivy league
school
16 Headwear
18 Part of to be
21 Greeted
22 United
23 Deposits
24 Journey
25 Title of
respect
26 Lamprey
28 Nibbled
29 Spread for
drying
30 Stable
dweller
31 Stalk
1

2

3

12

Answer to Tuesday's Puzzle

33 Pigpen
34 Papa
37 Arabian
garment
39 Exalted in
.
spirit
41 Whiskers
42 Simian
43 Ah. mel
44 Lion's pride

45 Chinese mile
46 Withered
48 Vigor
49 Hindu
cymbals
50 11 Down
student
51 Ranch animal
sp Bye
.
55 Diphthong

4567

8

13

14

690

10 11

9

17 18

20

19

21•III

22
1.1

101111
Riu.61•
N
M31
Rd
iii
iii•ki
35
Nil
38
iil 51
id
11
41

42UUU

kaki
hill

hil

Iii

WM

RIM 611111
wi

56

61"

kill

1111

al
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A CO 1:1101013113
CIMUU MUCD190
MUG CiCla
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MUG [MOM
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ABBOT

S A C

YOUR HANDS" LOOK
KIND Of SMALL,AND
YOU PONT HAVE ANY
POCKETS...

HERE,PARTNER, LET'S
tSEE YOU HIT A
FEW SERVES...
U

The daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Bob Hollis, Miss
Hollis is preparing for a
career of working with
the trainable mentally
handicapped.
Miss Garibay, the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Emilio Garibay, is a learning and behavior
disorders major.

Utility company
applies for study
HENDERSON, Ky.
1AP - The Henderson
Utility Commission has
applied for a permit to
study the feasibility of
generating electricity at
three dams along the
Ohio River,
Bill Perry, general
manager of the utility
commission, said the permit application was filed
March 19 with the federal
Energy Regulatory Commission. The federal
agency gave public notice
of the request this week.
If permission is
granted, the study could
begin as early as this fall,
Perry said. The study
could take up to 18 months. "It's something
that's been in and out of
peoples' minds for a long
time," Perry said. "It
relates back to
economics."
Hydroelectric plants
are extremely costefficient, he noted. Construction costs are the big
expense while

maintenance is •minimal
and 'the water to turn the
turbines if free.
William Thorpe,
general manager of the
Big Rivers Electric
Corp., said the plan could
benefit the city and the
company.
The city currently has
two generating plants,
one of which is operated
by Big Rivers. Total
generating capacity is
about 340 megawatts.
Thorpe said Big Rivers
will share the estimated
$150,000 cost of the study
in the hope that any
power from hydroelectric
stations could be shared.
Such an arrangement
"could keep us from
building coal plants,"
Thorpe said.
The application for a
study permit mentions
only the Newburgh Dam,
but Thorpe said permits
are also being sought for
studies at the Uniontown
and Smithland dams.

11.40,41P

STOP BY BIG JOHN'S BRICK
OVEN BAKERY IN YOUR LOCAL
BIG JOHN STORE AND
REGISTER EACH MEEK FOR A

FREE
CAKE OF THE WEEK!

Big John's

0,0

abikrir cap.„ILE

00"P_,
THUD Cot...MK
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your family's color
_for
• appointment.
setting

Carter Studio
300 Main 753-8298

or Sale
Large assortment
of genuine 24 Kt.
gold dipped leaf
pendants and earrings
36 different styles

$2.95 Each
Gold 8, Silver
Wholesale
Jewilers Inc.
Olympic Plaza
753-7113
op..,a.m.
to! .m.

MAIN
STREET
HOUSE
ANTIQUES
602 Mein Street
Murray, Ky.
9:00 to 5:00 Mon.Sot.; 1:00 to 5:00
Sun.

Boy one pair of boots
et regular price got
the second pair at half
price. Dress boots,
work boots and side
zips.

USE A
KNIFE, ZERO

Kenny Rogers jams,
western shirts, and
western dress slacks.
is pair at
Boy
regular-price and got
the Second item at
half price.

Animus FOODS PREPARED

Si.,....

n t I y- co us to ay

1 /2 Price
Sale

MY PENCIL
ISN'T SHARP

FRESH DAILY!

2. Notice

tie

-

04e.e
fidW.214,

SOMETPIING'S WRONG
WITH THE PENCIL
SHARPENER sARGE.

I*

'AUDIT
BIDS
West Kentucky
Allied Services,
Inc., a non-profit
corporation,.is accepting bids for
their FY '82 audit.
Contact Carol
Wilson, P. 0. Box
736, Mayfield, Kentucky 42066 or call
247-4046. Deaaimr,,
is April 26, 1982. An
Equal Opportunity
Employer.

We Boy
So"
Come by and see our
Weather Vane's

THE GROCERIES WERE TOO
HEAVY FOR ME TO BRING IN
A BAG,50 I TIED THEM , -)
k 'TOGETHER
441 BA.m
4

1. Legal Notice

Antiques

1-10W'RE YOU GONNA
HOLD TWO BALLS
WHEN YOU SERVE?

FRENCH
BREAD

CLINK

According to state law,
a measure can be placed
on the ballot if 5 percent
of the courity's voters in
the last presidential election - 13,250 in this case
- sign a petition within 30
days of the action in question.
The school board approved the excise tax on
March 22.
As of Tuesday, a coalition called Voice of Taxpayers Everywhere said
it had collected 31,079
signatures.
Mrs. Roger Harr-

11.
I'M STUDYING)
COMMUNICATIONS

FRIED
CHICKEN

I'M LEARNING TO
COMMUNICATE IDEAS
50 THAT OTHERS CAN
UNDERSTAND
ME

Vernon's
Olympic Plaza
753-7113
Open 9-9

ington, petition chairman
for VOTE, said that total
could exceed 40,000 when
returns from all 22
legislative districts .are
counted.
The signatures on the
petition must by z(pproved by the Jefferson County clerk's office.
Donna Straus, director
of the pro-tax Citizens for
Quality Schools Committee, said she isn't waiting
for official word on the
signature checks.
"We're assuming that
it will be on the ballot,"
she said, Adding that her
group Will launch a sales
effort over the next six
weeks in an attempt to
gain backing for the excise tax.
The tax is projected to
raise some $11 million annually for the school
system.

2. Notice '
Need female room mate
to share nice 2 bedroom
house close to campus.
Call 753 9265.

Shirley Florist
and
Gorden Center
SOO N. 4th St.
urroy, Kentucky
Ploons 7.533251
8-5 Mon.Sot
4. In Memory
In memory of son and
brother Darrell Hale,
whom God called home
7 years ago. Your smile
is gone forever, your
hands we cannot touch
thank God for precious
memories of the one we
love so much. It broke
our hearts to lose you,
but you did not go alone
for part of us went with
you the night God called
you home. The
memories are our
keepsake with that we'll
never part, your in
God's precious keeping
but we have you in our
hearts. No one can ever
hurt yOU, no one can
make you cry I know
you are happy in your
home on high. Sadly
missed by mom, sisters,
and brothers.

5. Lost and Found
Lost: long haired_black
cat. Reward offered.
Call 753 0344.

6. Help Wanted
Amway Distributor
needed. Call 797 8733.
Experienced body shop
personnel. Body man,
painter, helper, and
buffer. Apply at Smyth
Body Shop 404 N. 4th
Murray, Ky.
General office work.
Local Optometrist of
fice. Tues. through Sat.
Send resume to PO Box
1040D Murray, Ky.
42071.
"Million dollar mer
chandising firm looking
for full or part time
management help. Will
train. Send resume."
Reply to PO Box 1040F
Murray, Ky. 42071..
Need someone with
reasonable amount of
mechanical ability:
Honest, reliable, with
good personality. Not
afraid of work. Send
resume and references
to PO Box 10 4 01
Murray, Ky. 42071.
Nurses needed, RN or
LPN. Applicatons are
being accepted for full
time or part time, have
positions available for
any shift. Excellent
salary and benefits.
Apply in person or call
Care Inn, 502 247-0200.
Strong high school boy
for planting zoysia
grass plugs. 436-5457.
A.,WORK AT HOME!. Be
'flooded with offers!
Offer details rush
stamped addressed en
veloOe. GAS, dept. M
Rt. 2 Box 211, Princeton, Ky. 42445.

Last New 81 Mustang
,t7uR mOTHER

WHEN )t:A.4 WERE A BABY,
SOMEONE WANTED 1431.1
DEAD.SHE SAVED YOU;

44411THER

BY A MIRACLE,)0i1

Ii

SURVIVED, REX
-

BUT,.

SHE ALMOST 5410
IT. WE'LL FIND
OUT BEFORE WE
LEAVE.

moo
AND
WHO
15 MY
PAOTHERB_

Rod/ whit* ahoy' roof, moomotic, whit.
:Weaselt tires, power stoning, power
brakes, air, AM-FM Radio, interior occeitwoup, oval *mirk tinted gloss,
pin stripes, cigar tighter, body side

molding, 24 niontlts or 24,000 ml. Ford
care warranty.
,
(
,,s0

Parker Ford Inc. 1181
Asir**"
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.
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•

I
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4:HeliWanted

17. Vacuum Cleaners

11. Farm Equipment

24. Miscellaneous

32. Apts. For Rent

41. Public Sale

M.Homesfor Sate

52.-Boats-Motors

53. Services Offered

Holland one row
tobacco setter $275. Call
753 9612,435-4114.

Tobacco sticks 13 cents. One and 2 bedroom Yard Sale Thurs., Fri., 10 ./
1
2 percent FINANC- 14ft. Polar Craft 'john
Fence sales at Sears
Call 315-2861.
apartments near down- and Sat 509 Vine from ING!'!! Yes A small,_ boat. 35hp Evinrude now. Call Sears 753 1310
downpayment
and
ow
electric start motor. for
town Murray. Call 753 84
free estimate for
ner' financing will make Moody trailer. Depth
4169 or 436 2844.
24.-TV-Radio
your needs.
of
you the owner
this finder and trolling mo
43. Real Estate
N.Musical
One and 2 bedroom
newly decorated 1 /
1
2 tor. Call atter 6p.m. "Free Mowing". If you
apartments
rent.
for
A
agree to let Country
park
like
for
setting
STEREO
CAR
story 4 BR home with 759-4734.
Pioneer,
Kenwood, Marantz,
iler 25 inch TV, Only 1 Call 153-3530 The this desirable home in basement, alum. siding, 14ft. fiberglass Ebitide Side Nursery maintain
Embassy Apts.
your lawn during the
Canterbury Estates. 3 central heat with wood
Mitsubishi, Sanyo. Pro25.00 per month.
boat and trailer. 50hp. upcoming sewn,
bedrooms, 2 baths, liv
the
fessional installation.
stove
fOr
unbelieveable
T.wo
Johnson motor. Well first mowing will
bedroom ing room, dining
New warranty.
be
area, economy. Double lot
Sunset Boulevard Music
townhouse apartment. kitchen
CLAYTON'S
and den with near school. Make your equipped, good shape. free. This offer is good
Dixieland Center
Call
Carpeted, range, re
753
4479.
until April 16th. Call
fireplace. All this on a appointment now by
Chestnut St. 753-0113.
753-7575
frigerator, dishwasher, beautiful
lot. KOP
calling Spann Realty Dock space available 753-3188.
disposal, washer-dryer PERUD REALTY 753
for
pontoon
boats
Assoc. 753 7724.
hook-up. Central heat
Cypress Springs Resort GENERAL HOME
1222.
27. Mobile Home Sales
REPAIR. 15 years exUnder New
and air. 753-1550, 753
436
5496.
Assumable, like new, 2
perience. Carpentry,
Management
11x60 with extention. 7559.
year old home. Fenced
concrete, plumbing,
Holly Park $7500. Can Two bedroom duplex,
in yard, garage, heat 53. Services Offered
Have you been
roofing, sliding. NO
be seen, at Almo, Ky. central heat and air,
pump
Call
plus
extras.
wanting a home
30 years Carpentry JOB TO SMALL. Free
19. F8f111 Equipment
Check our prices Ray Starks 753-3634.
hookup for washer and
owner
753-8469
or experience. Barns, estimates. Days 474
near the lake that
Couples
SHROAT WALDROP houses, garages. Also 2359, nights 474 2276.
and save. Car 12x65 Trailer for sale or dryer,
135 Deluxe Massey
you
can
affurd?
prefered.
Call
$195.
rent
with
option
to
buy.
759 1707.
Ferguson tractor only
additions on houses and Guttering by Sears.
Stereo by:
753-9741.
Here it is! House
759-1987.
400hrs. total time. Same
Beautiful unique well trailers. Repanirs and Sears continuous gutand 1 acre near IVIt A Frame home. 3.6 remodel 4,36 2233 after
SONY
as new tractor. Also car
12x70 3 bedroom mobile Two nice apartments
ters installed for your
hauling trailer. Good
home for sale. Call after 1 2 bedroom arrd 1 1
Wildcat just off
acres, 14 miles from 5p m
SANYO
specifications. Call
9. Situation Wanted
bedroom furnished. Air
condition. Contact Ho4p.m. 755-4856.
Murray,
1
mile
from
Pottertown Road.
Sears 753 2310 for free
MARANTS
Kentucky Lake. Large
Will babysit evenings ward Brandon 753-4389
1966 12x56 Trailer, 2 conditioned, near the
Lots of trees, well
estimate.
ESTIMATES
lake 10 miles south on
or
753-5960.
rustic beams, cedar
and week ends
PIONEER
bedroom, awning, unand outbuilding.
If you own your land I
121. Couples or singles
shake shingles, stained
On all your electrical
'7591139.
2-12in. Plows for Ford
derpinning, meter pole,
Expert
can help you have a
installation
753-4000
Call
or
only.
No
pets.
and
Lease
glass, organic garden. plumbing well pumps
air conditioner inWill break and disc tractor. 436-5830.
home built and financed
deposit required. 436
489-2266.
540,000. 762 6463 days
and service.
cluded. Call 759-4523
gardens. Call. 753-5463 or 660 Case combine 1971
and pointing needs.
at 10 percent A.P.R.
5401.
Jody.
4p.m.
after
753 0114.
model. 410 Massey 1972
Call 436.5582.
Two room apartment
House for sale at 503 Call 753-9673 NOM
Extra nice 1978 14x60
Will work on lawn model combine. Quick
and
bath.
Carpeted,
Chestnut. Call for ap
trailer for sale. Central
mowers, chain saws, attach header. Call
partly furnished. In
FREE
pointment 7513691 or APPLIAWCE
heat and air, underpinriding mowers, tillers, 502-623-8839.
private
priv
home
and
2225. 12th
7512737.
ESTIMATES
ning, and partially furSERVICE • Kenmore,
any small engine. 1001 For sale 3- 12in. Ford
ate entrances. 2 /
1
2
nished. 753-5677.
753-5865
Quality 4 bedroom, 3 /
1
2 Westinghou -se,
Glendale East off of Trip Plows, like new.
on all Nome Repairs.
blocks from court
bath home located on Whirlpool. 20 - years
12th Street. 753 4590.
Phone day 753-7668,
Special prices an -square.
753-0848.
28.
Mobile
Home
Rentals
Johnny
Robertson experience Parts and
night 753-2394 or see at
and reef repain.
10. Business Opportunity 405 S. 4th St., Murray,
Road. Formal dining, service. Bobby Hopper 12x65 Furnished 1 mile 33. Rooms for Rent
Billy
STAWSKI'S
Morgan
Broker
built on 2 lots with lots Bob's App Ii
Ky.
from
Beautiful
Murray.
BUILD A BUSINESS,
Furnished room 1 block
of
Service
5th
trees,
build
202
storage
ance
S.
REPAIR
NOME
For
shaded
lot with garden
sale- 656 Int. Diesel
Realtors
Start in your own
REPOSSESSED
from MSU. Private
ing, city water and St. 7 5 3 - 4 8 7 2 ,
spot. 759 4588, 753-7637.
435-4323
neighborhood if you Farm Tractor 2500
Village Hwy. 641 N.
bath, kitchen, living
sewerage. Seeing is 753.8886(home).
ORGAN
wish. Exceptional op- hours, extra nic9, ex12x65 Furnished 2 bed- room and laundry
believing. KOPPERUD
Murray, Ky.
portunity for growing cellent condition, 1 owroom 1 mile from facilities. Boys only.
Otis half already paid
REALTY 753-1222.
K & K STUMP REMOA minim
income with fast repeat ner. Also 4- 14in. Int.
Beautiful
Murray.
$65. per month. Call
balance dee or monTwo story, 2 sundecks, 2
VAL. Do you need
customer sales. Meet plows, 12ft. Int. wheel
shaded lot with garden 759-4538.
siding
and
Aluminum
thly
payments.
lots Pine &ruff. Electric
stumps removed from
the others who done it. disc, will sell seperate
spot. 759-4588,753 7637.
One block from unheat, air conditioned. trim for all houses. It
your yard or land
Call 753 OM, from 5 to 9 or together. Day 753CLAYTON'S
Strout.
Nice 2 bedroom trailer iversity. Call 753-6933 or
stops painting.
520,000. 759-1074, 753
cleared of stumps? We
7668, night 753-2394 or
PM. ONLY.
near
Murray.
No
pets.
Realty
753-7575
753-1812.
2649.
can remove stumps up
see at 405 S. 4th St.,
Jack Glover
Call 489-2611.
to 24 inches below the
Murray, Ky. .
34.
Houses
for Rent
47. Motorcycles
_Nice 2 bedroom mobile
13. For Sale or Trade
ground, leaving only
Coast
Office
Coast
to
home in small well kept
sawdust and chips. Call
All electric 2 bedroom,
Asphalt
1974
driveways
Honda
and
Civic.
$850.
23.Exterminating
_ For sale or trade es
lows
true
Everywhere
court. $85. 753-8216 after
fully furnished home.
parking lots sealed by for free estimates. Bob
4374432,
,
tablished business in
_
11•841610 Service Voce 1900
5p.m.
Kemp 435-4343 or Bob
-3150.
per
month.
S100.
For free es
Sears.
good -location. Price
1978 Yamaha 400 XS,
1917 Celivieter toed
•
Kemp Jr 435-4319;
Trailers for rent Dill's deposit. I/2 block from
7512310.
timates
call
negotiable. - Any relow milage, like _ new
Macey, Kentec_ky 420.71
Trailer-Co44t. t.
-- -.MS15. Ca1i-913,9829. - ---alonalffe tiller conmleW12 PE I' 'CLEANING,---totitctrar- Paving Cgm Ca11753 4348.
00217534186
pany. Commercial, reTwo
trailer
bedroom
1
Three bedroom, 1
. path,
sidered. Owner financ-Anytime
1978
Yamaha
400CC. Free Estimates. sidential. Seal coating
mile Out of city limits brick. Central heat
ing available. Call 753
Satisfied
references,
7R5epo
3 55s7e3d for sale Call
JOE L. KENNON
Wheel Horse
and stripping. Small
121 South. $90. plus pump and air. Near
4109 after 5p.m.
Vibra Steam or Quick
Broker
jobs a Specialty. Call
deposit. Call 753-5405.
University.
Call
Cleaning.
Dry
For trade dark fired
Livened & Bernie&
*Parts
1981 Honda X R 500R.
753-1537,
759
1074,
Two
753
5791.
bedroom
Cleaning).
(Upholstery
furnished
tobacco base for burley
Excellent condition.
*Sales
or unfurnished. New Three bedroom house
Lee's Carpet Cleaning Need work on your.
pounds. Call 7538875.
Few months old. Must
trees? Topping, prunfurniture and carpet, Panorama Shores. $250.
753 5827.
*Service
sell.
753-7252.
ing, shaping complete
central air.' Rent $85. a month, deposit re14. Want to Buy
For sale 1972 Honda
removal and more. Call
$150. Shady Oaks 753 quired. 502 924 5421.
Stamp and coin collecMotorcycle. 500 4
753-3914 5209.
BOVER'S TREE
tion or accumulation.
cylinder, -good shape.
SERVICE for Pro36.
For
Rent
or
Lease
Call after 3p.m.
X.Business Rentals
$650. Call 753 6276 or
fessional tree care.
767-4169.
753-1222
753 5612.
For rent or lease fur
Need a second opi- 753-8536.
Want to buy men's golf
nished 3 bedroom brick.
Mo peds, in the crate,
painting,
Indestrial Reed
Local Professional
nion?
1 V2 block off campus.
clubs. Call George at
$399. Motorcycle Parts
paperhanging, comMini
753-1319
references. Call Hugh
753 7422.
362-4425 or 527 8397.
and Service 307 N. 4th
mercial, residential
LOT IN
Warehouse
759 1919. Open after
Outland. 759-1718 or interior-exterior, farm
SHERWOOD
15. Articles for Sale
3/. Livestock-Supplies
Storage Space
noons 4 6, Sat.9 3.
buildings, estimates.'
753-8076.
FOREST
For Rent
For termites,
Tremon Farris 759-1987.
Yamaha 125 Enduro
Registered Angus bulls.
video Lombard gas trimmer
Excellent
conditipn
1 13 months, 1 10
753-4758
camera. 6:1 power with blade. Regular
wooded
roaches, ants,
Nice
Can you account for
Call 753 6078.
months. Call 437-4365.
zoom lens. 1 year old. $189.95 on sale for
residential lot
any pests.
Excellent condition, $169.95. Master till tiller
Yamaha Endoro 175 your household goods in
( 1 00' x 300'). $250 50CC Honda $125. case of fire, theft, or
38. Pets-Supplies
5125. Can be seen at 1109 regular $379. on sale for
32. Apts. For Rent
. $329. Stokes Tractor
Located on Notnatural disaster? If, not,
Vine St. after 6p.m.
753 5751 or 753 8673.
$4.
Bunny
each.
Rabbits
All electric_ fully furcall Insurance Photog
A
Drive.
tingham
Snapper garden tiller NB Industrial Rd.
Call
after
753
3020
nished efficiency apar
raphy between
48. Auto Services
good condition. Call 20. Sports Equipment
good buy at ONLY
24. Miscellaneous
3:30p.m.
tment. Low utilities, 2 /
1
2
6p.m. 9p.m. Mort. Fri.
489-2651 after 6p.m.
4,900.00. Kopperud
Four new 600x14 6 ply at 753-4988.
40 Watts per channel blocks from MSU. Call Dog Obedience 2 Day
We buy and sell used air Colt 12, Arizona Ranger
Bridgestone tires. $125.
753-9829.
Seminar. How to train
Realty - 753-1222.
Lloyd's
stereo.
6
months
Centenial
(new
in
case)
conditioners. Call 753Call 753 1331 or can be Carpenter with 30 years
old with bel.t driven For Sale: brick duplex dogs, puppy selection,
$300.,
CenCivil
War
9104.
seen at Amoco Car experience. Building of
correcting problems,
all types, repairs and
tenial (new in case) turntable, tuner, and near University Super
property
Commercial
Wash Chestnut St.
behavior.
canine
April
trailer additions. Call
$200., Nevada Centenial dolby cassette, player insulated, air con- 17-18436 2858.
16. Home Furnishings
for
sale
on
Highway
Over 50 rebuilt auto 436 2253.
(new) $250., New Fron- recorder. Speakers ditioned, tax sheltered
Couch 4 /
1
2 years old. tier Buntline (like new) contain 12in. woofer, investment. $40,000. Easter bunnies for sale. .1834, Almo Heights. 'matic transmissions in Carpet
and window
large
buildings
Two
stock. 20 day un
Excellent condition. $250. 4 Aces Derringer 7in. mid range, 3in. Call 759-1074,753 2649.
753 5422.
with 4 separate units conditional warranty. cleaning. Satisfaction
$150. Call 489-2704.
tweeter.
Asking
$600.
small
fur- Free puppies, Shephard that are presently being
For rent:
21 short (new) $100.,
Reynolds Trans• guaranteed. Steve
nished apartment also cross, wormed. 759 9717 rented for automobile
Couch and 2 chairs. 1903 Martin 22 pump Call anytime 753-2534.
missions Hwy 69 North" Hobbs 753 3317.
753-7189.
(good) $100., Stevens Air conditioner 24,000 house trailer. Blondie after 5p.m.
maintenance, tune up
Concrete, block, brick. Refrigeration and air•
Paris,
Tn. 901 642 2572.
Water beds, mattress Crackshot (good) $100., B T U(Sears) two semi- McClure 753-8949.
and clean up shops.
21 years experience. No conditioning repairs
$54. Mattress heater, Browning 22 Auto Be- .pro ton speeds, wood Four room furnished 41. Public Sale
Buildings can be bought 49. Used Cars
job to large or small. and service. "Spring
liner, frame and pedis lgium made with burning stove, electric apartment near down 6 Party Yard Sale April separately. K OP
Free estimates. Call Special" air1970 Ford Maverick 753 5476.
conditioners cleaned
tal $199. Do it yourself Browning scope (like self-cleaning town. Call 753-4645 in 16-17, Fri. and Sat. PERUD REALTY 753
2 door sedan. Straight
and serviced. 436-2104.
kit $129. Also full line of new) $300., Winchester oven(Sears), bunk afternoon.
8 4p.m. 4 miles west of 1222.
shift. One owner. Allen Do you need yoUr Wet basement? We
accessories. Up to 15 Model 97 (like new) beds, trundle bed, Furnished apartments. Murray on Hwy. 94.
carpets cleaned? Find
Rose; 753 3690.
Sako 22-250 (like dresser and bookcase. Efficiency, 1 or 2 be
year warranty. Wood Purdom & Thurman
753 0812.
out how inexpensive it make wet basements
crafters Hwy__ 60 W, new) $350.. 753 5751 .or Call 753-6002 after 4p.m.
'1 9 7 7 Chevy 4 door can be done, with deep dry, work completely
drooms. Also sleeping Basement sale 509
Insurance
753 8673.
Paducah, Ky. 444-9003.
Impala. $400. Call 753 steam cleaning. Call guaranteed. Call or
Aloe Vera liquid $9. rooms. Zimmerman Chestnut Fri. and Sat. 1
Real Estate
6129.
write: Morgan Conquart, $27. gallon. Gene Apts. S. 16th 753-6409.
Jeff 753 0015.
iron bed, t.v. stand,
struction Co. Rt. 2 Box
& Jo's 705 S. 4th HILLDALE Apart
Soisthside Court Sq.
CARS AND TRUCKS,
odds and ends.
409 A Paducah, Ky.
753-1320. Makes you feel ments, Hardin, KY will
most makes and models
Murray, Kentucky
Alumina Service Cs.
42001 or call 442 7026.
good' Also other Aloe accept applications on Fairground Flea
$200
-Sold
u
nder
through
753-4451
Vera products include premises beginning_ Market. Murray
alumina aid virfl sidiet,
local government sales
Will mow yards. 15
shampoo, make-up, April 15, 1982 from Calloway Co.
Call 1(7141 569 0241 ext.
years experience. Work
trim
tests@
work.
Fairgrounds.
Open
ev
planning
YOU'RE
on
If
4 speed overdrive, maintance free
body lotion, soap, and 9A.M. until 3P.M. daily
1281 for directory on
gauranteed. Call 753ery weekend, 7AM to selling your farm lete us
harness. Call Will El
bath oil.
6564.
Monday thru• Friday, 7PM Friday and Satyr 'explain how we can how to purchase
N.D. battery, front disc brakes, reclining
153.6111.
Camper top for for 1,2,3 bedroom apar
Window Cleaning fast
day, 9AM to 6PM Sun
provide national adver
low back seats, raised white letter tires,
longwheel base pickup, tments, Section 8, rent- days. Booth space can
service. Satisfaction
tiSing .and 'potential
walk-in door, sliding subsidized,. Equal be rented. Call days 753
AM-FM radio, twin remote mirrors,
1981 Pontiac Bonbuyers through the
Electrical Repairs. guaranteeo. Free esside glass $125. Call Housing Opportunity. 4669 nights 153-4510.
AMERICAN FARM &
Free estimates Licen timates. 753-7140.
LoadCoupe.
tinted glass. Convenience group, group
neville
489-2510.
Includesapartments for
electrician, heating
sed
Garage Sale -Fri. and INVESTMENT DPG
ed. One Owner Local
heater, 24 mo.-or 24,000 mi. Ford care
Fiberglass steam bath. handicapped.
and air conditioning. 56. Free Column
Sat., April 16 and 17 8-5. EST marketing system
miles.
11,000
Car.
Like new! Call after Nice 1 bedroom fur- In Canterbury Estates Exclusively offered by
435 4397.
warranty.
AKC registered- black
4p.m. 753-8380.
nished apartment. Call on the corner-of tandem SPAN4 --REALTY AS."
FLOOR SANDING and Labrador and Cata
For sale- Used office 753-8919.
Dr. and Tabard. 'Dr. SOCIATES. 753 7724. finishing. Stained floors houla Cur puppy mixed.
Oldsmobile
desks, wood or metal
753-8479.-a speciality. Dodeau Free to good home.
for
Sale
Farms
45.
from _SW up. also office
Pontiac
753 9366
Floor Co. Call 354 6127.
Yard Sale 220 S. 11th.
chairs, extra nice
New lliSilf
Cadillac
April 15th and 16th.
59 Acre farm for sale
checkout counters,
1406W. Main
Yard Sale Fri., April Near Coldwater. Call
other office equipment,
489-2357.
16th. 9 miles out Potter
753-5315
card display racks and
town Road or 4 miles
magazine racks, gas
east on 280 off 121 Hwy. 46. Homes for Sale
heaters for shops, water
1, 2 83 bedreso nits Imo
Watch for sign.
drinking fountains,
3 bedroom brick house.
Anything from a hemmer to a heel away.
$185.11 pr as. holiest- Yard Sale 315 lrvan Carpet throughout, 2 Honda Civic. Tinted
flOurescent lights (Ift. &
WINTER OR SUMMER
8ft.), nice used pool
* Nit. holy miry* 6-??? Fri. and Sat , baths, large living glass, low mileage,
condition. 753excellent
RAIN OR SHINE
table. Call day 753-7668,
•
car
2
den.
and
room
ceetral heat ail air, April 16th and 17th.
3027. $3200.
night 753-2394 or see at
garage with large stor
6
Childrens
size
clothes
carpeted, kitchee ap- months
405 S. 4th St., Murray,
to 5, boys and . age room. Call 489 2145 Rabbit Volkswagon
y
thaws. Office (sirs Ilse.- girls.
1979. Moon roof, excel
or 753 2493.
lent condition $4300.
For sales horse trailer,
Fri. 1:N-)7:N less.
753 3027...
deep well pump, wire,
Northwood It.
and pipe. 435-4463.
SURPLUS JEEPS $65,
Murray Ky.
CARS $89, TRUCK $M.
Free wood. Tree
Highway 94E
75
S12-255-4114
Similar bargains
already cut into pieces,
Central
dispose
Bell
will
of
South
your
Call
available.
for
Epal Neisiag Opprtseity
505 Walnut. Across from
surplus units on April 15, 1982 at 5:00 directory on how to
Bus Station.
purchase. 602 998 0575
p.m. at Jim Tote's Murray Auto Auction Ext.
5067 Call
One bedroom furnished
Refundable.
Alamo, Kentucky.
or unfurnishe41
.1
SPECIAL
I
1
lakefront apartMent in
Included in the sale are cars, vans, 50. Used Trucks
$29.00-$39.00 Cern- Panorama Shores.
trucks, station wagons and sir- 1975 Chevrolet pickup
'fifty
with
Fireplace
insert.
to
$50.00
at
pare
References and deposit
Terms are cash or previously ap- Long wheel base. Call
basins.
$100.00
required. 436 2404 or
proved checks. General public is invited 437 1311.
Leo's Immediate
753-7272.
51. Campers
Two bedroom duplex in
to this portion of the sole.
Jewelry Repair
Northwood:- Cent-rat
Will serari apciiiiiient 6f Klee furniture,
Over head camper
12th
- 404 N.
heat and air, carpeted,
Ladies IL Men's Shies %hoed IS' Pr.
shell( long bed). 1970
appliances, linens, dishes ond cooking
753-9899
refrigerator, stove,
Pontiac 4 tires -1.7815
'
- Beets 51.1111er.
utensils, living room suite, walnut
dishwasher.
, disposal
Call 753 6002 after lp m. .
225 L.P. Miler St. ia.m.r....ca....my c.o.)
Travel trunks $39.95 with washer and dryer
bedroom suite, dinette set rugs, color ho
large, $49.95 each. hookup. Carport and
52. bats-Motors
air "conditi6ner,- nutomotic:4/1331‘.::;;amps,
Saddle bags $59.95 pair.
$200.dtposit, $285
Sealer Citizens
-ctuckb•rudio: tots-ofvmaltitems
-pictures,
a-r
'1511":"
-1-11T"SOW
Must
MittorCVEIelraftt
per month. -Days 753
Heir Cots $1.00
Craft boat, motor, and
Service 307 N. 4th 7977, nighis 753 3018.
•
For Information Call
*PRESCRIPTIONS *NNW FRUIT OINKS
trailer $1500. or bestShampoo, Shave and Hetet $2.75 - 759 1919. Open, 4 6 . at Two bedroom duplex.
SIIPPLIB
AND
•NOSPITAL
FOR
RENT
SAIE
ofler 419 2787
terAoons, Sat.9 3.
Central heat and air. No
WADING KANN Of COSMETICS
vagabond Sailboats
Used : riding fawn pets. $210. month. $200. Open Nears Men., Took, Wed.,Then., Fri., Sat.
Vagabond 14, Holder 70,
mowers. See Keith at deposit. Lease required.,
*MOUNTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS
dealer 1554 Oxford Or
Stokes Tractor,
'and Call after Sp m.
435-4128 Lyon 'Greve:Ky.
7:30-2:30-753-3685
I,.. Oelleery Proot
elpdoos 1.OP9 tholes
.
.Murray, Ky 151 1176
Implement. 753-1319.
753 6699.
I.
Wanted: Driver to de
liver car to New England or area reasonably
near as soon as possi'
ble. Call days 762 31117,
evenings 753 8620.
Wanted: Travel
Trailer, Motor Home
Owners Share in the
profits of the World's
Fair. For more information call 1100-2383614.
Wanted mature person
to babysit 5 nights a
week. Call 753-6589
before 3p.m.
Wanted: someone to
keep an infant and do
light house work in our
home. Send references
and resume to PO Box
1940H Murray, Ky.
42071.

and Service
500 Maple St.
759-4801

INFLATION
FIGHTER

FREE

WORLD OF
SOUND

Al

Stokes
Tractor &
Implement

-\
Kelley's Tennit
& Pest Control
Phone

OP

ROOF
PROBLEMS?

Ill)

STATE WIDE
PEST
CONTROL

Will do roof
repair on
houses and
tobacco barns,
etc. Call 7530716 after
6:00 p.m.

753-7794

1982 White E.X.P.

+-

PURDOMS

Parker Ford Inc. '610?
gisrmiat.

MUR-CAL
APARTMENTS

D BLA IN
& PAINTING

set.A° JC

tv'

C 0
Sheeting

Murray Livestock
And Trailer Sales

AUTO AUCTION

Industrial
Commercial
Residential

AUCTION SALE

Call 753-0329

Friday, April 16, 1 p.m. 711 Riley
Ct. Murray, Ky. Behind Murray
Drive In Theater.

After 5:00

1

HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP

WALL1$ DRUG

In

OTTO CHESTER'S
AUCTION SIRVICE

•
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observations

by lochie hart

Writer relates memories and names of persons in Scouts

••••••

(Note: This is the second column about Girl
.Scouts and their cabin. If
more information comes
to me, it might keep on
growing.)
Because residents of
this community have contributed . in time and
money to so many worthwhile things that we
would never have had,
had we waited for them to
be financed and promoted by public funds, I
must continue my story
about the Scout Cabin being contributed to us and
list the names of people
who aided the program.
My memory ts poor but
there are some who don't
forget. For instance
Jewel Jones brought me
up to date on a whole lot
of items. She and husband Clyde were the
building committee.
Mildred Ragsdale helped
them find men who could
lay the logs given by C. 0.
Bondurant. Paul Dill
drew the plans for the
building and laid the concrete floor and foundation. Harry Jones and
Bailey Riggins built the
house. Glyco Wells did
the electric work. Ernest
Bailey graded and disced
the grounds. Clyde Jones
fertilized and seeded it.
Eunice Overbey's
Brownies were the first to
use the place. She continued with these girls
through . their troops.
They were Rosemary
Jones, Jennie Sue Stub- blefield, Jane-Baker,-Lin—
da Jackson, Louise
Jones, Fidelia Austin,
Sondra Kyle, Treva
McKinney, Shirley
Chilcutt, Fay Ragsdale,
Sally Jones and Mary
Frances Bagwell. Jewel
assisted Mrs. Overbey
and until the cabin was
built, they met in the
First Christian Church.
"I love to think about

those happy days," Jewel
said.
The troop which I am
familiar even though I
never was a leader, was
Troop I Group 3. But I did
my share of providing a
meeting place and loads
of refreshments. This
group of girls started as
Brownies and continued
through Senior Scouts.
Three of them - Mary
Frances Williams, Lochie
Fay Hart and Janot
Smith earned the Curved
Bar. Others were Betty
Carol Cotham, Letha
Lyons, Nancy Wear,
Carolyn Melugin, Betty
Sue Hutson, Zetta Yates,
Ann Fenton, Peggy
Turner, Sue Parker and
Wanda McReynolds. I did
not mention their married names because some
of them I didn't know but
they are all married and I
presume are using their
Girl Scout laws .in their
lives.
Mrs. Pat Hacket
Modena) was their
leader most of the 12
years and remembers
that they followed the
manual strictly. Each
meeting was opened with
the Scout salute, motto,
followed by group singing
and closed with the
"Evening Song." "Do
you remember the
song?" Yes. It was done
to the tune of 'Taps'and it
goes like this, 'Day is
done. Gone the sun from
the sky, from the hills,
from the earth. All is
_WellRest-in peace; God
is nigh.' We sang this as
we -stood in a circle,
holding—hands. • It was
most meaningful.
.
"How did you hold their
interest?" With a
nostalgic tone, she
reminisced. "Mrs. N. P.
Hutson worked with the
merit badges. Mrs. Harry
Fenton and gts. Noval
McReynolds, nurses, aid-

ed in camping. We met in
homes after school and
looked forward to the
goodies waiting for us.
We hiked out the Martin's
Chapel road to the
church, read and climbed
the tombstones and went
on south to the old retley
bridge that provided
danger. They loved to
play ball. I pitched for
both teams."
I knew Modena when
she was a high school stu-

dent in my class and
knew she could be a good
leader even though her
only child was Joe Pat
who is a chemical
engineer located in
Seabrook, N. H. He has
four daughters who give
the grandmother a joy.
Two are married Patrice Lane Okerstrom
and Leslie Ann West. The
others are Mary Allison
and Claire.
There are other Girl

before the cabin. They us- School on the college remembers the life
ed the pavilion near the campus when Ann Lowry guard, a young college
present cabin as head- and the Wolfson girls man. Charlie Warner
quarters. She remembers were Scouts." Tom was a (our veterinarian) was so
that Bea Melugin, a great help to us when he handsome that all the
pioneer in Murray was free' on Saturdays," girls fell in love with him
scouting, continued work- she remembers.
and showed it by tormening for years. Mrs. Harry
Troop I, Group 3 had ting him.
Fenton served as the their first out-of-town
Other leaders who fillcamp nurse. Iris Key and camping when they ed in when needed were
Talese Whiteside were were Brownies. They Mrs. Noel (Ruby)
leaders at that time, too. joined other scouts there .Melugin, Mrs. Freed
She recalled that Mrs. In- at Camp Packentuck, a (Clover) Cotham, Mrs.
glis helped her with a Boy Scout camp in Il- Joe (Madge) Parker, and
troop at the Training linois. Lochie Fay Mrs. Allie Dorman.

dia:::201"

Northern Bathroom

Tissue
SUPER MARKET
L
With
ir_ $10.00 Or More Purchase

1,aw Overhead Means Low Prices"
We Gladly
Accept Food Stamps

Prices Good 4-14
Thru 4-20
40I
3

Farm Gold Solid

Oleo

1 lb.

Sav-Sum
Yellow Cling

Hyde Park Light Chunk

Peaches

Tide Laundry Save 30'

Tuna ...save 10' • • •
Detergent

3P1
89c

Eggs

$189

c
9

Save 38' Y Gal. 99C

Flov-O-RiA Save 20'

.69c

Cottage Cheose 1207.

290z.

Save 14`

Case of 24$16.50
•

-------NommosiN
Sunflower Plain or Self Rising

Req. $3.99Save $2.24

Flour

Signal50‘; Off Lobel

Nabisco Ritz

Crackers

Save 14'
16o.

Sundrop
R.C. Cola,
!Diet Rite Cola
INew R.L
o 100

19

Sinus Relief..20 Tabs

"
$1

Philadelphia Save 30'

Cream Cheese..8oz.

79C

Save 40'5Lb.

Gatorade

Cypress Springs Restaurant

Plain or Seffrising

Overlooking Beautiful Ky. Lake
121 South

Sour Cream

Save 40'
5 Lb.
Bag

Open Everyday Except Monday

•

Serving Ky. Lake Catfish
Broosted Chicken - Country Ham
Seafoods - Short Orders

Save 29' 10 oz. 3/
$1

Dog
Food
$43

16 oz.

Pancake Mix 2Lb'"x

1
I

09

Save
$2.50
25 Lb.
Bog

Libby's Pink Save 50'Toll Can
$1 99

Salmon

436-5496

FROZEN

I

Friskies Beef
Flavor

89C
99`

Aunt Jemima Complete Save 14'
51.8s.

A'

4.6.1118111180wMoilien

46 oz. Save 10`

Sealtest Sore 20'

69`
$if.79

Veto Hot Dog

Sunflower

Juice

32oz.

Carpet Fresh .... 9oz.

8Pk. 16 Oz. Bottle
With Bottles
osit

Meal ,/1

7

Airwick Sore 30'

Sauce

Libby's Tomato

9

Stokely Save 12`

29

231111
.
111.4

NOTICE

-•••••.

Lynn Grove
Grade'A'Large

ez.

49 oz.

71

,

Flov-O-Rich Light

Milk

Save
70'

Excluding Dairy & Tobacco
Products Drinks On Special

We Reserve The Right
To Limit Quantiti- Home Owned & Operated
New Store Hours 7 a.m.-8 p.m.

Sinarest Reg. $2.19Save $1.00

GIRL SCOUT CABIN — The Girl Scout cabin,
built in 1946 with the help of many concerned individuals, stands on Sharpe Street at the back of the
old Murray-Calloway County Park. Many former
scouts have quite a few youthful memories of the
cabin.
Staff photo by Duane S.urlock

Scout workers that I must
remind you of. Mrs.
Everett (Alice) Outland
retired from executive of(ice after 33 years service. She was awarded
the "Thank You Badge."
Mrs. Tom (Dew Drop)
Rowlett who served as
leader, executive, camp
director, five years water
front director at Bear
Creek District camp on
Kentucky Lake, and day
camp director here

MEAT DEPT.

Mr. P's Combination Pepperoni, Sausage

Pizza
Fries
Fish Sticks
Corn

69

12 oz.

Garden Delight French

1 59

$
lb. bag

4
5

frosty Seas

$1 49
16 oj.

Frosty Acres Cut

•=s

59

U.S.D.A. Choice Beef

Round Steak
Reelfoot
Sliced Boiled

U.S.D.A. Ribeye

Steak
$229

Ham

Steak

lb.

Pure Fresh Leon

Florida Ripe

Tomatoes
th.49
Corn
5/$1
Grapefruit „: •
•
39
Potatoes
Yellow Sweet

Ruby Red 5 Lb. Bog

No. 1 Red

$

10 Lb. Bog

lb.

U.S.D.A. Choice
Minute

10 oz.

PRODUCE

$

120z. Pkg.

$189

lb.

Family Pock 3Lb.
Or More

p

Ground Beef
Reelfoot No. I
Sliced

lb.

Reelfoot
Old Fashion

B*on
$129

Metzger

Braunsch
weiger

Bologna
$139

1247z. Pkg.

1 Lb. Pkg.

Reeffoot Chimer

Chunk

Air

Franks
,

79'
39

1 Lb. Pkg.
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personalities

by morjorie m. major

Stately historic homes on Main Street featured by writer
The Time: Around the
turn of the century.
The Place: Institute
Street(now Main Street)
The People: Families
by the names of Hart,
McElrath, Higgins, Linn,
Diuguid, Henslee,Sexton,
Rowlett, Beale, Graham
and Bradley.
Their Houses: These
families lived in twostoried homes on Institute Street with the
Murray Male and Female
Institute being the focal
point.
Their Activities: In a
cold winter, there was sl-

p.

1

Historic Homes
children — Tom, Jessie
Still Standing
and Leuona — when he
Houses have per- married Mary Jane
Nold
sonalities as well as peo- on June 30,
1873 in an
ple. In the heartland of Episcopal service
in CinMurray — the old cinnati. Her father
was
residential area on Main Henry Nold,
the first
Street — there are principal of the Murray
several historic homes Male and Female
Inwhich exude their own stitute which was
located
personality and are stan- on the site of
the present
ding relatively unchang- Middle School.
ed.
The bride and groorn
In 1890 the population of boarded a train
in CincinMurray was about 500 nati to
go to White
people but by 1899 there Sulphur Springs,
W. Va.,
were 1800 residents. where they spent
their
There were no sidewalks honeymoon at
The Old
and the streets were un- White Hotel.
Upon their
paved. Travel was by return to
Murray they
horse and buggy and settled in the
newlythere were several livery bought home
with the
stables to serve the public three children
and, in
as most people did not time, raised five
others —
have horses. Elmus Pat, Wallace, Helen,
Paul
Beale had the first car.
and Hugh who practiced
According to John dentistry in
Murray over
McElrath Meloan, an old 50 years.
From an
time chronicler of local 'upstairs
window Helen
history, public dances eloped.
were also held in the
The McElraths lived in
courthouse weekly during this house 37
years, from
the school year. He 1873 to 1910. The
next
reported, "Everyone owner was Mr. J.E.
Owen
went to the dances — the whose daughte
r Gladys
young to frolic and the old married Buist Scott
and
to look on."
since then three generaHart-Kopperud Home
tions of the Scott family
On the northwest cor- have lived there.
The prener of Main and 8th sent occupants are
John
Hart-Kopperud home
Streets is the home built Ed and Audrey Scott.
by Dr. J.G. Hart in 1901.
Higgins Home
A unique feature of this
Just east of the
home is the curved inside McElrath-Scott home
on
wall of the hall and the the way to "town"
is the
parlor facing the front S.H. Higgins home
which
originally had a stained was built in 1890.
Actualglass window wfiich is ly, it Was built
by George
now in the bath. Dr. Hart Aycock, contract
or, for
had the first telephone in Frank Barber who
later
Murray and even today sold it to
the W.H.
his number 1 exists as Fruitema family
and
0001. It is the number of from whom Mr. Higgins
Dr. Jim Hart, his grand- purchased the place
in
son.
1896. Three children —
The Hart family lived Van, Hilda (Mrs. Marvin
here 40-years and now Dr. Whitnell) and
Elizabet
and Mrs. A.H. Kopperud (Mrs. Vernon Hale) h
—
have owned the home and were raised in this
house.
lived there 41 years. The
The Calloway County
Kopperuds have made Public Library
purchasseveral improvements ed this home in
1979 from
such as enlarging the Corinne McAtt.
It is now
parlor, remodeling the the Library
Annex
and
Beale-Former home
kitchen and adding a the innovat
ive staff,
downstairs bedroom and headed by
Margaret
bath.
Trevathan, has numerous
Dr. Hart had his office programs and
conover Dale & Stubblefield ferences here
which
Drug Store and, coin- allow many people
to see
cidentally, when Dr. Kip- and apprecia
te the inperud was practicing teresting architec
tural
dentistry, his office was features of
the building.
there too.
'These features include
McElrath—Scott Home
a curved porch leading to
In the year 1873, John a side door, a circular
Calvin McElrath pur- cove with several
winchased the home on the dows in a corner
of the
northeast corner of -Main parlor, a stained
glass
and 8th Streets and 80 ad- window on the
stairway
joining acres — on the in- and a sewing room
on the
stallment plan — from second floor
under the
Dr. Pat Waterfield who cupola._
The house has a
was moving to Memphis. hand-carved banister
,
The house was built about five fireplaces
and it was
1870 and is porbably the one of the
first homes in
oldest house in town..
town to have running
In 1873 Mr. McElrath water. It was
supplied
Higgins home
was a 37 year old from a well in
the back
widower, with three yard which
was powered
by a windmill.
Linn-Schroader Home
Skipping to the next
block, there is the Will
Linn victorian frame
home which was built in
1899 and the contractor
here also was George
Aycock. Mr. Will Linn, a
lawyer, was the son of
Judge Lilburn Linn of the
Third Judicial District.
Will Linn was the father
of Evelyn Linn Albritten,
who taught at MSU 42
years, and he was a
cousin of Rainey T. Wells,
founding father of MSU.
The villages of Lynnville
and Lynn Grove were
named for the Linn family.
Linn-Schrooder home
The house originally
was on the northwest corner of Main and 6th, with
steps going up form the
corner. It has been moved on lot north on 6th St.
Features of the house
include three fireplaCes
downstairs — in the
parlor, dining room and a
bedroom where the %
original mantle was of
black marble. 'The
downstairs reception
area has oak paneling
and the door frames are
carved. There are
numerous built-in
cabinets and closets
whip was unusual for
that time. Ceilipgs
feet high and the floors
are of pine.
In 1906 the house was
McElrath-Scott home
sold to, B.F. Schroeder
ed riding on the Christian
Church hill and ice
skating on Clark's River.
Sometimes about dusk,
tamales were sold by
street vendors. in summer there was the week
of Chautauqua when outof-town relatives visited
and the Baptists had their
annual picnic in a
beautiful grove to trees
off of the present
Chestnut Street about
where the present tennis
courts of MSU are
located. At times, there
was roller skating in the
old courthouse.

and it remained in that
family until the Murray
Art Guild bought it in 1971
from Mable Schroeder
Farmer. The Kentucky
Heritage Commission has
designated this house as a
"Kentucky Landmark
worthy of preservation,"

-

an honor valued by the
Murray Art Guild.
Diuguid Home
On the south side of
Main Street near 6th
Street is a fine brick
home built in 1899 by E.S.
Diuguid who owned a furniture store on the

square. It is trimmed in was bought ,from Ella
stone and it was the first Woodruff but previous
ly
home in Murray built of all the area on the south
pressed brick. The side of this block had
previous brick homes been owned by O.T. Hale,
were of bricks made merchant.
locally.
Original rooms were
The porch follows the three bedrooms and
bath
familiar pattern of being upstairs
yes, a bath —
circular and leading to a one of the firstin Murray.
side door as well as to the The downstairs included
front door thwich leads a large front porch,
living
into a spacious hall, off of room, dining room,
panwhich is the parlor. The try, kitchen and two
other
house is three stories tall porches. Later, one
of
as there are two large these porches was
enclosbasement rooms above ed to form a dining room
ground. Upstairs there and the former dining
are five bedrooms and a room was converte
d to a
large hall. The house library. The "cozy
cororiginally had inside ner" by the fireplac
e is
shutters,, and venetian an unusual part
of the livblinds.
ing room-library arThe last family rangement.
member to occupy the
Features of the house
house was Kate Diuguid are large closets
and
Kirk. In the early 1970's numerous built-i
n
her children, Ed Frank cabinets,
woodwork of
Kirk and Charlotte Kirk oak, a basemen
t, an attic
Whitnell, sold the house and two sleeping porches.
to Edna Knight, the pre- In 1941, a downsta
irs
sent occupant. This house bedroom with a
fireplace,
has also been designated a bath and a closet
were
a "Kentucky Landmark added.
worthy of preservation"
Rowlett Home
by the Kentucky Heritage
In 1909 J.D. Rowlett,
Commission.
tobacco man, built the
Ed Farmer House
house west of the Sextons
This home was built for his second
wife,
about 1910 by Dr. Kathleen Whitfiel
d, /and
Henslee, father of sons Jeff, Jr. and John
Bodineho lived prior at who became the father of
Newburg on the Ten- Dr. William Rowlett who
nessee . River. A later n w practices
in
owner was Joe Ryan who Hopicinsville. A third son
sold the house in 1920 to Tom was born in 1912.
Ed Farmer and members
The Rowlett home is
of his family are still oc- the largest in Murray,
cupants.
having eight rooms on
This is a very well-built each floor. In the sixties
house with fine woodwork the house was bought
and it follows the room from Tom Rowlett by
Dr.
arrangement of most of A.H. Kopperud who con'these period homes. verted the house
into
There are several apartments and offices.
fireplaces, a wrap- Room arrangements rearound porch — part of main virtually unchang.which has been enclosed ed but the original porch
— and a large bedroom which circled the front
upstairs on the front and part of the sides of
opens to a small porch.
the house, has been
Sexton Home
removed. Originally, the
The J.D. Sexton frame front door opened into the
home was built in 1912 by living room directly but a
Lee Curd, contractor. Ac- portion of that space has
cording to Ruth Sexton, been used to provide a
who still lives in the hall running the length of
house, and her sister the house. Baths and kitJane Sexton Atkins, the chens have been added
house plans were obtain- and rear porches,
ed from a Mr. Stum who
upstairs and downstairs,
-lived on Poplar Street
have been enclosed to
and he got them from a
form rooms. There are
friend in Memphis. Apsix fireplaces downstairs
parently, Mr. Stum inand four upstairs. Imtended to build his own
agine ,having ten
home from them but he
fireplaces to keep sup• moved away instead. The
lot for the Sexton house (Continued On Page 4-C)

Rowlett home

Sexton home

Diuguid home

Prices Good Wed. April 14 thru Sat. April 1 7
WW14=111 WavM gli
gn
Sore Hours
Open Daily 9-9
Sun. 12-6

Garden Center Sale

The Saving Place°

Flexible nylon reinforced
resists cracking, splitting.
Save.

IC-mart Brand

Vegetable Dust
For garden insets
and diSeases.1 0- Oz."

Marble Landscape Chips

„

dclition for Bolev7
beds and waikwayS.-50-1b,* bag

700 U.S. Highway 641 North Murray, Ky,
Route 7 Sedalia Rood Mayfield, Ky.
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Double

( 2 FOR

This week get Double
144

•

EACH
DOLLAR

WE LIAAITRVE
RESEE
TH
TO
OUANTI
AND CORRECT PRI
ERRORS.

/1/474:

TRAY PACK

6 TOMATOES

•Southside
Mon.-Sat.
7 a.m.-10 p.m.
Sunday
o.m.-7 P.m.
Store Houic
Northside
Mon.-Sat.

TEXAS•48 CT.

SANDWICH
BREAD 24LO

RED
''GRAPEFRUIT

2

Each

WITH ONE FILLED CASH
DIVIDEND CERTIFICATE!

FOR
DOMINO

JUST PICKED PRODUCE
FRESH
PASCAL
CELERY

SUGAR
•••::

WITH ONE FILLED CASH
DIVIDEND CERTIFICATE!

Large
Stalk

FUN BUDDIES
FRESH FLORIDA

HOT DOGS

CARROTS

YELLOW DELIOOUS

1 Lb. Bog 3For$ 1

APPLES

c•

Lb.

FRESH•6 OZ.PKG.

RED RADISHES
v

12 Oz.
Pkg.
FRESH •S OZ CUP

• ..

$109

MUSHROOMS
FRESH

WITH ONE FILLED CASH
DIVIDEND CERTIFICATE!

49
$

3Bunch.,$1

%GREEN ONIONS

S
wHITI
EEDLESS GRAPES

Lb.$ 1 41

DON'T FORGET TO PLAY

i;Chi

BANKROLL

00

700

SOUTHSIDE
$300.00

\-\
7; APO'

FREE
CASH!

FRESH BAKED GOODNESS ...

FLOUR SHOP
THE MEAT

YOU'VE SERVED JIM ADAMS MEATS TO YOUR FAMILY WITH THE
ASSURANCE OF QUALITY. U.S. CHOICE • IOWA GRAIN FED •
BEEF. REELEAN PORK. AND FRESHNESS THAT'S GUARANTEED.
YOU EXPECT QUALITY AND VALUE FROM JIM ADAMS AND
THAT'S WHAT YOU RECEIVE . MEATS THAT
ARE PRICED RIGHT AND TRIMMED RIGHT AT
NO SACRIFICE OF QUALITY AND THAT'S
HOW IT SHOULD BE

STOKELY

MARTHA WHITE

SOFT'N PRETTY

APPLESAUCE

MEAL

2

KRA

GRI
JEL

TISSUE

303 CAN

5 Lb Bag

NORTHSIDE
$400.00

401P

Roll

18 C,

For

99

%I9
C

TOTAL
VALUE
PRICES
PLUS Cash Dividend

S9c
LOWES
GENERIC•71/4 OZ.

MACARONI & CHEESE

BUYING POWER!
HEALTH & BEAUTY AIDS

99c

HAlftSPRAY

AQUA NET
5114 OFF LABEL

11 01.

-

•

. lor.$249

CONDITIONER OR SHAMPOO

SILKIENCE

TEA BAGS

$1

GENERIC
,
4 ROU.

GILLETTE FOAMY
ANACIN

.GENERIC•100 CT

BATHROOM TISSUE
GENERIC• I LI. QUARTERS
MARGARINE
GENERIC GRADED

2o49

TUNA

31

n

:44
5410 411:.
.+:104f.,.. • Mit.load

•

•

P11:1:34: TIII: 111 II II 11 . ki LEIN:1M

TI111:S. Sivinexila)• April II.

Buying Power!
P12ur

FOR
/ICH
LIAR

Prices good April 14 - 20.

Cash Dividends on all your purchases!

'VE THE R GMT
=ANTI IIIS
RECT PRI TING
MORS.

mor

You gat I
Calla CkyoclanO
foe saC
crir
You IIPsod.

Pick up FIN
Cash Dividend
cartilicatos at

No our cneck-out
=counters

""--:-.......'
Pasts 36
Cash Om

Whan you check
Out. proSsist 0.111
filled Cash 004
demi Candle-Ma
tor *act+ spacial
MN you solict •

demi cou
gig pons on each

=excluding
=sates tax

MI Cartiticato

FAMILY PAK•MIXED PARTS

24

FRYING
CHICKEN

E.
F

FE
FFRESH R
BREAST
WITH ONE FILLED CASH
DIVIDEND CERTIFICATE

09

4/

FROZEN

TOTINO PIZZA

Lb.

Lb.
4 DRUMSTICKS•4 THIGHS

JUICY

PINWHEEL PAK
- PIC of CHIC

Li, 974
994

.•

AGAR'S

SMOKED PICNICS

Lb

FIELD'S•OLD FASHIONED

$g99

PORK SAUSAGE

Jumbo 5 Lb

OUR ECONOMY

II/

$ 1 69

BACON ENDS & PIECES

3 Lb. Pkg.

FRESH

KAHN'S•REG. or BEEF

BOLOGNA

•oz. Pkg.

KAHN'S•HAM It CHEESE or PICKLE LOAF

LUNCH MEAT

s

2

LUNCH MEATS

For$ 1

$339
12 oz.

BREAST FILLETS

WITH ONE FILLED CASH
DIVIDEND CERTIFICATE'

FAMILY PAK

FRYER 1 BOSTON BUTT
THIGHS PORK ROAST

DRUMSTICKS

$ 1 19

TYSON'S•FROZEN •STRIPS

REEL-LEEN

994-

oz. Pkg.

IGA •2% OZ.• WAFER SLICED

FRESH

FRYER

Lb

PORK CUTLETS

Lb 99

3BREAST HALVES•3 THIGHS•3 THIGHS

PORK
STEAK

PUREX BLEACH

19 SLI 28
Lb.W

Lb.

2 BREAST HALVES•2 DRUMS.•2 THIGHS

994
BONUS BUYS

BEST OF
THE FRYER
OLE CAROLINA

Lb.

SLICED BACON

'9
12 Oz. 994

SMOKED

JOWL SLICED BACON...
GENERIC

$14

LUNCH MEATS

1 Lb. Pkg.

994

CATCH O'DEEP

Gallon

TASTE O'SEA•BREADED

FISH STICKS

$0..

794

BATTER DIPT•120Z.

FISH PORTIONS

WITH ONE FILLED CASH
DIVIDEND CERTIFICATE'

$ 1 59

TREASURE ISLE•RIK SHA •BREADED

SHRIMP

$479

16 Oz.

BREADED

COD FILLETS

16 Oz.$

79

WHIPPED

ORE-IDA

MRS.
BUTTERVVORTH

MIRACLE
MARGARINE

TATER
TOTS

SYRUP

6 Stick - 1 Lb.

160z.

20c OFF LABEL

691 69
BONUS BUYS
40Z.
$1 6

GRAPE
JELL
Y
18 C iz

IVORY
LIQUID

STOKELY

GRAPEFRUIT

FOLGER'S

JUICE

FLAKED COFFEE
130z Bog

460z

BOW WOW

DOG FOOD

$179
25 Lb.

NIP

KRAFT• 18 OZ.

BARBECUE SAUCE
LIMITED VARIETY•9 OZ.

EST PRICES!
PACKER'S LABEL

EESE

HUNGRY JACK BISCUITS
BREMNER•140Z.

JUMBO
PIES

MOZERELLA or SHARP
CHEDDAR•KRAFT

SHREDDED

LIGHT BULBS

CHEESE

FAB DETERGENT

40z.

89;

•

69c

20 OZ. WIFABRIC SOFTENER

10 OZ.FOLGERS INSTANT

COFFEE

...$1°9
891;399

SALTINE CRACKERS
BUSH•300 CAN

1
3..
ch 6

BUSH• NAVY - NORTHERN or

T1DEDETERGENT
$1 99

GIANT SIZE

291
300 3For$

PINK SALMON

1501.1 99

TEA BAGS

100 Ct $2
49
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Historic homes...
(Continued From Page 1-C)
plied with wood or coal in
winter!
.f As the Rowlett
residence, the house was
elegantly furnished with
Victorian furnitufe, goldframed tall wall mirrors,
fine china and silver.
When the search committee was in Murray prior
to the selection of this
town for the location of a
state university, they
were entertained in this
home.
Beale-Farmer House
The house on the
southeast corner of Main
and 8th, known as the Ewing Farmer house, was
bought from Clay Beale,
the original owner, in
1919. He was a halfbrother of Ruth Beale
Psychology students
Kennedy and he bought from area colleges and
the land from H.B. universities will read
Gilbert.
research papers and a
The Beales with sons Georgia State University
Gardner and Irving lived psychologist will present
here a relatively short two programs at the
time before moving to Undergraduate Research
Memphis. Then Frank
Brown and his sister Jennie Townsend lived here
in the interim before the
house was purchased by
Mr. Farmer. This house
was built some time after
the Rowlett house
because 'someone
remembers that Mrs.
Rowlett sent over a tray
of food for the Beales on
the day they moved in.

Bradley home

Graham-Frazee home

Ed Farmer home

Psychology students will read research papers and psychologist will speak Friday

0000.0.0040

Conference and Colloquium at Murray State
University on Friday.
Following the presentation of papers by students
based on their
undergraduate research,
which will begin at 1:30

p.m. in the Barkley Lec- Barkley Lecture Room,
ture Room of the Univer- will be -Non-Human
sity Center, Dr. James L. Primate Research: What
Pate will deliver the Is the Question?"
keynote address.
The title of the colloHis topic for the 3 p.m. quium scheduled for 7:30
lecture, also in the p.m. in the same location

Pate, an

Alabama

native who earned the
A.B., M.A. and Ph.D.
degrees at the University
of Alabama, has been a
member of the faculty at
Georgia State University
since 1965. He is currently
an associate professor

and faculty member in
the Language Research
Center.
Pate was formerly on
the faculty at Western Illinois University and at
the University of
Alabama.

}blew got whatIttakes.

Graham-Frazee Home
This home on the corner of Main and 9th street
was probably built early
, in this.centyry-and Asher
Graham and family were
long time residents. His
daughter Louise married
Karl Frazee and during
their occupancy, the
house and garden were
maintained beautifully.
His nephew Henry Holton
is the present owner.
The plan of the house
follows that of several of
the other houses described. It is a frame, twostoried house painted
white with a curved porch
with the usual living
quarters downstairs and
four bedrooms upstairs.
Bradley Home
The Charlie Bradley
•home was built in 1917. It
has two downstairs
fireplaces but none
upstairs which indicates
the house had a furnace
when it was built. There
are sliding doors between
the living room and
library and between the
library and dining room.
Downstairs floors are
parquet. There is a root
cellar out back.

Share the spirit.
Share the refreshment.
Light,fresh Salem Lights.

Unusual features of the
house are the two stairways — one with two landings goes up from the reception hall and the
other goes up from the
kitchen. The banister of
the front stairs is carved
wood. There are five
bedrooms upstairs.

...

in "Implications of NonHuman Language
Research for the Uniqueness of Humans." All
of the sessions are open to
the public at no charge.

0,

"etw-

Here the Bradleys lived
with their children,
Charlie, Rob, Frances
and Edward, for many
years. Owners since the
Bradleys include Joe
Berry, and a Mr. Lamb
before Leonard Vaughn
bought it in. 1975. Its
facade is commanding.
Architectural
Similarities

-

Many of these historic
homes have similarities.
It seems that in those
days it was common
.practice for a person to
buy house plans and then
later loan or sell the plans
to others. This seems
plausible as several of
these homes have similar
features.
Excepting one, all the
houses are frame and,excepting one, all are
painted white. All are
two-storied and •several
have curved porches
opening to a reception
hall and also leading
around to a side door.
Most have large foyers
and the stairs lead up
from. them.. Raw -wan
built witb a downstairs
bedroom, all had several
fireplaces aqd few_ were
built with baths.
These homes and the
families who have lived
in them are the heritage
of Murray. Stories of
other homes will follow.

,of,t

-

Warning: The Surgeon General Has Determined
That Cigarette Smokinik_Pangerpos to Your

